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Affirmative action in higher education has provoked considerable
debate between those who argue that it is

a.

socially valuable tool,

and those who argue that it has no place in the meritocratic world of

scholarship and research.

The final report of the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education states that in order to reach a participation rate

of women and minorities among higher education faculty equal to their

presence in the labor force, nearly fifty per cent of all faculty
hires until the year 2000 must be women, and nearly twenty per cent

must be minorities.

Thus, affirmative action - or some anti-bias

regulation replacing it - will be operant for some time to come.
Since the goal of equal employment opportunity is one which is
*

in keeping with the principles upon which American society is based,
it is important that affirmative action be well understood in order

that its operationalization might be less troubled.

Thus, the

researcher seeks to increase the pool of knowledge concerning the
implementation of affirmative action by studying the implementation
process in the Academic Affairs sector of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst from the period immediately prior to the

vi

announcement of the Higher Education Guidelines through
the 1975
fiscal year.
The research is focused around several hypotheses concerning

factors affecting the implementation process:
(1)

the degree of upper-level administrative support;

(2)

the level of understanding of the policy, and the support

given it by those members of the faculty in leadership
positions;
(3)

the participation of women and minority faculty in the

process;
(4)

the performance of the affirmative action officer, and;

(5)

the state of the budget and the manner in which it is used.

The data collected from memoranda, reports, minutes, etc. on file
in various administrative offices and in the University's Archives,

combined with data gathered as a result of in-depth interviews with
i

forty-six faculty and administrators, show that affirmative action was

successfully implemented on the campus, and that, to differing extents,
the aforementioned factors were important to the success of the process.
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CHAPTER

I

ORIENTATION TO THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Among the historical priorities of American higher education,
according to the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (1973: 33-34),
has been the advancement of social justice.

In order to further the

goals of the American promise, higher education has felt an obliga-

tion to assist individuals to realize the capacity of their citizenship, to promote their personal productivity, and to help them reach
a high quality of life.

The Commission noted that "education, and

particularly higher education, has an increasing responsibility for
the realization of equality of opportunity.

As part of that endeavor,

many colleges and universities, beginning in the 1960’s, sought to

broaden access to include populations not traditionally present in
tor
large proportions, sought to provide compensatory opportunities

preparation, sought
students with strong academic potential but poor
students with limited monetary
to make available financial assistance to
to meet the intelresources, and sought to expand curricular options

its new populations.
lectual, vocational, and temporal needs of

students provided an important
Further, Individual faculty members and

cultural changes that occurred
critical mass of support for the legal and
of the civil
nationally during that period as a result

an d later, the women’s movement.

nt

In an attempt to apply

th-.

msixtutiou«il

societies,
problems of their surrounding
resources to the solution of the

concentrated attention
community service efforts received

>
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colleges and universities beginning at the end of the decade.

One area which saw little change until recent years, however, was
the racial and sexual composition of the staffs, particularly the

faculty, which in most colleges and universities was overwhelmingly

made up of white males.

In 1970, only 22.5 per cent of higher educa-

tion faculty across the country were women; minorities accounted for
only 5.3 per cent of the total.

Assuming there had been no discrimina-

tion against persons from those groups, it might normally be expected
that about thirty-eight per cent of the faculty would be female, and

about fifteen per cent would be minority (Carnegie Commission, 1973:
79 ).

As part of its effort to bring about equality of opportunity in

employment in higher education, the Federal government began, in 1969,
and univerto apply its affirmative action requirements to colleges

sities.
which,
This chapter includes a discussion of the federal activity

religious,
beginning with the New Deal, sought to eliminate racial,
to the institution of the
and sexual bias from hiring, and which led

current affirmative action guidelines.

examined in detail.

Those guidelines are then

A brief history of the involvement of the

of social justice follows in
University of Massachusetts in the area

understanding of the setting
order that the reader might gain an
introduced in the early 1970’s on
into which affirmative action was
the Amherst campus.

presented in the
The rationale for the research

and
of the problem to be studied,
remainder of this work, a definition
section.
following chapters conclude this
a brief outline of the

3

Federal Initiatives

Equal employment opportunity has been a Federal concern since the

presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

His use of the "executive

order" resulted in the establishment of the Committee on Fair Employ-

ment Practices, during World War II, to hear complaints of discrimination in hiring, and conditions of employment and union membership in

industries with defense or war-related contracts.^

In 1951, President

Truman sought to monitor the adherence to the anti-bias regulations of
the Federal contracts through another executive order creating the

Committee on Government Contract Compliance.

It was during the Kennedy

Administration that the term, "affirmative action", was first used in
an executive order intended to combat racial and religious discrimination; not only were holders of Federal contracts bound by non-discrimina-

minority
tory clauses, but they were also required to seek out qualified

applicants for available positions.
issued Executive
In September, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson

organizations holding
Order 11246, which was intended to require
take affirmative action
government contracts in excess of $10,000 to
creed, or national origin,
in their practices with regard to race,

m

only those portions covered by the
all aspects of their operation, not

contract (s)

;

extended, through
three years later, the provision was

passed by Congress, but
Ifn executive order is not a law, it is not
for future policy decisions
if issued by the President as a basis
...
and their sub-units within
involving the various departments
executive branch.
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Executive Order 11375, to include women under its protection.

The

Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) was established within the

Department of Labor in 1966 to monitor the specifications of the

Johnson order.

In an attempt to provide for expert supervision in

specialized areas, OFCC delegated its watchdog authority to nineteen
other Federal agencies.
In January, 1969, the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare (HEW) initiated a review of affirmative action compliance at
the City University of New York; that was the first interface between

affirmative action and higher education (Willis, 1973: 118).

In

October, 1972, guidelines for higher education, based on OFCC’s Revised

Order #4, were issued by HEW.
Statutorily, equal employment opportunity was promoted through

Title VII of the C^vil Rights Act cf 1964 which established the Equal
nonEmployment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) as the enforcer of the

discriminatory employment practices set forth in the legislation.

c.r.d

from alleged violation.
in the investigation of complaints resulting

Txtxe IX of
Extention of this provision to women came through
Act).
Education Amendments of 1972 (Higher Education

<-he

Title VII was

Opportunity Act of 1972
then amended by the Equal Employment

wmch

with fifteen or mere
extended the protection to most organizations
employees, whether public or private.
(as amended) were brought
Title VII and Executive Order 11246

1970 when it stated that a
together by the EEOC (1971: 36) in
of Executive Order 11246
"violation of Title VII is a violation
'

arid

vice versa.

1
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Judicially, the specifics of affirmative action have been up-

held on a number of occasions.

2

The Supreme Court has, however,

avoided making a decision regarding its applicability to higher education.

In April, 1974, it dismissed a suit brought by Marco DeFunis

against the University of Washington.

DeFunis argued that his having

been refused admission to the University’s law school, which had
accepted a number of ’’less qualified" minority students, was unconstitutional.

Since a lower court had earlier found in DeFunis* favor,

he had been allowed to enroll in the program.

Noting that DeFunis was

about to graduate, the Supreme Court ruled the issue moot, and, thus,

declined to rule on the constitutionality of the Order in higher
education.

The Higher Education Guidelines Under Executive Order 11246

Guidelines for higher education were issued by

J.

Stanley Pott^nger,

on October
Director of the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in HEW,

1972.

Highe r
In his memorandum of transmission of the

-kQ

1,

H

presidents across the
Guidelines (1972) to the college and university

expectation "that all
country, Pottinger stated the government’s

henceforth be in compliance
affected colleges and universities will
regulations."
with the Order and its implementing

Cited were the

Order 11246 as amended by Executive
requirements set forth in Executive

decisions relating to the various
For a discussion of the judicial
see "Equal
aspects of affirmative action
n Eliot
2

^o

Vol. 2, No. 1, Fall, 1974.

c

Order 11375, and as implemented by Revised Order

//4;

they were to be

applicable immediately to all private institutions, and to public
institutions as soon as their exemption was removed upon conclusion
of the process to be initiated several days later via announcement

in the Federal Register .

Under the terms delineated in the~~Guidelines

,

institutions having

$50,000 in Federal contracts and employing fifty or more persons were
to develop written affirmative action plans which were to include:
(1)

a statement of commitment to non-discriminatory employment

practices and equal employment opportunity;
(2)

procedures for dissemination of the institution's policy

to its own employees, and to interested and appropriate groups

in the institution's recruitment area;
(3)

the appointment of an Equal Employment Opportunity Officer

to organize and monitor the affirmative action program, said

officer to have the appropriate institutional support for completing the task;
(4)

the collection and analysis of data by organizational unit

and job classification relating to the presence of women and

minorities on the staff (as compared to their availability in
the recruiting area) and their conditions of employment (as

compared to those of majority males), said data allowable under
and local lavs
the principle of Federal supremacy over any state

confidence,
to the contrary, and to be kept in strict
(5)

deficiencies
the development of mechanisms to correct any

identified by that analysis, and;

7

(6)

the development of a monitoring system for the program, and

the submission of annual reports to OCR.

The government recognized that "the success of a university's

affirmative action program may be dependent in a large part upon the
willingness and ability of the faculty to assist in its development
and implementation" (Guidelines

,

1972: 17).

Thus, Pottinger recommended

that faculty and supervisory officials - especially those with personnel

responsibilities - be involved in the effort, and suggested the
development of committees or task forces for that purpose (as had been

successfully accomplished on a number of campuses).
Specifically, the Order called for the establishment of goals and

timetables for the resolution of any employment areas within the

institution found to have fewer women and minorities than might be
expected by their availability.

Resulting from the analysis by the

institution of its deficiencies, goals were to be based on normal growth
affirma
and expected turnover as well as the availability of qualified
to help an
tive action personnel; they were intended as target figures

minorities.
institution overcome its underutilization of women and

attainment of
While it would serve as an indication of compliance,

goalt,

institution’s adherence
would not be the only criteria upon which an
the Guidelines would be judged.

uC

Such factors as changes in the

conditions or availestimated number of vacancies, general economic
candidates were cited as
ability of qualified affirmative action
the stated goals
acceptable reasons for failure to achieve

„

So long

commithad attempted to fulfill its
as a university could show that it

non-compliant.
ment, it would not be found

Quotas were

™.i-ner requi.tu

nor permitted by the Executive Order"

(

Guidelines

.

1972: 4).

Further,

while it demanded non-discriminatory hiring and employment practices,
the Order did not mandate the hiring or promotion of persons who were

unqualified; "reverse discrimination" or "preferential treatment"

which might result in a dilution of standards of excellence in order
to accomplish goals was cited as being unnecessary.

In order to attract affirmative action candidates, institutions

were to make active efforts beyond the normal "word of mouth" method,

which was thought to have often excluded women and minorities; institutions with primarily majority male populations were cited as having

generally been the recruiting grounds for faculty positions.

Efforts

such as advertising in media thought to reach significant numbers of

women and minorities, referrals from professional associations, vacancy
announcements in professional journals, and contact with other institu
or educattions (including those outside of higher education) employing

toward the
ing women and minorities, were all suggested as a means

development of broader applicant pools.

While they were required to

opportunity employer, univernote in all ads their status as an equal
for affirmative action
sities were forbidden from advertising solely

candidates.

include women
Search committees, which, hopefully, would

were suggested by Pottinger
and minority staff as active participants,
selections since, presumably, they
as the best method for making
recruiting, and would reduce
would take a more active approach to
so
- though, perhaps, unintentionally
the level of discriminatory

applicants.
assumptions concerning women and minority
the opportunity for
Anti-nepotism policies, which denied

9

employment to persons whose relative was already employed by the
institution, were seen as usually serving to deny the opportunity for

wives to gain employment at universities employing their husbands,
and, thus, were illegal; such policies were to be changed, although it

was considered appropriate to allow restrictions concerning the super-

vision of relatives.

—

As stated in the Guidelines , women and minority appointees were to

receive the same rank and title as held by equally qualified white males
Also, they were to receive "equal pay for equal work", and were to be

given the same benefits, including the possibility for promotion.

In

order to insure their access to promotional ladders, women and minorities were to receive adequate training and, in the case of faculty,

opportunity to participate in research projects; these career develop-

ment programs were intended to resolve any deficiencies in their
may
individual records or abilities when compared to white males who

have had more opportunity for prior preparation.
termina
Reliance on "seniority" in employment decisions, including
as there had been no prior
tion, was allowable under the Order so long

women and minority
discrimination which had worked against the current
staff at the institution.
rearing had often caused
Since the societal obligation of child
in employment, women were
women to receive discriminatory treatment

under the same conditions as the
to be allowed maternity leave
of leave.
institution's policies for other forms

They were not to

loss of seniority, or other disreceive pay cuts, loss of position,
leave;
of having taken a maternity
criminatory treatment as a result

10

further, they could not be required to take such leave, except for

individual medical reasons or as a result of particular job characteristics.

Child care leave was to be made available to both male and

female employees, and was not to count towards fulfillment of a
contract, nor towards the deadline by which tenure must be earned.

Additionally, institutions were encouraged to develop child care programs for employees and students as another means for allowing the

opportunity for the inclusion of women and minorities.
In order to insure proper compliance to the Order, grievance

procedures were to be established on the individual campuses.

Un-

resolvable complaints involving an individual allegation of discrimination would be appealable to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission;
one involving a class or group complaint, or general non-compliance on
the part of the institution would fall under the jurisdiction of OCR.
a
Thus, a university's affirmative action plan was intended to be

discrimination,
blueprint for the elimination of any current condition of
and a
whether intended or not, that may be present in employment,

safeguard against any future discrimination.

Where necessary, cor-

situations, this meant the
rective action was to be taken; for hiring

addition of women and
establishment of goals (but not quotas) for the
positions where they
minorities over a specified period of time to
to their proportion of those
were not present in proportions comparable

.qualified and available.

and
Unqualified persons regardless of race

under the terms of the Order as they
sex were equally as unacceptable
However, approaches to recruiting,
had been prior to its announcement.
to be
of collegial contacts, were
beyond the reliance on the network

11

utilized in order to insure that qualified affirmative action candidates might be made aware of vacancies.

As well as in hiring, non-

discrimination was mandated in all conditions of employment.

Failure

to comply with the Guidelines could result in awards of back pay to

individuals who had suffered discrimination, and in the termination,

suspension or removal of future eligibility for Federal contracts from
those institutions found to be noncompliant with the nondiscrimination

clauses of their contracts.

The University of Massachusetts and Social Justice:
An Overview

The earliest soundings for the establishment of an agricultural

college in Massachusetts came in the 1820’ s as part of the wave of
u Jacksonian

democracy” which brought political, social, and agrarian

reforms aimed toward the extention of self-government and the correction
of defects of life in early nineteenth century America.

The Sedgwick

institution
Report of 1826 called for the creation of a state-supported
in the practical arts
to provide "economical and sufficient instruction

not desire or are unable
and sciences to that class of persons who do
to obtain a collegiate education."

(Cary, 1962: 7.)

This democra-

years later, after the passage
tizing concept was realized some forty

with the opening of the
of the Morrill Land Grant College Act,
’

became Massachusetts State
Massachusetts Agricultural College (which
o£ Massachusetts an 1947).
College in the 1930' s and the University
M.A.C. sent out announcements
In order to recruit its first class,

privets
those who could not afford
emphasizing that it was intended for

—
12

college and who wanted an education for farming; of the initial

fifty-six entrants, most came from western Massachusetts farming
communities (Cary, 1962: 38, AO).

The annual cost to students during

that period was $75.00 for tuition and $15.00 for room, far below the
cost of private institutions; similarly, board was priced at $3.50 per

week (Cary, 1962: 44,63).

-

The economic depression that followed a decade later threatened
the goal of education for the non-elite.

The college's president

argued that the institution’s high cost was keeping students away.
Thus, in 1877, he implemented a free tuition program for persons

nominated for admission by the members of Massachusetts Congressional
delegation, and by all M.A.C. alumni; this policy was, however, struck

down by the Massachusetts legislature two years later (Cary, 1962: 57-3).
funds for
It was not until 1883, that the legislature appropriated

scholarships; the initial grant was for $10,000

(Cary, 1962: 64).

only for men tor
The College's democratic endeavors were intended

women were admitted in
its first twenty-five years, until the first
most land grant colleges.
1892, some twenty years later than

It was

numbers were significantly
not until the First World War that their
was initiated for women in
increased (by thirty I) when a new program
for the war which occurred in
response to the national mobilization

1917.

sexually-segregated
Although the College's president preferred

women's college would eventually
.classes and hoped that a separate
forced the inclusion of women in
emerge, financial considerations
somewhat
women's curriculum was, however,
classes beside the men. The
feed science,
thrust in home economics,
different, having a vocational

.

,
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and other "humanistic subjects so that young women might gain a better

understanding of the needs of their community, state and nation"; two
years later, the curriculum was broadened to include programs intended
to meet a diversity of interests, but still focused primarily on home

A new two year program, centered on practical agriculture,

life.

was developed during that period for women; however, immediately

following the conclusion of the war, five hundred male veterans enrolled
over a several year period in the program, and, within ten years, it
was transformed into the Stockbridge School of Agriculture (Cary, 1962:
134-7)

World War II also saw an emphasis on women.
of the 725 students were women (Cary, 1962: 165).

In 1944, six hundred

Their proportions

dropped after the men returned from the war, but during the next
several decades, the enrollment remained at nearly half of the total
population.

Also as part of its 1917 mobilization effort, M.A.C. enrolled
standards of admisfifty high school graduates who could not meet the
to contribute to the
sion; the college, however, felt an obligation

numbers of skilled farm labor.

This was a very controversial move, and

admitted students and by
was greeted with resentment by the regularly
136).
others in the Commonwealth (Cary, 1962.

later, to meet
A similar effort undertaken fifty years

a very

controversy, but had a profound
.different problem, resulted in similar

impact on the campus.

tenters,
In 1967, the campus' black faculty

formed
at Smith and Amherst Colleges,
in conjunction with black faculty

Education of Hegro Students
the Committee for the Collegiate

.late-.

14

the reference to "Negro Students" was changed to "Black Students") with
the intention of increasing the number of black students on campus and
in the Massachusetts community college system; less than one per cent

of the University's student population at that time was black.

One of

the program's founders stated that recruitment trips were made to

Boston and Springfield:
kids the straight facts.

"We would go into the ghetto, and tell the

We explained how the system had worked in

the past and how we were going to do our best to change it.
'If you're interested in getting involved, fine.

We said,

We're not going to

hold your hand, but we are going to do our best to keep you alive.'"
(Massachusetts Alumnus , 1968: 3.)

Applicants often had serious academic

deficiencies which necessitated the use of different admissions criteria;
however, the Admissions Office assured the campus that standards were

not being lowered, but that "special consideration" was being given
(Chandler, 1968: 1).
was
The first class of CCEBS students numbered about 125 and

admitted to the University for the Fall, 1968 semester.

Students were

year, very close
provided with financial assistance averaging $1900 per

University (Lauroesch, 1972:
to the total amount needed to attend the
22)

.

and counseling components
The program also provided strong tutorial

them make the transition to the
for the students, in an effort to help

expectations of higher education.

sity

It should be noted that the Univer-

in 1969, and, prior to
only granted its first Ph.D. to a black

foreign students than it had graduated
that year, had graduated more
(Daniels, 1974. vii).
minority students from Massachusetts

Ihe

ir.c.

served to heighten the general
presence of minority students on campus
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level of awareness to the problems of racism on campus, and resulted
in some curricular changes which increased the number of courses of

interest to that new group.

By the end of the period covered by this

research, CCEBS was about to admit its eighth class of first year
students.

Beyond its attempts to diversify access, the University, from its
earliest days, also sought to undertake an active role in the lives of
its neighbors by engaging in serious agricultural research concerning

the development of fertilizers, and increased crop production (tobacco,

sugar maples, sugar beets, squash, cranberries, etc.)
61,72).

(Cary, 1962:

Such research helped improve the Commonwealth’s agricultural

output, and helped farmers remain competitive in an increasingly

industrial and urban state.

Beginning in 1882, the first of several

agricultural experiment stations was opened under the auspices of the
college; these units were intended to allow the application of the
by
research of the M.A.C. scientists directly to the fields worked

the state’s farmers.

Such stations still exist in a number of parts of

the state today.
In 1906, President Kenyon L. Butterfield stated,

The College

students, it lives permanently
lives not merely because it teaches

himself."
only as it clasps hand with the farmer

He was critical of

for the benefit of a few
the policy of "shutting up the College

fountains of agricultural knowledge,
.students, and damming up the great
faucets reserved for the elite"
permitting them to trickle out in
(Cary, 1962: 117,122).

sought to
Over the next several years, he

implement his philosophy:

devoted to rural
in 1907, a summer school,
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affairs, was opened; in 1908, the first agricultural clubs were begun
in the surrounding county for both boys and girls; in 1909, an agri-

cultural extension service was established to broaden on-campus and offcampus agricultural courses for farmers.

The service also sponsored

conferences such as "Farmer’s Week" and "Polish Farmer's Day", as well
as ones directed toward agricultural educators and rural social workers;
it issued a series of bulletins concerning farm problems, and gave

serious attention to home economics and civic improvement.

Further,

it provided such innovations as correspondence courses, extension

schools, and locally held educational demonstrations.

In 1911, a

cadre of county extension agents was established to further the diffusion and utilization of the College's knowledge and resources on the
local level.

Also that year, a Rural Social Service Association was

founded, followed several years later by the Massachusetts Federation
a cofor Rural Progress, both initiated by the College to provide

offering
ordinating unit for all public and private organizations

services to the rural communities in the state.

During that same

extension of
period, students also became actively involved in the

Commission was establishthe College to its neighbors; a Social Service
in the surrounding community.
ed in 1913 to promote student involvement

the 1960 's as higher
Such concentrated activity reoccurred in

concern.
education entered a new period of social

A large number of

formed around issues facing
-student and student-faculty groups
some were single-issue groups,
American and international society;
Martin
the most important was the
others were not. Perhaps one of

immediately
Council, which was founded
Luther King, Jr. Social Action
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after the death of Dr. King; on April 15, 1968, the University's

Student Senate voted the organization $41,000, seventy-five
per cent
of which was directed to the CCEBS program for its use.

The Council,

which quickly grew to five hundred students was characterized by the
under graduate yearbook as having mobilized students "for what was to

become the most active campaign on this campus ever begun by a nonpolitical organization" (Massachusetts Index

,

1969: 314).

Among its

activities, it presented speakers and racial awareness teach-ins, and
ran tutoring and food collection programs.

With the increased presence of black students came a serious
challenge to the University, since the difficulty of attempting to
implement a philosophy of social justice on the campus met with some
of the same problems as it had across the nation.

emerged publicly on campus on November

8,

Racial disquiet

1968, after an alleged beating

of a black visitor to campus by five white students the preceding day.

The Student Afro-American Society led a march of one hundred black
students on the Whitmore Administration Building to present a list of

demands relating to racial conditions on campus.

Four of the twenty-

two items called for increased numbers of black staff, especially among
the faculty; several others demanded sensitivity and racial awareness

training for University students and staff (Dickinson, 1968: 1).
effort
That incident, essentially, signalled the beginning of the

well characterized by
^The mood of the students at that juncture was
a Ku Klux Klan garbed
a photograph appearing in the volume showing
Thurmond, known for
Strom
Senator
student harassing South Carolina
his segregationist views (p. 20/).
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which eventually evolved into the University’s affirmative
action
endeavors.

There were a number of early attempts to deal with the

issues raised at that time.

Perhaps, the first was a course offered by

the School of Education, entitled, "The Fire Next Time".

Hundreds of

students participated in the Spring, 1969 semester in this series of
lectures focused on the myths and realities of racism, and small group

discussions focused on the racial attitudes of the participants; required
of those enrolled was a small group project intended to explore the

racial attitudes of the surrounding communities.

Another early effort

of note was undertaken by the Student Affairs division, particularly

through its residence halls, involving workshops on institutional and

personal racism; over a several year period, $120,000 was expended for
those purposes (Daniels, 197A: 88).

4

Immediately after his installation as President of the University,
Robert Wood appointed a Committee on the Future University of Massa*

chusetts, composed of University students and faculty as well as a broad

selection of respected person from outside of the institution who
were active in higher education and other fields.

4

The committee met

A study cited by Daniels claimed that the residence hall effort had

marginal, if any, significant impact in bringing about increased understanding and changed attitudes.
in 1970 when
^The University had become multi-campus in 1965. However,
Boston, and
to
Office
President’s
the
Wood assumed his duties, he moved
Chancellor.
first
campus’
the
as
named Amherst Campus Provost' Oswald Tippo
W.
Randolph
Dr.
by
succeeded
'Little more than, a year later, Tippo was
service
governmental
of
Broraery, a black man with a distinguished record
Department, and,
who had served the University as Head of the Geology
Affairs. During the
most recently, as its Vice Chancellor for Student
campus chie.
preparation of this research project, Bromery was the
the Vice Chancellor i.a
executive; the principal academic officer was
Academic Affairs and Provost, Dr. Robert Gluckstern.
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during 1971, and released its report in December of that year.

The

report dealt primarily with five concepts: accessibility to able students;

diversity of academic program; undergraduate teaching as a special
priority; service to the public, and; productivity in the use of

resources (Future Report

,

1971: 52).

Throughout the volume is evidence- of a strong concern regarding
the University’s role in the Commonwealth, and its social obligations.
In terms of access, the committee stated that the public system must not

become economically and racially segregated, and expressed fears that
reliance on standardized tests for admissions would discriminate against

"disproportionate numbers of students from lower income and minority
families" (Future Report , 1971:20).

Statistics were produced which

showed that the percentage of the student body on the Amherst Campus
from the lowest economic third of the state had dropped significantly

between the entering classes of 1966 and 1970, and that the representation from the middle third had also dropped slightly (Future Report
22)**.

,

1S71:

The committee recommended that a new admissions process be adopted

unlikely
which would involve significant efforts to recruit students who are

college"
During the 1960 s, the University reputation as a "cow
students
rapidly began to erode, and the credentials of incoming
Council on
American
the
cited
Report
Future
increased accordingly. The
programs at the
Education’s findings that the quality of graduate
h^d any o^ner
than
more
University improved, between 1965 and 1970,
s A_ClassiCommission
Carnagie
program studied by the A.C.E. The 1973
-u tr*«
University
the
listed
fication cf TwcfTtutio ns of Higher Education
tituins
those
of
representative
category, "Research Universities II",
support in at !«•’...*
financial
federal
greatest
tions receiving the
and which granted at
of the three academic years from 1968 to 1971,
Ed.D.'s, M.D. s, etc.) in 1967 70,
least 50 doctoral degrees (Ph.D.'s,
granting the mo.,. -----or which were among the 50 institutions
degrees between 1960 and 1970.
6

'

T
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to qualify for admissions through the conventional means,
and would

rely on a

new formula based on high school grades or rank in class...
Such

a formula (would) ensure representation from rural and
inner city

schools” (Future Report , 1971: 32-33).

Also cited was the necessity

for adequate financial aid, skill development courses and strong suppor-

tive services for these new students.
In its consideration of the academic program, the committee en-

couraged the introduction of field work into more courses, and proposed
the creation of extended off-campus learning opportunities as well as

the establishment of an "Open University” and a "University Without

Walls” program as learning options.
The section dealing with undergraduate teaching supported the

considerable effort necessary to meet the counseling and advising needs
of low income students.

Further, the committee noted that women con-

stituted only fourteen per cent of the Amherst Campus faculty and only
three per cent of the full professors, and; that minorities comprised
only two per cent of the faculty and included only four full professors.
It called for increases in those statistics (Future Report , 1971:

75).

Also stressed was the desire for increased involvement (and

commensurate recognition in the reward structure) for both students and
faculty in the area of public service; a high priority was placed on
expertise to
this by citing the University's obligation to extend its

"agencies which are supported by the poor. .organizations
.

and the poor themselves"

(

Future Report

,

1971:

cr

t.e poor,

102).

and planning on
The document served as a catalyst for discussion
the Amherst Campus.

While not all of the recommendations vv

------

enacted,
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many were; the University's commitment and increased
activity over the
next several years in the area of public service, especially,
can be

directly traced back to the spirit of the report.

In his Report of the

President, Dr. Wood (1973: 7-9) included public service as one of
the
four "constant aims" of the University; he stated that "the Land Grant

Traditxon that Links the acquisition of academic knowledge to important
societal goals has proved its value time and again."

Enumerating a

number of recent cases of the University's activity in that regard, he
cautioned that the reliance on the University to replace other institutions which might be faltering in performance should not happen; he

stated that "the University's role of outside assistance is one to be

employed judiciously and with a clear sense of the appropriate moment
and requisite skill."
Thus, the University of Massachusetts had a traditional concern for

social justice, and, incrementally, had made efforts to broaden access
to new populations, to maintain an active posture in social issues, and
to extend its resources to its neighbors.

As the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts changed from a rural to an urban state, so did the thrust
of the University's efforts.

Its agriculturally-oriented research and

service activities became submerged in technological and human service-

oriented efforts intended to meet the challenges of a post-industrial,
urban society.

Rationale for the Study and Statement of the Problem
researcher, the
At the start of the period under study by the

and a typically
Amherst Campus had only a handful of minority faculty,
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low proportion of women faculty.

Thus, as was the case for the entire

higher education sector across the country, the University was obligated
to initiate activity to insure equal employment opportunity.

In order

to correct its deficiencies, a strong, sustained affirmative action

effort was necessary.

The Carnegie Commission (1973: 122) projected the

impact of affirmative action hiring fro_m_1970 to 2000.

Their statistics

indicated "that in order to achieve, by 2000, a participation rate equal
to that in the labor force, almost fifty per cent of new faculty hires

must be women, and almost 20 per cent must be members of minorities."
As a microcosm of higher education, the challenge would be equally as

great for the University.

Thus, the controversy that developed con-

cerning affirmative action - or any other anti-bias tool replacing it
as a result of any future legislative, judicial, or executive action

will likely be operant for some time to come.
The goal of equal employment opportunity is one against which it
operationalization of affirmative
is difficult to take issue; however, the

action has net been a smooth process.

It is a widely held belief that

acceptability.
increased understanding leads to a greater level of
the implementation
Therefore, an increased pool of knowledge concerning

provide the basis for a less
of this anti-bias strategy might well
study concerning tne
troubled program in the future; a disciplined

action in the academic
process of the implementation of affirmative
at Amherst provides a valuable
sector at the University of Massachusetts
Such
efforts can be evaluated.
data base fret, which one institution's
literature on
to the general pool of
an examination might contribute
to
to the University’s ability
the topic, and might contribute

underse

a

.

.
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its recent history.

Thus, this research seeks to examine systematically the process of
the implementation of affirmative action in Academic Affairs at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst from the period immediately prior
to the announcement of the Federal guidelines through the 1975 fiscal

year.

It should be noted that major emphasis will be in the area of

faculty recruitment and hiring, and graduate student recruitment and
admissions

Affirmative action will be considered to have been successfully
implemented if, as is required by the Federal guidelines, goals and
timetables are shown to have been developed, and procedures toward their

actualization are shown to have been instituted and followed.
tionally, movement towTard the realization of departmental goals

important factor in a conclusion of success.

Addiis an

Successful implementation

would not imply that discrimination in any or all parts of the University was eliminated, or that affirmative action was no longer necessary,
but that systematic attention was being paid to the correction of

racially and sexually based hiring, salary, promotion, and admissions
dis crepancies

Several factors which might impact the successful implementation
the researcher in
of an affirmative action program were studied by

concerning areas which,
relation to the Amherst Campus; all were factors
the control of people at the
to one extent or another, were under

campus level.
(1)

Stated in hypothesis form, they were:

affirmative action in
The successful implementation of

Massachusetts at Amherst
Academic Affairs at the University cf

-s a
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factor of the degree of upper-level administrative support; i.e., the
level of activity and strength of commitment undertaken by senior

administrators on behalf of the policy.
(2)

The successful implementation of affirmative action in

Academic Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst is a
factor of the level of understanding ©JLthe policy, and the support

given it by those members of the faculty in leadership positions, as
often happens in other academic policy concerns.
(3)

The successful implementation of affirmative action in

Academic Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst is a
factor of the participation of women and minority faculty in the process.
(4)

The successful implementation of affirmative action in Academic

Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst is a factor of the

performance of the Affirmative Action Officer for that sector; i.e., the
ability to disseminate the policy, to serve as its advocate, to provide

appropriate assistance in the development of and compliance to plans,
of
and to monitor activity, all in a manner which evokes the respect

the University community.
(5)

The successful implementation of affirmative action in

at Amherst is a
Academic Affairs at the University of Massachusetts

in which it is used.
factor of the state of its budget and the manner

factors relating
While they are undoubtedly important, certain

people on the campus were not
to areas not under the control of the
studied; two come to mind.

The first concerns the relationship

minorities available for faculty
between adequate numbers of women and
of affirmative act on.
positions, and the successful Implementation
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Since the guidelines from H.E.W. merely require an attempt to employ

women and minorities in proportion to their availability, there may be
some departments which may not be able to reach short term goals for

increasing the number of women and/or minority faculty.

For instance,

if only one per cent nationally of those holding Ph.D’s in a certain

discipline are minority, it is reasonable to assume that a highly
tenured, ten member department might not be successful in attracting
a minority faculty member within a several year period.

Successful

implementation for that group would not necessarily be shown by its

meeting its target, but by its attempting to meet that goal, and its
efforts to increase the number of minorities qualified for faculty

positions as a result of efforts undertaken in its graduate program.
Thus, small numbers of available women and minorities should not affect
a department’s activity, and, in any event, may be a "fact of life"

requiring an appropriate response within the policy.
The second factor concerns another fact of life out of the control
of a giver campus, that of the time consuming Federal paperwork require-

ment and its impact on the successful implementation of affirmative
action.

While such a requirement may produce a certain degree of

for
resentment, it is one that is increasingly becoming a requisite

purposes,
continued Federal funding, not just for affirmative action

resultant necessity
but also due to the scarcity of resources and the

foundation for the research,
to provide documentation of a sound
progress toward a successful
adequate fiscal controls, and sufficient
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conclusion of the project.^

Limitations

Affirmative action is a topic which often evokes strong feelings.
People find their actions under careful scrutiny due to their philosophical
position; charges of racism, sexism, and over-compensation are not uncommon.

Thus, some information sources might have somewhat of a

reluctance to discuss the subject in complete candor, or might have a
tendency to provide inaccurate accounts of related occurrences.

By the

concentrated use of official documents, it is intended that any such
bias might be neutralized.

However, it must be understood that the

introduction of subjective interview data introduces

a certain potential

limitation to this research.

Chapter Outline

Chapter II will provide a review of the literature concerning

affirmative action in higher education.

It will discuss the arguments

of leading proponents and opponents of the policy.
be given to the evaluative studies which are

Attention will also

only now beginning to

appear.

between higher^
a number of articles concerning the interface
Earl F. Cheit s
See
appeared.
education and the Federal bureaucracy have
1
of Chang e,
issue
1975
in the November,
"What Price Accountability?'
Balance
The
Universities:
'Chester E. Finn, Jr.’s "Federalism and the
GovernWill
editorial,
Shifts" in the following issue of Change, the
Philip b.
and
issue,
that same
ment Patronage Kill the Universities?" in
le
Chronic
/j
19
"Is Uncle Sam Muscling In?" in the December 15,
^ Recently,

Sernas’

of Higher Education

.
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The following chapter will examine the procedures used by the

researcher in the gathering of data for the study.
Chapter IV will discuss the implementation of affirmative action
in the Academic Affairs sector of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst beginning in the Spring of 1971, and ending with the 1974-1975

academic year.

It will not examine the policy’s implementation in the

other divisions of the University; neither will it focus on undergraduate
admissions in general or student support services for women and minority

undergraduates.

Rather, it will be focused, primarily, with regard to

those efforts intended to increase the number and condition of minority
and women faculty and graduate students.
The final chapter will draw conclusions based on the research
and the review of the literature, and will also suggest areas which

need the attention of future research efforts.

s
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

While affirmative action is only a relatively recent occurance
in higher education, much has been written cn the topic due to its

rather controversial nature.

The literature begins with careful con-

sideration of the existing conditions of and for women and minorities
in higher education prior to the time that the policy began to make

itself felt.

The greatest concentration of publications, however,

concerns the philosophical issues raised by Executive Order 11246 as
amended.

Research relevant to the implementation and impact of affir-

mative action is only beginning to appear; much of that collection
focuses on the institutional and group changes, but a significant portion

examines the federal oversight function.

A number of alternative or

adapted policies have also surfaced.

Women and Minorities in Higher Education
to the Early 1970’

As early as 1958, Cap low and McGee reported that

"discrimination on the basis of race appears to be nearly
absolute. No major university in the United States has more
than a token representation of Negroes on its faculty...
...women tend to be discriminated against in the acadeu J..c
they
professions not because they have low prestige but because
and
(LaNoue
are outside of the prestige system entirely."
J

.

Miller, 1976: 52).
the prestigious
For blacks, the problem has been entry into

universities, both as students and as faculty.

The first black to

by 1890 only eighty blacks
graduate from a white college was In 1826;
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had received degrees from white colleges (fifty of whom were graduated
from Oberlin)

;

at the time of the famous Brown decision outlawing

segregation in the schools, less than one per cent of the freshmen
in white colleges were black (Ballard, 1973: 31-32).

Similarly, the

first black faculty member in a white university was hired in 1941,

although there were 330 black Ph.D.'s by that time.

In 1960, there were

no more than 200 black faculty employed outside of the black colleges
(Ballard, 1973: 27-28).

The number of living black doctorates grew to

approximately 2000 by 1969 and to over 3000 five years later; over
fifty per cent received their degrees from ten prestigious universities

outside of the South, yet more than seventy per cent were employed in
traditionally black institutions within the South

- no white institu-

tions were among the top ten colleges and universities employing the

greatest number of blacks (Mommsen, 1974: 256-258, 265).

In fact, one

hundred black colleges employed more black Ph.D.'s than did 20C0
4

predominantly white institutions (Moore and Wagstaff, 1974: 187).
As a group

,

blacks represent only about one per cent of those

holding doctorates; in 1968-69, they held 2.1/ of the faculty positions,
and in 1972-73, 2.9% (Sowell, 1976: 57).

among the various disciplines is limited.

However, their distribution

Fifty- two per cent of the

(White, 1974.
black doctorates, are in education and the social sciences
2).

as late as 1973,
Not only is this a historical phenomenon, but,

year to blacks wete in
sixty per cent of the doctorates awarded that

education (Carnegie Council, 1975: 35).
fair to say that much ol
For other minorities, it is, perhaps,

supply and utilitization aspects,
the same history has occurred in the
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treatment of Asians

lias

been somewhat less severe.

differences, however, in the distribution.

There are

Asians are found primarily

in the natural sciences, engineering and mathematics, while Spanish-

suraamed faculty are found in the humanities and arts, primarily the

Hispanic languages and literature (Carnegie Council, 1975: 36).
As has been mentioned, the problem-for women has been somewhat

different.

Supply has not been as great a problem as it has in the case

of minorities.

In the 1920’ s, women constituted sixteen per cent of

all doctorates, but by 1969-70 that proportion had slid to 13.3%
(Roby, 1973: 37).

Women make up at least ten per cent of the doctorates

in most fields (Astin, 1973: 160).

In the humanities, they are 18% of

the pool, in the social sciences, 15%, in the biological sciences,
14%, and in the physical sciences, 5%.

However, in the top twenty-five

universities, they represent 8%, 8%, 8%, and 3% of the faculties in
those respective areas (Sells, 1973: 3).

Since women constitute 18%

of the total higher education faculties, it is evident that they are

most likely to be found in the less elite four year and two year
colleges (Centra, 1975: 49;
5,

Abramson, 1975: 84; Carnegie Council, 1975

28).

Perhaps even more disturbing is that women are generally overor in
represented at the lower ranks, either as assistant professors,
4).
non-tenure track instructor or lecturer positions (Sells, 19/3.

Bayer (1973.
While 25% of the males surveyed nationally by Astin and
was true for only
339) held full professorships, the same

9a

of the

in the instructor rank,
women; however, while only 16% of the men were

35% of the women were there.

A number of persons surveying their own
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Institutions found similar statistics (Smith, 1973: 403; Holden,
1972b:
963).

^arria 8 e an d the societal obligation of the woman* s responsibility
for raising children have been viewed as one of the sources of these

discrepancies (Cheit and Ford, 1973: 3).

Astin (1973: 154) found, in a

1963 study, that while married women held lower ranks, single women

reached the professorial level at a higher proportion than men.

There

is a perception that a woman is a less permanent fixture at an institu-

tion, especially if she is married and might leave to have children or

to follow her husband to employment elsewhere.

This accusation, however,

has been found to be less accurate than many think.

Ninety-one per

cent of the women Ph.D.’s of 1957 and 1958 were still in the labor

force seven or eight years later; 81% were working full-time.

Seventy-

nine per cent had never interrupted their careers, while those who did

had a median leave of only fourteen months (Astin, 1973: 156).

Thus,

the charge that women are usually not active in the profession during
the important first ten years of their careers is more a myth than a

reality.

Anti-nepotism regulations have been an important barrier to
women.

Over half of the institutions surveyed in 1960 by the

American Association of University Women had regulations forbidding
the employment of close relatives at the institution.

A 1970 AAUP

still had such
.study found that 74% of the 'land grant universities

policies at that time.

Anti-nepotism policies in higher education

realizes that two-thirds of
may be devastating to a career, when one
in areas with a pep ^.cion of
the major state universities are located
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less than 100,000, and more than two-thirds of the liberal arts

colleges, including most of the prestigious ones, are located in small
towns (Martin, 1975: 36-38).

Often, faculty wives, although highly

trained (many as well as their husbands)

,

have been forced to assume

clerical positions if they wanted to stay with their husbands (Holden,
1972b: 963).

Others have had to settle for elementary or secondary

school teaching jobs, or positions at nearby, less elite colleges.

For

those who have been able to gain faculty positions at the same institu-

tion as their husbands, the position has often been a dead-end, parttime, non-tenure track one.

Hopkins (1975) and Abramson (1975) have

written in some detail of their frustrations at enduring such a captive
condition, and, finally, at being terminated despite the existence of

positive evaluations.
Prestige and rewards of rank, tenure, salary, etc. are generally

based on publications rather than on teaching record.

Often, justifica-

tion for the absence of women at senior levels and in the prestigious

institutions is based on the contention that women would prefer to
teach than to engage in scholarly research.
tion of female faculty
to research (Centra,

(5 If/*')

Although a higher propor-

than male faculty (46/0 prefer teaching

1975: 49), that difference does not seem to be

of institution.
enough to account for the lopsidedness in rank and type

than men, it is
While it is true that women publish at a slower rate

since they are employed
also true that they have less time for research
(Abramson, 1975. 8 h,
in positions with heavy teaching loads

Astin,

support for scholarly
1973: 154), and they receive less institutional
(Vetter, 1972: 815).
activities than do their male counterparts

,
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Similar justification is used to explain salary differences
(Lester, 1974: 58} Sowell, 1976: 56).

At all levels, the average

salary for male faculty is higher than for female faculty (Carnegie
Council, 1975: 51); generally, male salaries average about $2400 higher
(White, 1974: 2).

Astin (1973: 152, 154) points out that single women

earn more than married women; she contends that single women have more
time to fulfill the traditional requirements than do married women.

However, Hawkins (1973: 33) accounts for the difference between single
and married women as resulting from the personal resentment by those on

personnel committees toward the higher life style enjoyed by households

containing two career people.
For minorities, there is not as much one-sided evidence of

unevenness in rank and salary.

While the Carnegie Council (1975: 29)

notes that minorities are relatively well distributed through the ranks
(indicative of their low numbers in most institutions), Moore and

Wagstaff (1974: 4), in their survey of black faculty in white institutions, found that only 17% of the respondents were at the full or

associate professor levels.

Although it is evident that blacks without

terminal degrees earn less than whites in the same circumstance

.=>

averaged
Sowell (1976: 53-54) contents that blacks with doctorates

whites with similar
only $62 less annually in salary in 1969-70 than

qualifications.

Mommsen (1973: 112) found that blacks with Ph.D.’s

whites with similar qualificain sociology in 1970 earned more than
tions.

blacks have been
Lester (1974: 49) claims that since 1968,

hired at salaries higher than whites.

However, Moore and Wagstaff

shows that blacks earn lass than
(1975: 57) claim that their survey
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is reported.

Similarly, there is a difference of opinion concerning the scholarly

record of minorities.

Moore and Wagstaff (1974: 46) contend that black

faculty found themselves in professional dead-ends; that they were given
no time for research, received no opportunity for sabbaticals, and were

assigned heavy teaching loads.
the same rate as whites.

Thus, they were not able to publish at

Lester (1974: 49) also believes that the

opportunity for blacks to engage in research has been limited.

Mommsen

(1973: 111), however, found that there is no significant variation by

race with regard to professional output in sociology.

Despite Mommsen's

conclusion, only one-fifth of the blacks at four year white colleges,
and one-third of those at two year colleges received tenure (Moore and

Wagstaff, 1974: 191).
Sells (1974: 71) makes the case that there are five crucial points
in the career of a faculty member.

The first is enrollment as a high

school student in math courses; such curricula involvement allows the

student a greater diversity of choice in college programs as an undergraduate - the natural and social sciences, engineering, business, etc.

become possibilities when the student has an adequate math background.
Women, particularly, are steered away from those courses by teachers,

high school counselors, etc.

(This phenomenon has been corroborated

stereotyping.)
by many researchers concerned with gender-role
point.
tion for graduate school is the second crucial

Applica-

Over fifty per

only 43% of all bachelor
cent of high school graduates are women, but

s

level the properties drops
degrees ere awarded to them; at the master’s
It falls to 13.3% (Roby, 1973: 39).
to 39.6% aad by the doctor's level
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Thus, the third point, ability to survive a doctoral program, is key.

Women have better academic records than men upon entering degree programs and often must pass stiffer admissions criteria.

However, their

drop-out rate is higher than that for men; they receive less financial
support and less encouragement from faculty than do their male counter-

parts (Roby, 1973: 50-51; Abramson, 1975: 78).

Further, it takes longer

for both women and blacks to complete their doctoral programs than it
does white males (Lester, 1974: 36, 49).

point is the ability to get a job.

Once graduated, the next

Prior to affirmative action, much

of the hiring was done through a national network of acquaintances; this

"old boy" network was often closed to women and minorities.
to gain promotion and tenure, then, is the final point.

The ability

At each juncture,

Sells contends that women and minorities are filtered out until only

a

few, proportionately, are able to reach the last stage; her research

leads her to believe that the system is basically set up for white

males.

Such a belief was common to many concerned with equality of

opportunity in higher education.

Beginning in the late 1960’s, the new

their
minority under graduate populations began to place pressure on

institutions to hire more minority faculty.

Commissions on the status

activity to improve local
of women on most campuses began to initiate

conditions for women faculty soon thereafter.

rather slow to respond.

Higher education was

In 1970, the Women’s Equity Action League,

filed with the federal
under the leadership of Dr. Bernice Sandler,

colleges and universities
government formal charges against the major
the charges were based on
receiving substantial federal monies;
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wide-spread exclusion and discriminatory treatment of women based
solely
on sex (Sandler, 1970: 2).

Finally, the federal government concluded

that if higher education was not going to deal on a voluntary basis

with the issue of its employment practices, then the government must
act to fill the void (Pottinger, 1972: 29).

Thus, in 1972, the Higher

Education Guidelines were announced.

The Debate Over Affirmative Action

Needless to say, there was generally little disagreement that
racial and sexual discrimination had occurred in the past in higher
education, but there was a major outcry that federal intervention into
the day-to-day operation of higher education was a violation of academic

freedom.

While opponents claimed that affirmative action was in-

applicable to higher education, since its specifics were developed in
relation to the defense and construction industries, proponents wondered
why higher education should be the only national industry exempt from
the policy (Sandler, 1974: 15).

Discussion, beyond the complaints

about the additional bureaucratic efforts and financial expenditures

necessary for compliance with the Order, has focused primarily around
three topics: the appropriateness and legality of preferential treat-

ment ; the concern that numerical goals and timetables are, in reality,
standages
quotas, and; the effect the policy might have on traditional

of excellence in higher education.

Preferential Treatment

to women and minorities
That there have, indeed, been injustices
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in American society raised the issue of whether or not society has an

obligation to members of those groups to provide them with preferential
treatment in areas of past discrimination.

Many felt that the Order

specifically legalized such treatment based on race and sex (Bunzel,
1972: 31; Seabury, 1972: 42-43; Lorch, 1973: 119; Ornstein, 1976: 10).

Those who argue on philosophical grounds against such treatment believe
the accordance of such treatment in the past to have been wrong, and

wrong still if it were to be used in the future in a compensatory manner.

While past discrimination was to entire groups, the effects were felt
differently by different individuals.

Compensation on a collective

basis, then, would be open to serious challenge, and, thus, ought to be

made in some fair manner on an individual basis (Cowan, 1972: 11).
Further, it should be accorded first to those with the strongest claims
of past damage (Simon, 1974: 316).
It was argued that the only basis for hiring should be the quali-

fications of the individual, and that for race and sex in themselves
to be qualifications was repugnant (Hook, 1974: 28; Lester, 1974: 33).

Compliance to the Order would force academic departments to hire the
best qualified woman or the best qualified minority, not necessaril}
the best qualified person.

Such treatment might ruin the careers of

1972: 43), and
young, highly qualified, white male scholars (Seabury,
(Hook, 1974: 29).
ultimately, would set groups against each other

in a constricting economy
Those consequences are all the more likely

education (Raab, 1972: 44;
that is causing major shrinkage in higher
Seabury, 1972: 44).

to
Affirmative action was seen not as a tool

of opportunity so much as it
provide remedial justice toward equality
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was one which eliminated equal opportunity altogether (Raab, 1972:
42-43).

It has been claimed that the policy has, indeed, led to docu-

mented instances of reverse discrimination (Hook, 1974: 26; Glazer,
1975: 60-61; Hook and Todorovich, 1975-76: 42-43).

Despite the fact, however, that the Office for Civil Rights consistently said that preferential treatment was not necessary under the
terms of the Order, many academics came to a philosophical defense of

preference in hiring.

It was argued that although preferential treat-

ment would perpetuate the use of morally irrelevant characteristics,
it is valid if it seeks to compensate for past injustices (Nickel,

1972: 114).

The objective of such activity is not merely to end the

past discrimination, but also to overcome its cumulative effects (Miller,
1973: 65).

Thus, preferential treatment in hiring would make up for

the past denial of opportunity in a particular set of jobs, but also

would compensate for the condition of poverty that such denial caused
(Sher, 1975: 161).

Since the unjust treatment of the past had been

accorded to an entire group
group (Taylor, 1973: 182).

,

it is only fair to compensate the entire

Since there is, then, an obligation to the

group, no specific individual has a right to individual compensation;

formally organized
but, since the group (minorities and/or women) is not
reparation,
(like a corporation, church, etc.) so as to receive a group

individual members
the only way to provide it is by according it to
of the group (Bavles, 1973: 183).

criticized by whites
Since the qualifications of blacks have been
contact, and those of women
so as to avoid the necessity of collegial
is not felt by males to be serious
have been criticized since that group
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scholars, those groups have suffered In higher education, and,
therefore,

ought to be granted compensatory treatment.

The effect may be to take

away from the white male his equal chance for a job that he does not
have; that is not something that the white male does in reparation, but

something that the community takes from him in reparation.
it

Certainly,

would be better if the costs could be shared by all, and not just

the white males, but such a solution may not be possible (Thompson,

1973: 365^ 381-383).

Since educational institutions were created to

serve both society and the individual, application of such a principle
in that setting is bound to create conflicts (Havighurst, 1976: 26-27).
labile it has been argued that preferential treatment is just, it

has also been stated that it is not necessarily required by society
(Nagel, 1973: 348), and that it ought to

(Silvestri, 1973: 31).

be.

done on a voluntary basis

Equally as strong has been the contention that

society must give opportunity to groups previously discriminated

against (Havighurst, 1976: 26), that there is a compelling national
interest to do so (Fineburg, 1975: 289).

Some felt that it should be

reserved for institutions receiving public funds (Thompson, 1973:
private
374), but the case was also made for inclusion of the wholly

sector as well (Ezersky, 1974: 321).

In any event, it

vras

hoped that

only
preferential treatment would be a temporary phenomenon, necessary

consequences still
so long as the past disadvantage and its historical

remained (Miller, 1973: 71).
philosophical foundations
Bringing the debate, from the realm of its
Sandler (1974: 11) contends that
and into its application to reality,
preference, but at removing
affirmative action is not aimed at creating
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the preference that has always existed in higher education for white

males.

Passive nondiscrimination did not produce the results that

proponents of such a condition would have hoped; therefore, affirmative

action merely forces institutions to deal with that fact (Lovell, 1974:
235), and, thus, is the logical extention of nondiscrimination policies
(Rosen, 1974: 239).

While some claims, that preferential treatment has

occurred, may be true, proponents of affirmative action argue that

opponents purposefully exaggerate those claims and distort the explicit
language of the Order so as to provide an excuse for turning down white

male applicants who, under most circumstances, would not be hired for
the particular position in question since they were not as competitive
as other candidates (Sandler, 1974: 14), and so as to rally support to

their side of the issue (Rossi, 1973: 126; Gittell, 1975: 40).

Goals and Timetables versus Quotas

Discussion of preferential treatment leads directly to the consideration of the contention that goals and timetables mandated by the
terms of the Executive Order represent a disguised attempt to institute

proportional hiring and quotas.

Some of affirmative action’s proponents

have
have aruged for proportional hiring (Walton, 1974: 22); others
time to accomplish
felt that specific quotas for specific periods of
1973: 102,
specific predetermined goals would be appropriate (Hill,

Fuerst, 1976: 20).

it
Even if such solutions were to be implemented,

proponents that quotas and prois evident to some affirmative action
out the sources of
portional hiring would not be effective in rooting

injustice (Nagel, 1973: 359).

Most proponents have pointed to the
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specific statements in the Order which said that such practices were

prohibited, and have viewed the requirement of demonstrated "good faith"
as an appropriate balance between the interest of higher education and

the public interest (Pottinger, 1972: 27; 1974: 5; Holmes, 1974: 43,
52).

The basic intent of affirmative action often took a subordinate

position in the national debate behind the furor raised by the spectre
of quotas (Record and Record, 1974: 511).

Basically, the argument of

opponents of affirmative aciton is that numerical hiring goals become
quotas because they are used by H.E.W. as the primary indicator of

compliance to the Executive Order (Bunzel, 1972: 25; Lorch, 1973: 118;
Hook, 1974: 24-25; Glazer, 1975: 37; Omstein, 1976: 14).

Most hold

that the lack of women and minorities qualified for academic positions
is the reason for their apparent exclusion, not discrimination (Lester,

1974: 140; Omstein, 1976: 10).

In fact, if every black ever awarded

a doctorate were hired by higher education, there would be fewer than

three black faculty per institution (Sowell, 1976: 58).

Glazer (1975:

employer must set goals
58) points to a "Catch-22" situation in which an
but
and timetables, not based on a specific charge of discrimination,
is not able to
on the condition of receiving federal monies, and then

affirmative
reach those goals due to the short supply of qualified
"good faith" becomes
action candidates; at that point the employer’s
jeopardy.
suspect, and the federal contract may be in

Thus, opponents

proportional hiring and still
believe that the ability to achieve
1976: 10).
maintain quality is impossible (Ornstein,
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Standards of E xcellence

It was this concern for the potential effect that affirmative

action might have on quality that caused many to speak out on the
issue (Alvarez, 1973: 124).

It was felt that the statistical approach

to determining discrimination or nondiscrimination would undermine the

integrity and scholarship functions of the university (Ornstein, 1976:
10; Havighurst, 1976: 27).

When it is considered that tenure usually

involves a commitment of employment for thirty to thirty-five years,
it is no wonder that departments attempt to plan for excellence.

There

is usually stiff competition for the best scholars; such practices, it
is held,

would be severely limited by affirmative action.

This is

further complicated by the fact that hiring is generally done on a
specialty basis; a person is not hired to teach history or chemistry,
for example, but to teach in a specifically defined area within the field

requiring specific prior preparation in that area.

Since hiring pools

are so limited in the first place, they are even more limited when

examined on a specialty basis (Lester, 1974: 15-18, 70).

Quality would

be compromised if, as is alleged, "qualified" means "qualif iable'

,

and

if traditionally under qualif ied persons are hired with the hope that

they will be able to develop the background for the position (Sowell,
1976: 59).
*

The results of hiring under quotas in the long run would be

disastrous to the concept of a meritocracy (Seabury, 1972. 42, Hook,
in order
1974: 28) since academic standards would have to be lowered

to accommodate affirmative action candidates.

Publishers would be

traditionally unqualified
forced to accept poor quality articles, and the

.

A3

might very well end up with tenure.

A great disservice would be done

to graduate students, and superior undergraduates might not see any

reason to contemplate academic careers (Bunzel, 1972: 34).
Persons holding those beliefs also contend that the merit system
in higher education, which is based on professional judgement, is

different than those systems used in factories.

Although faculty all

perform basically the same function, they are rewarded through rank and
pay at different rates according to their contributions to the profession, as well as the forces of the market place (Lester, 1975: 39-AO)
Thus, the disproportionate absence of women and minorities from the

higher ranks, and of women from the higher salary levels is not a
function of discrimination so much as it is a function of their records
of scholarly achievement, their relative newness to the profession, or

their having specialized in the lower paying fields (Lester, 197A:
49, 58; Sowell, 1976: 54).

The issue of quota hiring and standards was also approached from
the perspective of the psychological outcome it would have for women

and minorities.

There was a fear raised that having been hired under

affirmative action would cause them to be perceived as being less
competent, and only able to gain employment through federal intervention, not quality (Raab, 1972: 43; Hook, 1974: 28).

It was felt that

whether or not
they may suffer from the uncertainty of not knowing
toward meeting a quota
they were hired on their merits or as a means
forced into a position
(Rustin and Hill, 1974: 3); thus, they would be

Strauss, and Driver, 1973:
of always having to "measure up" (Hernandez,

123 ).

.
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Some proponents of affirmative action were worried about a

possible negative impact on quality if institutions buckled under to a
perceived federal pressure to meet goals under any circumstances for
fear of losing federal contracts (Fuerst, 1976: 20).

Most, however,

believed that that the majority of the fears of a decline in quality
resultant from affirmative action were not based on quantifiable data,
and were, thus, unfounded (Tobias, 1974: 56).

It is the institution

and not the federal government which determines the qualifications
criteria; no hiring of unqualified persons is called for under the
Order.

If a white male is the best qualified for the position, then

it should be awarded to him (Sandler, 1974: 5, 11, 16).

While the basic meritocratic intent of decision-making in higher
education is upheld by affirmative action proponents, it is also
challenged as having been biased toward favored groups and against
others (Ringer, 1976: 12).

By not having included women and minorities

in the past, access to meritorious status could only be gained by

thirty to forty per cent of the American population (Janeway, 1975:
13).

Further, there is no doubt that even under the merit system,

mediocre and incompetent white males received preference over highly
qualified (and less qualified) affirmative action candidates (Hill,
1973: 97).

A.

re-examination of standards of excellence, which may

(Lovell,
serve to exclude women and minorities, has been suggested
of behavior, manners
1974: 236) since they are often based on standards

group (white males)
and life-styles modeled after the predominant
in theory but rarely in
The ideal of meritocratic evaluation exists

competence, whether in
practice since the judgement of professional
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teaching or research, is subjective.

Affirmative action vould not

confine the system any more than it has been confined (Ringer, 1976:
22 - 25 ).

DeFunis

:

The Issues Ccme Together

The issues raised in the affirmative action debate were all focused
in the DeFunis case, which did not involve hiring, but admission to a

graduate program.

In 1971, 1601 candidates, seventy-five to eighty of

whom were minority, applied for admission to the University of Washington
Law School.

Based solely on predicted first year averages, most of

that group was qualified for admission.
to be filled.

However, only 150 spaces were

DeFunis, despite a high academic standing, was not

selected for admission.

Since thirty-six minority applicants with

lower predicted averages than DeFunis were accepted, he sued on the

basis of reverse discrimination (Wilson, 1974: 84-85).

The University

admitted that it gave special treatment to blacks, Chicanos, American
Indians and Filip ino-Americans, but claimed the practice to be justifiable as compensation for long standing discrimination against those
groups - only by making extra efforts on behalf of the members of those
groups could the effects of past discrimination be overcome (Weaver,
1974 : 6 ).
given
It should be noted that, as a result of preference being
last decade, minority
to minorities in law school admissions over the

enrollment rose from 70C to 7600 (Askin, 19/5. 100).
was so strong that
As might be expected, interest in the case

academicians, and state
seventy-one civil rights groups, law schools,
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agencies co-authored thirty briefs which were presented before the

United States Supreme Court when the case was eventually heard (Kirp
and Yudof, 1974: 23).

Those who were opposed to the Law School's actions argued that

classification and preference by race are not permissable under the

Constitution (based on the Supreme Court's findings in the Brown case
some twenty years earlier which decried the objectionable stigmatizing

effect of segregation)

.

To use a remedy that is based on the same

premise as it was designed to cure is dangerous and continues the denial
of equal protection under the laws.

If compensation is to be provided

for past injustices, then compensation based on race is, at the same

time, under- inclusive (since there are countless whites who have

suffered from a history of denial and poverty)
not all minorities have suffered).

,

and over-inclusive (since

Thus, race is not a satisfactory

basis, they argued, upon which compensatory decisions should be made
(Cohen, 1975: 107-112).

Further, since any classification based on race must pass exacton
ing tests proving that there are no adverse consequences to anyone
short due to
the basis of race, preferential admissions policies fall

the element of "scarcity".

Since there is only a small number of

preference to
spaces to which law students may be admitted, to give
candidates, and
minority candidates would be to deny access to white
is, thus, illegal.

Race is ill-suited for meritocratic purposes

(Cohen, 1975: 111; Fiss, 1974: 10-11).

The goal to be served by

perceived as integration,
preferential admissions can only faintly be
solely on the grounds of a means
and, therefore, must be justified
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toward increasing the supply of black lawyers (Fiss, 1974: 12).

How-

ever, if such practices are designed to promote positive role models
for minority children, again they fall short, since they result in

less-qualified, less respected, less trusted minority professionals
(Cohen, 1975: 113).

Proponents of the Law School’s policies were quick to point out
that admissions have never been based exclusively on such objective

data as standardized tests or predicted averages.

Other more subjective

criteria have also been used, namely, athletic ability, family relationships to alumni and faculty, geographic distribution, etc.

When it is

considered, for example, that in 1974 there were only seventeen black

attorneys in Mississippi, and that white lawyers had been historically

unwilling to accept black clients in cases against whites, it can be

viewed as a socially positive goal to have more minority lawyers (Kirp
and Yudof, 1974: 24-26).

Whenever there is an over-abundance of

candidates, some principle of distribution must be employed; race is

unjustifiable as an excluding characteristic, but as a short term
expedient in an effort to bring about a greater condition of equality,
of minorities
it should be used as a characteristic toward the inclusion

(Askin, 1975: 102-103).

There is no doubt that had DeFunis been black,

preferential treatment
he would have been selected for admission, but if
applied, the law
had not been accorded minorities at the time that he

preceded it, and a
school class would have been like all those that
go unrealized (Fineberg,
socially positive goal would have continued to

1975: 287).

decide, there is no clear
Since the Supreme Court decided not to
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ruling on the constitutionality of affirmative action programs
in

higher education.
The philosophical and legal debate has raged for a number of years,
and is likely to continue for many more.

Some of the debate may be

brought out of the realm of contention as research concerning the actual
effects of affirmative action policies begins to appear.

Recent Research Findings

For the most part, it is only a recent occurrance that research
has been published on affirmative action programs and their impact.

A study of forty college and university affirmative action plans,
which appeared in 1973, showed that 55% contained completed utilization
analyses; that 40% included numerical goals set according to school or
college, but that another 20% had set them by department; that 35%

included timetables, and; that 60% had instituted affirmative action

search procedures (5% having set aside funds for that purpose)

practices had also received attention:

.

Personnel

37.5% of the programs included

revised anti-nepotism policies; 25% included maternity leave policies;
10% authorized delayed tenure decisions based on child care leave;

45% established grievance procedures to deal with discrimination

complaints, and; 47.5% set policies to review departmental hiring
decisions.

Additionally, 30% instituted aggressive search procedures

nondiscriminatory
for women graduate students, and 35% established
(Weitzman,
policies for the awarding of fellowships and assistantships
1973: 475).
132 higher educational
The Carnegie Council recently surveyed
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institutions, sixty of which were universities.

Included were schools

representative of the various type, size and quality of each of the
Carnegie classifications; since it was presumed that they might have

affirmative action programs at a higher rate, larger schools were
surveyed to a greater extent than smaller ones (Carnegie Council, 1975:
xi)

.

The survey results seemed to indicate continued progress.

Of the

132 schools, 100 had programs which had been approved on the campus

level; 22 more had plans in preparation.

Of the first group, 71 had

submitted their plans to O.C.R. for review, but only 11 had received

approval by that time (pp. 64-65).
Since the Carnegie questionnaire was not specific, data received
in a number cf areas was rather incomplete.

had operating affirmative action committees

However, 70% of the campuses
(p.

73); 88% required documen-

tation of the search process used for faculty hiring

(p.

80); almost

all of the universities had revised anti-nepotism policies so as to

permit the employment of close relatives but to discourage or prohibit

participation in supervisory relationships or personnel decisions
(pp.

91-92); 57 campuses showed that their affirmative action policies,

policies, while
to one extent or another, had an impact on promotional

experience gained by
38 required a periodic review of new promotional

staff (p. S3).

Further, it was reported that many of the elite

from those allocated
institutions had established special funds, aside

purpose of encouraging
through the regular budget process, for the

departments to hire more women and minorities

(p.

93).

research at 58 publxc
Kronovet (1973 and 1975) has conducted

concerning their affirmative
colleges and universities in New York
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action programs.

held other duties.

In 93% of the cases, the affirmative action officer

Most were upper— level academic administrators or

their assistants, or were personnel officers.

held the position.

In three cases, faculty

Kronovet found that the degree of institutional

commitment (undefined) to the program is reflected in how near the

affirmative action officer is to the top of the decision-making network.
She also found it critical that faculty affirmative action committees

be operational on each campus since so many decisions are made at the
faculty level (Kronovet, 1973: 2-6).

Her follow-up study showed an

increase in the number of full-time affirmative action officers at all
but the community college level; 72.7% of the campuses had formed

affirmative action committees (similar to the findings of the Carnegie
Council); 30% had filed affirmative action plans with O.C.R..

,

while 60%

had them in preparation (findings opposite to those of the Carnegie
Council)

(Kronovet, 1975: 4-5).

Interestingly, she found that there had been a 32.7% turnover in

affirmative action officers since her first study.

She reiterated her

belief that the position in the hierarchy from which the person operates
is an important factor, and noted that the position requires a person

who can be effective at both the attitudinal and action levels.
speculations concerning the high turnover rate include:

Her

the lack of

the
relevant prior experience that would promote effectiveness in

struggles
position; the frustration over the intensity of governance

with which many
related to affirmative action policies; the reluctance
demands placed on the
originally entered the position, and; the high

position by the federal government.

She found that women and minorities
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were stirred up by the policy, white males were made anxious,
and the

affirmative action officer was caught in the middle (Kronovet,
1975:
5-7).

Weitzman (1973: 476) also examined the position of the affirmative

action officer and found that those who had difficulties did not have
sufficient rank or power, that they did not have academic status, and
that they were not perceived as having a strong enough commitment to

women.

Porter (1975: 49) concluded from his experience in such a

position that success is more likely if the chief campus officer is
firmly committed to affirmative action.
73)

The Carnegie Council (1975:

concluded that an affirmative action officer should report directly

to the chief campus officer and, on large campuses, should be full-time

and have an appropriately-sized staff.
In order to increase the number of women and minorities on the

faculties, recruitment procedures beyond reliance on the "old boy"

network were to be a part of affirmative action programs.

The Carnegie

Council (1975: 79) found certain elements common to most recruitmenc
programs: lists of women and minority candidates or lists of suggested

sources of such persons were developed; search committees were to be

used and were to include women and minority faculty whenever possible;

advertisements were to be placed in specified media, and announcements
sent to women and minority professional groups; all notices were to

mention the campus’ status as an equal opportunity or affirmative
between
action employer; specific waiting periods were established

administrative review
the placement of notices and the selection, and;
of search processes was to be firmly established.
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LaNoue and Miller (1976: 52—56) surveyed the nineteen largest
professional associations and found that all but two had active
women's
and minority causes, that two- thirds had affirmative action policy

statements (the notable exception being those in the natural sciences),
and that most sought alternatives to the network approach to hiring.

Generally, the associations exhibited a greater concern for women than

minorities, partly as a function of the presence of more women in the

associations but also reflective of the sentiment that sex discrimination in higher education was a more serious problem at the time.

In

most of the associations, the annual convention no longer served as the

central placement mechanism.

Some initiated the publishing of openings

submitted by individual campuses; others began to poll campuses to

develop listings.

While it was difficult to determine the success of

the effort, the research shows that the prestige institutions were

reluctant participants.
Both the perceptions and results of affirmative action related

hiring strategies have begun to receive attention of researchers.

Thirteen of the professional associations surveyed by LaNoue and Miller
(1976: 57) felt that women were enjoying a competitive advantage; twelve

believed that to be the case for minorities; only two felt that the
advantage remained with the white male.

The statistics show that while

women may have a slight advantage, any advantage for minorities is
professions.
mainly symbolic due to their small presence in most of the

heads via
Lorch (1973: 116-120) surveyed 168 sociology department

an anonymous questionnaire.

She found that 95% were familiar with the

of the policy violated
H.E.W. guidelines; 17% felt that the mandates
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the anti-discrimination sections of the Civil Rights Act of
1964; 44%

did not perceive a violation, and; 39% were unsure.

Of the total group,

132 had filled vacancies since the institution of affirmative action

on their campuses.

Thirty-two per cent of those with vacancies felt

coerced by their administrations to hire a woman or a minority; of those

forty-four schools, seven claimed to have passed by the best candidate
in order to accommodate that pressure.

Silvestri and Kane (1975: 446-448) sought to determine how open

higher educational institutions were to alternative sources of candidates.

They placed four ads in the ’’positions wanted” section of The

Chronicle of Higher Education ’s May 14, 1974, edition, one each for

a

white male, white female, black male, and black female, each having
seven years' experience; they also placed another set of four ads, each
stating only one year's experience.

In order to promote the possibility

of a reasonable number of responses, all of the ads requested adminis-

trative positions.

In that same edition of The Chronicle were 140

relevant ads placed by institutions in the "positions available"
section; none of them contacted the box numbers listed in the dummy
ads.

Eleven inquiries were made, however, by three non-advertising

institutions; none were in response to the ads placed for the white
males; the rest were distributed rather evenly among the other six
categories.

The researchers concluded that few schools were really

minority
eager to expand their search effort to contact women and

candidates who made it known that they were in the market.

Since

and unprofessional
advertising has traditionally been considered crass

not surprising that such
in higher education (White, 1974: 14), it is
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a conclusion would be drawn.

Omstein

(1976:

16)

cited a study conducted by Gould and Ven Den

Berghe in which they applied for 176 sociology faculty vacancies.

Identical resumes were sent to each department, the only difference

being that half were identified as coming from males, half from females,
half from blacks, and half racially unidentifiable.

The response rate

for the black resumes was 61%; it was 48% for the others.

Follow-up

interest was expressed in conjunction with 44% of the black resumes,
but only with 9.5% of the others.

Sex was not a factor in the response

rate.

The Moore and Wagstaff survey (1974: 52) of black faculty indicated
that 42-45.5% (depending on type of institution) learned of their present

position through friends, primarily black; 35.5-37.7% learned of it
through informal sources and acquaintances; only 4.3% learned about the

position through advertisements or announcements.

Since there is no

indication when those surveyed were actually appointed to their present
positions, the impact of affirmative action can not easily be determined.
However, it is fair to say that the "old boy" network, although, perhaps,

different from that operant for whites, was the predominant recruitment
means for those blacks surveyed.
The greatest departure from the traditional hiring procedure

which might be attributed to affirmative action is the greater
1974:
dependence placed on search committees (Sommerfield and Nagely,

239).

the
Garcia (1975: 268-272) found that minority candidates have

positions (ability to
same concerns as other candidates for faculty

ability to be taken
function as a full-fledged member of the faculty,
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seriously as a scholar, and ability to build a solid professional
career from the position).

He reported, however, that search committees

often spend more time in interviews with minority candidates attempting
to convince them that there are no racial problems on the campus, that

the candidate would have the opportunity to assume a leadership posi-

tion with minority students, and that the committee was not seeking

token minority.

a

Obviously, search committees need to provide the same

focus toward academic concerns when interviewing applicants who are

minority as they do when interviewing white candidates.

Whether or not there have been any major changes in the numbers
and condition of minority and women faculty as a result of affirmative

action remains inconclusive at this point.

Financial pressures facing

most colleges and universities have allowed for little expansion.

With

high tenure levels and cut-backs in staffing levels, the pace of change
was certain to be slow (Furniss, 1974: 94).

Sandler (1974: 13) contends

that statistics bear out that claim; women and minorities have not

been hired in great numbers over the last several years.
Cartter and Pvuhter (1975) compared the first job placements in
teaching, research and development, and post-doctoral studies for men
and women awarded doctorates between 1967 and 1973.

They found that

substantially
by 1973, the doctoral completion rate for women had risen
(p.

8)

and that, in the elite institutions, women doctoral students

out-performed their male counterparts

(p.

4).

This was further reflected

the elite institutions
in the fact that the hiring of women in 1973 at

was double that of 1968 (p. 10).

The study also showed a general

particularly at the university
increase in the number of opportunities,
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level, for women (p. 12).

Salary differentials, at the point of entry,

had nearly disappeared, but persisted among older faculty members
(p.

10).

They conclude that, by 1973, evidence of sex discrimination

at the point of entry had disappeared (p. 25).

The United States Commission on Civil Rights (1975: 305) reported
that the proportion of blacks in faculty positions rose from 2.2% in
1968 to 2.9% in 1973.

During that same period, women increased from

19.1% of the faculties to 20.0%.

Sowell (1976: 55) and Ornstein (1976:

10) use those statistics to cite an over-representation of women and

minorities in faculty positions when compared to the proportion of Ph.D.'s
held by members of those groups.
The Carnegie Council (1975: 5-8) claimed however, that although
there appears to be no over-all demand gap, there is an uneven distribution of women and minorities among institutions, among fields, and among
ranks.

Data cited earlier in this chapter supports that conclusion as

does the survey conducted by Moore and Wagstaff (1974: 179) which showed

that 48% of the community colleges sampled had no black faculty.
S.

0.

Johnson (1975:

7)

found that while minority faculty were

were
aware of tenure and promotion policies at their institutions, most

rather unaware of how the decisions were, in reality, made.

He explained

is generally passed
that phenomenon by noting that such information

informally by senior faculty.

Since he found that young minority

colleagues, they are
faculty do not socialize with their senior white

communication network.
less likely to have access to the informal

Moore

83.9% of the black faculty they
and Wagstaff (1974: 147, 193) found that

were discriminatory.
sampled thought that their white counterparts
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However, 54% believed that their chances
for promotion were as good as

those for whites.
Sugnet (1975) examined the effects of affirmative
action at the

University of Minnesota.

He found that the number of women and minorities

on the faculty has increased, but not massively.

In 1973, fifty of the

288 new hires were minority and ninety-seven were women;
not all were
in tenure track positions, however (pp. 60-61).

Fiscal difficulties

have, subsequently, slowed faculty hiring (pp. 64-65).

Similarly,

women and minorities increased in the graduate programs (although adequate financial aid continued to present a problem), but they continued
to be overly underrepresented in areas of traditional underrepresenta-

tion (p. 66).

Significantly, there was no evidence to support the claims

that affirmative action caused a reduction in standards and institutional

quality (p. 65).
Thus, there does not seem to be strong evidence to support those

who claim that affirmative action has accomplished little, nor those

who claim that it has accomplished its goal and is no

longer necessary.

Similarly, there has been no overwhelming documentation on either side
of the issues concerning preferential treatment in hiring and mainte-

nance of standards.

What is evident is that more research is needed.

What is common, however, is a major concern that the federal enforce-

ment effort needs major improvement.

The Federal Enforcement Effort

Perhaps caught in the same bind as campus affirmative action
officers, the Office for Civil Rights has come under fire from those
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who claim that it has consistently backed away from its enforcement

responsibilities (Gittell, 1975: 42) as well as from those who claim
that it has used powerful threats to force higher education to comply
(Seabury, 1972: 39).

Enforcement by the various regional offices of

O.C.R. has been called inconsistent, and the quality of the over-all

effort has been termed poor (Fleming, 1974: 66; Sandler, 1974; 19;

Carnegie Council, 1975: 150-155).
One incident, often cited to show O.C.R.

f

s

lack of understanding

of higher education, was its interaction concerning a religious studies

department which it believed was excluding minorities.

The department

required a knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, and, thus, claimed that the

number of qualified minorities was limited.

O.C.R. chose to respond by

calling the department "old fashioned" for requiring such "irrelevant"
languages (Glazer, 1975: 61).

Academic freedom was, seemingly,

challenged by O.C.R.

Most of the criticism, however, focused on O.C.R.

’

s

inability to

provide speedy response to affirmative action plans submitted for
approval by the colleges and universities, and its failure to follow-up
on non-compliant campuses.

There are more than 900 of the 2500 colleges

contract
and universities which come under the purview of federal

compliance regulations (Lester, 1974: 9).

As of September 1, 1974,

Hi^het E ducatio n
nearly two years after the announcement of the

Guidelines

,

only 235 plans had been submitted.

O.C.R. had given approval

given interim acceptance, only
to only twenty, seven of which were

fourteen had been rejected.

Off-site compliance reviews were conducted

60 on-site reviews were made
for 126 campuses in 1974, while only
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(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1975: 301-303).

Between 1972 and

1974, the total number of compliance reviews came to 974; however, only

four "show cause" orders were issued and no permanent sanctions were

imposed (Thornton, 1975: 48).

There have, however, been a number of

short term contract award delays, beginning in 1971 with a four month

hold on awards to Columbia (Shulman, 1975: 9).

In any event, experience

has shown that it takes several years between the time that the campus
is found to be non-compliant by O.C.R. officials and the issuance of

a show cause order (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1975: 279).

O.C.R.’s claim that the backlog is a function of its being severely

under-staffed (Holmes, 1974: 45) is supported by many including the
Carnegie Council (1975: 150-151) which also believes that O.C.R. staff
do not receive the training that they need to be most effective.

Beyond the issue of O.C.R.’s slow response rate is a concern about
its lack of strong enforcement of the basic concept of the Executive

Order.

In December, 1974, the director of O.C.R. sent a memorandum to

the college and university presidents advising them to be sure that

women and minorities were not accorded any preferential treatment to
the detriment of white males (Carnegie Council, 1975: 125).

That action

not intend
received strong criticism as an indication that O.C.R. did

Commission on Civil
strong enforcement of affirmative action (U.S.
Rights, 1975: 233-235).
also viewed similarly.
The Berkeley plan and its aftermath were
A

existing federal contracts at
In August, 1973, with $13 million in
action plan which included a
stake, Berkeley submitted an affirmative

utilization analysis by division.

The plan was rejected by O.C.R.
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several months later for not providing the analysis on a
departmental
basis.

Until a conciliation agreement was signed in March, 1974,

$2.8 million in new contracts was delayed.

A new plan was to be

submitted in September, but that plan, too, proved to be unacceptable
to O.C.R.

The following February, a final agreement was signed; the

plan was based on an intricate statistical analysis which computed
the number of available women and minorities, and compared them to the

predicted number of openings in each department.

Over the following

thirty years, Berkeley agreed to hire 95.71 women and a few minorities
(S.

K. Johnson, 1975:

Only one department was found to "need"

22, 24).

Asians, one to need blacks, and none to need other minorities in order
to reach parity over the thirty year period; thirty-one departments

were shown to need women.

For non-tenured faculty positions, timelines

were set from 0-16 years; for tenured positions, they were set at 23-30
years (Carnegie Council, 1975:

9,

142).

Thus, it is not difficult to see why affirmative action proponents

would be disillusioned about the enforcement of the policy's underlying
intent.

Their despair increased in June, 1975, when O.C.R. threatened

twenty-nine universities that it would withhold the awarding of
based
$65 million in new contracts unless they signed model agreements

on the Berkeley plan (Fields, 1975: 1).

Bulwick and Elicks (1972:

5)

As has been pointed out by

in their study of industry, compliance

that its existence
will net be achieved unless the institution feels
is contingent upon compliance.

Affirmative action officers are beginning

and that women and minorto report that the pressure seems to be off,
are not being retained
ities hired under affirmative action programs

(Cittell, 1975: 42).
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Future Anti-bias Programs

A number of opponents of the current affirmative action approach
have suggested alternatives to the present program (Bunzel, 1972:
35

;

Todorovich, 1974: 34-35; Lester, 1974; 138-141).

Generally, those

proposals call for a return in higher education to the principle of

nondiscriminatory hiring, with strong searches for currently qualified

women and minority candidates, and major efforts to increase the future
supply.

They call for the joint development of new guidelines by

representatives of the government and higher education in order that
the basic goals of higher education might not be lost, and in order
to insure that the new regulations might be grounded on the reality of

academic life.

Further, they call for an increase in the efficiency

of the federal enforcement effort, and a greater reliance on internal

grievance procedures, including binding arbitration, to handle dis-

crimination complaints.
Proponents react rather negatively to many of those proposals
since they feel that reliance on nondiscrimination has been ineffective
in the past, and that use of such strategies as binding arbitration

agreements would force women and minorities to give up their rights to
the possibility of judicial settlement if necessary (Tobias, 1974:
56 - 57 ).
•

Some proponents have, however, promoted the use of internal

disgrievance procedures and collective bargaining for resolution of

crimination issues (Smith, 1973: 406; Rumbarger, 1973: 425).

Others

stiff finds and canhave called for compliance enforcement through
1974: 4).
cellation of federal contracts (Rustin and Hill,

seven major conclusions
The Carnegie Council (1975: 4-14) came to
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a result of its study: first, that although federal imperatives were

necessary to raise consciousness, the colleges and universities should
assume a stronger initiative in attempting to bring about equal opportunity; second, that strong emphasis should be placed on increasing the

supply of women and minority doctorates; third, that attention needs to
be given toward assuring that women and minorities have access to all
fields, all levels, and all institutions, rather than merely having the

limited access that currently exists; fourth, that attempts at "fine
tuning" such as was done at Berkeley need to be avoided since they lead
to statistical game playing; fifth, that goals and timetables need to

be continued since they simultaneously give assurance that real atten-

tion is being paid to the problem, and that its solution will be
orderly; sixth, that the federal enforcement effort ought to conform
to the practices of good public administration, and; finally, that

persuasion for the majority and appropriate punishment for the recalcitrant minority should serve as the basis for the compliance effort.

Summary

the
The Office for Civil Rights had originally believed that

produce its
affirmative action effort would take about five years to

desired results (Carnegie Council, 1975: 18).

That the debate still

empirical data concerning
rages, that there still remains a paucity of
effort has been slow, and
the program’s impact, that the enforcement
all point to the conclusion
that higher education has stopped growing,
related anti-bias tool
that affirmative action - or some closely

become fully effective.
will take longer than five years to
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

It was the researcher’s original intention to undertake a demo-

graphic study of a number of institutions which might be representative
of a particular subset of institutions of higher education.

Two

options seemed possible given the constraints of financial resources
and time:

(1)

the five college consortium of which the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst is a part might be representative of a

public - private consortium;

(2)

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst and several other comparable institutions might be representative of the major, public research universities of the northeast.

An inquiry into the implementation of affirmative action among
the five college group (the University, Smith, Hampshire, Amherst, and

Mount Holyoke Colleges) was difficult since not all of the group had
affirmative action plans during the period in which the research
activity was to occur.

Further, one of the colleges

vras

involved in

litigation concerning alleged sex discrimination, and expressed a
reluctance to participate in the study; another expressed reluctance
records.
to allow the researcher access to the institutional

An

difficult
examination of the public universities proved to be similarly

positively to the
since none of the institutions contacted replied
•

inquiry.
of affirmative action
Thus, a case study of the implementation

University of Massachusetts was
in the Academic Affairs sector of the
ex 2 °st fac*o examiundertaken in an effort to provide an in-depth,

institutionalize an equal
nation of one university’s attempt to
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opportunity employment program for its faculty positions.

The period

under study begins in the spring semester of 1971 and ends with the
close of classes for the 1974-1975 academic year.

Sources of Data

Data was collected in a manner which would provide sufficient
information to support or negate any or all of the aforementioned
hypotheses.

The collection of such data took two basic directions - the

careful examination of a number of historical files, and the interviewing of key personalities in the implementation process.

The activity in the first area involved gaining access to the

appropriate files in the Chancellor’s Office, the Provost's Office, and
the University Archives; there proved to be no difficulty in receiving

such clearance.

The bulk of the documents were found in the Archives;

included was the March, 1974 Campus Affirmative Action Plan

working documents leading to its development.

,

and the

Faculty Senate minutes

and reports, as well as Board of Trustee minutes and documents were

also among the collection in the Archives.

Through a memorandum found

there, the researcher's attention was called to a contract compliance
Office
review conducted in 1971 - 1972 by representatives of H.E.W.'s
H.E.W. findings
for Civil Rights; however, neither the copy of the
in the collection.
nor the University's response was among the papers

information.
The Chancellor's Office provided that

The Provost

s

the holes in the
Office also allowed access to its files; thus,

information concerning
Archives papers were able to be filled, and
of the 1974 Plan was able to be
activity subsequent to the development
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gathered.

In all, thirty— three documents (one of which was the seven

volume Plan) were selected for the study.

Additionally, Faculty Senate

and Trustee proceedings beginning in 1970 were carefully examined.
The other major data source was a group of administrators, deans
and department heads and chairmen who were interviewed from May 22, to

September 30, 1975.

Included were seven administrators among whom were

the Chancellor, the Provost, and five members of their staffs who had

had affirmative action responsibilities.

Additionally, data concerning

the level of Federal funding was gained through the Campus' Budget

Director.
The deans of the nine instructional divisions were interviewed as

well.

Of this group, one was an associate dean who had served as

affirmative action coordinator for his school; the person who had been
dean during the implementation period was no longer a member of the
faculty.

Another was a person who had served as a dean during the

implementation period but who had recently resigned his deanship.

A third was an acting dean who had not served in that role during most
of the implementation period, but who had been a department head during

that time; again, the former dean was no longer associated with the

University.
ones
Since it offered a broad range of disciplines, including

among the
with both high, moderate and low levels of representation
Arts and Sciences, with
faculty of women and minorities, the College of

in-depth study.
its thirty-one departments, was chosen for
1

department heads and chairmen were interviewed.

future reference
-

- -

Twenty nine

Of this group, one

"department heads" but
to this group will be to the
r*
u
or-wl
rnpnn Ip interviewed.
Ji

-f
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was the acting dean mentioned above.

Another was the director of the

Astronomy Program within the Department of Physics and Astronomy,
but
who was also the chairman of the Five College Astronomy Department;
his remarks were confined to the implementation of affirmative action
in the program on campus.

It was impossible to interview two other

department heads who had served during the period under study; one had
recently left the area for an eighteen month sabbatical leave; the
other had recently left for a new position elsewhere.

ment head refused to grant an interview.

Only one depart-

A complete list of those

interviewed may be found in the appendix.
In order to allow each to gather whatever background data necessary

for a concise interview, a list of questions, based on areas of exper-

ience among the respondents and of importance to the researcher, was

submitted to each respondent several days prior to the session.

The

questions, which may be found in Appendix III, differed according to
the role of the person being interviewed.

The deans received one set

of questions; the department heads received another; the administrators

each received different questions.

Upon the advice of one of the

deans, the set of questions to the department heads was made more brief

and more general than those to the other two groups; it was the dean's

thought that a shorter, less specific set of questions would be less
interview.
threatening to that group, and would result in a more open

most respected
Since the dean giving the advice was one of the Campus'

academics, the advice was accepted.
offices;
Generally, the interviews were held in the respondents'

insisted upon treating the
in one case, however, a department head

,
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researcher to lunch!

While the sessions were intended to be no more

than forty-five minutes in duration, many exceeded that limit; one went
for nearly two hours.

The shortest lasted about twenty-five minutes.

In all but six cases (based upon the wishes of those being interviewed)
the sessions were tape recorded; respondents were guaranteed anonymity.

Several administrators waived that limitation; one requested approval
of directly attributable quotes.

sessions was positive.

In most instances, the ethos of the

While most of the interviews were, seemingly,

candid, several interviewees were guarded in their responses; two were

openly hostile.

Data Analysis

While no transcripts of the sessions were made, notes were taken
from the tapes so as to make obtained interview data useful.

These

data were combined with historical data (memoranda, reports, proposals,

minutes, etc.) from the Chancellor’s and Provost’s Offices, and from
of the process
the University Archives in order to produce an account

Affairs
of the implementation of affirmative action in the Academic

sector of the Amherst campus.
both the written and
Data was organized historically, integrating
the previously stipulated
oral evidence, and was organized according to

hypotheses.

examined so as to
All data relating to the hypotheses was

test the validity of each.

A ’’triangulation of data" technique was

might be based on all
used in order to insure that conclusions
supporting the hypothesis in
available information, not just that

question.

one, and since it relies
Since the study is an ex £ost facto

;
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on a certain amount of subjective data, all conclusions
were made based
on "strong inference” as supported by the data.

Data was analyzed so as to draw conclusions concerning the
importance
of the following factors to the successful implementation of affirmative

action:
(1)

the degree of upper-level administrative support;

(2)

the level of understanding of the policy, and the support

given it by those members of the faculty in leadership

positions
(3)

the participation of women and minority faculty in the

process;

*

(4)

the performance of the affirmative action officer, and;

(5)

the state of the budget and the manner in which it is used.

2
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CHAPTER

IV

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Evolution of an Affirmative Action Mandate

"Several hundred years of history must be overcome. It won't
be easy but nothing worthwhile usually comes quickly."
- Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, June
11, 1975.1
In the Spring, 1971 semester, there occurred in the Faculty Senate
of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst an action that began a

series of events that had a profound impact in the area of equality on
campus.

On a motion by Professor Lee Edwards of the English Depart-

ment, the Senate voted on April 15, to establish a Committee on the

Status of Women whose

duties shall be to gain a broader understanding of both the
realities and particular problems that women encounter in attempting to complete their educations and to establish and maintain
themselves in careers and to share such knowledge with the
University community. It will consider, for example, such matters
as the conditions of hiring, promotion and salaries of women
faculty, the granting of tenure to women faculty, the establishment of a University Day Care Center, the conditions of admissions
of undergraduate and graduate women, the granting of financial,
aid to undergraduate and graduate women, a program of continuing
education and of counselling for women whose education or careers
are interrupted by marriage or children, and the availability
and conditions of part-time employment.
In the fall semester of that year, the Committee presented a

special report to the Senate calling for the appointment of

a new

permanent administrator at a rank no lower than that of an Associate
Provost as director of an office created to equalize the status of

^Interview with
2

R.

Bromery on June 11, 1975.

Faculty Senate Document 71-025.
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women and minority groups.

Her chief responsibility shall be to co-

ordinate and administer programs relevant to improving the condition of

women and minority groups on this campus." 3
The report stated the Committee's belief that the greatness of an

institution is built upon its capacity to treat people equally and its

ability to rely solely on meritorious achievement as a basis for rewards.

A review of the numbers and status of women on campus,

as conducted by

the Committee, showed that the "University's condition is far from ideal".

Cited were statements of commitment from President Wood and Chancellor
Tippo, but professed was the fear that the commitment "will be neglected
in the absence of systemmatic plans for meaningful and affirmative

action, and equally important, in the absence of any means of insuring
that compliance rather than a simple expression of good will is forth

coming."
Statistics cited in the report showed, that as of the opening of

classes in September, 1970, there were only 159 women on a total faculty
of 1134; that only nine women were full professors; that there were no

women on the School of Engineering’s faculty, and; that the average
salary
salary of women faculty at all ranks was lower than the average
for men in the same ranks.

Thus, the Committee felt, that without a

affirmative
watchdog position in the Provost's Office, a meaningful

authoritative impleaction program, which would include specific and

mentation procedures, would not come about.
therein, first came up for
The report and the motion included,

^Faculty Senate Document 72-007.
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debate at the November 11, 1971, meeting of the Senate/

Senator

Edwards prefaced the motion by stating that it had been reworded to

include minority groups, as a result of discussions held with members
of the administration and with individuals from H.E.W.
to several clarifying questions:

She responded

first, that the term, "minority groups",

according to federal guidelines meant blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,

Oriental Americans, and American Indians, and; second, that the term,
"equalize", meant, essentially, "equality of opportunity".

The debate opened with a male senator moving to change the wording pertaining to the sex of the proposed administrator; he did not

think that the word "Her" should be used.

A female senator retorted

that she had heard the word "he" used universally for years, and had

not become upset by it; however, "suddenly the Senate decides that

mere three letter pronoun requires an amendment".

a

Her anticipation of

the Senate's action was accurate; it voted, thereupon, to accept the

changed wording by a forty- three to sixteen hand count.
In response to a further question, Senator Edwards pointed to the

precedent of establishing such a position as was done at a number of

quality institutions of higher education.

Newly appointed Chancellor

Bromery stated that he would support recruiting someone for the

position as soon as an administrative vacancy became available; the
following spring.
Provost noted that one would be likely to occur the
always favored
Prefacing his remarks with a comment that he had

Meeting, November 11, 1971
^Faculty Senate Minutes, 182nd Regular
pp. 12-15.
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the correction of injustices, and had, indeed, worked in
that direction
for years, a male senator pointed out that in his own
school (Home

Economics), seventy per cent of the faculty was female (including six
of the nine full professors on campus who were women), and, that in
the

School of Nursing, ninety per cent were women.

He commented on the

systemmatic discrimination facing men in those fields and queried

whether men in such circumstances would be protected by the proposed
office.

Pointing out that the general intention was not to concern the

office with the status of men. Senator Edwards stated that there would

certainly be exceptions to the rule which would receive the assistance
of the Associate Provost.

She continued by noting that even in the

School of Home Economics, however, the average salary of men was higher

than that of women

in'

the same ranks.

Another male senator objected to the establishment of an office

which would "look after the interests of only a small number of the
total University community.”

He affirmed his belief that the normal

grievance procedure was the most appropriate forum for the handling
of discrimination cases.

Expressing his understanding that the Senate had established the
Committee on the Status of Women for the purpose of rectifying "the

discriminatory practices against women rather than minority groups”, and
change
stating his belief that women had not been greeted with the same

Senator Tager moved
in attitudes as had been accorded minority groups,

women only.
to limit the scope of the proposed office to

Senator

to the proposed amendSt. Mary, a black, raised immediate objection

counter to H.E.W. concern:
ment, and stated that such a change would run
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Further, he felt that such action would result in similar and separate

proposals from each of the several minority groups represented on campus.

Speaking for the Committee, Senator Edwards acknowledged that the group

had been unsure of its ability to include minorities in the proposal;
however, after its discussion with H.E.W. representatives, it agreed
that it should seek their inclusion in the coverage to be offered by

the proposed office.

After some parliamentary actions aimed at delaying

further consideration, the Senate voted to postpone additional discussion
on the matter until the next meeting.

When the Senate reconvened several weeks later. Senator Edwards
again took the floor and read a new motion recommending the appointment
of an Associate Provost who would be chiefly responsible for the coordin-

ation and administration of "programs relevant to improving the condition
of women on this campus".'*

Thereupon, Senator St. Mary moved to amend

the motion by including, once again, the reference to minority groups.

Several senators spoke against his amendment, arguing that since the

percentage of women nationally and among the student population was
fifty per cent, there was a different form of discrimination facing

women than faced minorities; that, in fact, more progress had been
one
made on behalf of minorities than on behalf of women, and; that
the
person in the proposed position would have difficulty in meeting

needs of both groups.

It was, again, noted that the Committee's

be similarly
purview only extended to women; thus, its motion should

December
^Faculty Senate Minutes, 183rd Regular Meeting,
1971, pp. 9-11.

2

and

9

^
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limited.

Arguing for his amendment, Senator St. Mary disagreed that

icant progress had been made regarding minorities on campus,

especially in faculty recruitment, and; that the regulations that H.E.W.
was attempting to enforce applied equally to women and minorities.

After a proposal by one member of the Senate to hold a secret ballot
on the issue was defeated, the amendment was also defeated.

Senator

Edwards’ motion was then passed.

The Senate, immediately, moved into consideration of

a

new motion

concerning the establishment of an affirmative action program; raised
by Senator Edwards, the motion was made on behalf of the Committee.
The proposed program would include the following provisos:

All persons with hiring authority state explicitly in all
correspondence containing job descriptions that the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, does not discriminate on the basis of
sex in regard to hiring and is actively seeking to employ
qualified women.

a.

In filling vacancies at the senior ranks, all those with
hiring authority demonstrate that a strenuous effort has been
made to recruit women in order to attain, at the minimum, a percentage of women at these ranks equal to the percentage of women
In that field who earned doctorates ten years ago.

b.

All units of the University make every effort to eliminate
inequities regarding the status of women currently employed and
develop programs designed to promote more equitable recruitment
procedures, hiring practices, and employment conditions in the
future, these programs to be submitted for approval to the new
administrator and preferential treatment in the allotment of new
positions be given to those units of the University which comply.
c.

professional
The announcement of vacancies in the ranks of the
publications
professional
staff be made public in appropriate
and applications be invited.

d.

6

Ibid.

,

pp. 11-14.
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e.
Any qualified woman be considered a candidate for recruitment in spite of her present place of residence, marital
status,
or number of dependents, until such a candidate explicitly
states
that she is not available.
f.
Women who have experienced discrimination in the past or
who have had their careers interrupted by family responsibilities
not be discriminated against because they are older than the
average age of male applicants for a given position.

g.

A written policy on parental leave (e.g., maternity leave,

child care leave for either parent) be established in line with
other policies governing leave, that persons who avail themselves of the opportunity to take such parental leave not be
penalized for doing so, and that non-tenured faculty who take
parental leave be allowed an extension of appointment equivalent
to the time for which they were on leave.
The Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of Women serve in
advisory capacity to the new administrator in connection with
developing further programs to improve the status of women on
this campus.

h.

The initial debate on the motion concerned the wisdom of item g.;
the fear was expressed that such a stipulation might tie up a position
for too long a period, since past experience had shown many women to

take several maternity leaves while at the University.

Senator Edwards

noted that the item only called for the generation of a policy for
parental leave, and; stated her conviction that departments should
"extend themselves a bit" so that it might not continue to be the case
that it is usually the woman who leaves her position to raise the

children while her husband stays on the job, earning his tenure.

Another senator raised the concern that acceptance of the entire
*

motion would "set up a czar who would oversee personnel decisions",

when this was clearly a faculty prerogative.

He continued by hypothesiz-

professional journals
ing that wide-spread advertising of vacancies in
it might be impossible
would flood the journals with ads; further, that
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to reach a stated percentage of women in hiring since many
disciplines

lacked significant numbers of women.
This line of discussion was continued by another senator who

argued that setting a percentage for women could lead to a similar
request from minority groups, and that only the best candidates,

regardless of sex or race, should be hired.
item b. from the motion.
amendment:

Thus, he moved to strike

Several senators rose in debate against this

since history had shown continuous discrimination against

women and minorities, history, itself, "invalidates the argument that
departments should hire the best qualified people", and; that a recent
campus research project showed "a marked tendency to discriminate against

women and prefer men of lesser qualifications".

Debate continued charg-

ing that exhaustive searches are never really undertaken; that the best

of a small group is selected, and; that the motion only called for a

bigger group from among whom the position would be filled.

It was

added that since there can be no denial of past discrimination, the
faculty should be willing to deal with the difficulties that an appro-

priate resolution of the problem might entail.

The amendment was

defeated (no positive debate having been offered, other than the
sponsor’s), and the motion, as originally presented, was subsequently

passed by the body.
approved the
Thus, at its 183rd meeting, the Faculty Senate had

with the
establishment of a position of Associate Provost to deal
set of guidelines
status of women on the campus, and had passed a

would serve as important
which would help to define the new position and
for the campus; however, both
elements of an affirmative action program

^
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resolutions were limited to women.

System-wide Attempts to Implement the Affirmative Action Mandate
the debate, issues raised nationally also found themselves

present on the Amherst campus.

Proponents of the measures believed them-

selves to be laying the necessary groundwork for the correction of dis-

crimination.

Others, however, voiced concerns about a number of issues:

the necessity for a means outside of the normal grievance process for the

resolution of alleged discrimination; the concentration in an administrative position, power that had historically lain with the faculty; the

spectre of the establishment of quotas; the fear of an avalanche of

'

After this series of discussions, there was little further Faculty
Senate involvement in affirmative action, and perhaps, no further
debate over its principles. At the February 2, 1972, meeting,
reference was made by Professor Frank, Chairman of the Academic
Advisory Council, that a subsequent meeting of that group would
"probably focus on the profile of the University in so far as it
reflects, or fails to reflect, representation of minority groups
(Minutes, 187th Regular Meeting,
among both students and faculty."
In May of the following year, a motion was presented and
p. 26.)
deferred to future consideration, which dealt with on-campus recruitment of students by potential employers; it proposed a requirement for
all recruiters "to submit breakdown figures of present personnel in
various types of positions by race and sex." (Minutes, 209th Regular
Meeting, p. 7.) At the next meeting a motion was passed requiring
the University to "assure through positive and aggressive recruitment...
the matriculation of equitable numbers of women at both the undergraduate and graduate levels." (Minutes, 210th Regular Meeting, p. 8.)
In response to questions raised during the discussion of the^ motion,
"aggressive
"equitable" was defined as meaning "equal opportunity", and
into
recruitment" was defined as meaning "an effort^to recruit women
professional fields currently dominated by men".
to play
The Committee on the Status of Women, however, continued
submitting
women,
affecting
matters
an active and constructive role in
in a number of
periodic reports to the Senate, and becoming involved
Provost.
Associate
policy matters as an advisory group to the

.
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applications for positions; the fear of lowering the standards
of

excellence in hiring; the anticipation of preferential treatment in
an d tenure decisions, and; the pitting of women against minority

groups

Within weeks after the motion’s passage, the University acted to
fulfill some of the mandates of the document.

Provost. Robert

Gluckstem

sent a memorandum to the Deans, Directors, Department Heads and Chair-

men (the academic line officers) concerning new position allocations
for the next academic year.

g

He informed them that the University was

expecting only fifty-seven new faculty positions in its Fiscal 1973
Budget; contingencies such as legislatively mandated salary savings

would necessitate the reservation of nine of these positions.

9

Since

the Deans had made requests for 140 new positions, allocation decisions

would be based on such factors as enrollment pressures, commitments to
the growth of new departments, previous departmental involvement in

special academic programs, and demonstrated ability to attract excellent
faculty.

The memo specifically reserved ten of the forty-eight

allocable positions to be used by departments for candidates who met
one of six criteria; included in that list were "qualified women, in

^Robert Gluckstem, Provost’s Letter, P72-DH19, December 14, 1971.

*

budget
^Despite the University’s possession of fiscal autonomy, the
state
other
is
to
it
as
form
is given to the University in the same
dollar
certain
a
that
Generally, there is a requirement
agencies.
If the University
in the permanent salary category.
saved
be
amount
in the refilling of
is not able to reach this amount through a delay
it must either move
positions due to retirement, death or termination,
account, or it must
money from some other category into the payroll
of new positions, or
make such contingency plans as the reservation
the freezing of vacant ones.

.
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units now primarily staffed by men", "qualified minority group
candidates", and "qualified candidates with interest and experience in inter-

disciplinary fields, particularly in problem areas which are intended
to respond to major societal needs and concerns".

Gluckstern went on

to state his expectation "that departments will also respond to these

criteria in their regularly allocated positions" and that "candidates
for the reserved positions should represent the highest standards of

excellence."
In an interview with the researcher, the Provost said, "If you're

going to solve the problem of decades of discrimination against

minorities you have to attack the problem in all areas of society.
One of the ways is to make educational opportunities available to more

minorities, and one of the ways of doing that is to make sure it's an

environment in which minorities don't feel out of place; one of the ways
of doing that is to add to the faculty who can serve as role models...

Resources must be diverted to it.

begin to accomplish this."

10

We set aside a pool of positions to

Thus, through what came to be known as

the "pool positions", Gluckstern had given the departments an incentive
had
to increase the number of women and minorities on their faculties,

come down firmly on the side of "excellence", and had moved to comply
(see
with a portion of the recently passed Faculty Senate document

item c.)
motion sought
Another of the concerns to which the Faculty Senate

^Interview with

R. Gluckstern, May 22, 1975.
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administrative action was the treatment of wives of University
faculty
(see items e., f., and g.).

Although not specifically mentioned as

such, there was major concern regarding the University's nepotism

policies, which generally served to exclude women from departments in

which their husbands served.

As a result of both a much-publicized

case on the Boston Campus, and research by the Personnel Office on the

matter as it related to the Amherst Campus, the Board of Trustees
voted a new "Discrimination and Conflict-of-interest Policy" on
December 28.^^

The Trustees reaffirmed the University's commitment to

"take affirmative action to ensure equal employment opportunity
for all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. This includes recruiting, appointment, training
and development, promotion, tenure, wages, hours, and other conditions of employment at the University of Massachusetts. The
principle criteria for decisions in such matters shall be demonstrated qualifications for, or performance of, the duties and
responsibilities of the position involved."
The motion went on to state that no University staff member could par-

ticipate in any personnel decision directly involving a relative,

unless there was a waiver of the policy from the President.

Several days later. President Wood issued guidelines for the

implementation of the new policy.

12

As a means toward determining the

"demonstrated qualifications... or performance", Wood decreed that
recommendations for decisions and competitive personnel actions must be

^University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees, Trustee Document
T72-029, December 28, 1971.

Discrimination and
Robert Wood, "University of Massachusetts
January
4, 1972.
Guidelines,
Conflict-of-interest Policy
12
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accompanied by full documentation of the quality or performance of
the

person involved, and, in the case of hiring, "that the selected candidate is at least as well qualified as any other known and available

candidate".

Further, proposed supervision of a relative could only

occur "if documentation is provided that demonstrates such person is

especially qualified to perform the services required and that the
services are of great value to the interests of the University."
Thus, officially, the University had ended its practice of dis-

crimination against family members, and had guaranteed equal treatment
of all employees and potential employees based, solely, on performance.

Several other recommendations of the December

2,

Senate resolutions received action during the spring.

1971, Faculty

On February 22,

Provost Gluckstern sent a memo to the academic line officers officially
informing them of the Faculty Senate recommendations and noting their

administrative endorsement.

13

Accordingly, he stated that he was

engaged, with the assistance of the Committee on the Status of Women,
in the recruitment of a person to fill the newly created Associate

Provostship.

Further, he stated that activity had begun in the develop-

ment of an affirmative action program embodying many of the suggestions

included in the motion.

A committee, composed of two representatives from the Chancellor

s

Personnel Office,
Office, one from the Provost’s Office, three from the
Faculty and Graduate
two from Student Affairs, and one each from the

Senates (including two women and two black males)

13

R.

,

issued a twelve page

1972
Gluckstern, Provost Letter P72-DH24, February 22,

.
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document on February 2, 1972, which was intended to serve as an
interim

affirmative action plan and a guideline for future activity in this
realm.

14

-I

r

Included in the document was a "Statement of Intent":

The University of Massachusetts Amherst Campus Affirmative
Action Program is a positive plan designed to create positive
employment opportunities for minority and oppressed individuals,
e»g., physically and mentally handicapped, aged, veterans, and
ex-convicts with the intent of addressing existing discriminatory
attitudes and preventing them in the future. Minorities are
defined in Executive Order 74 as including: Spanish-surnamed,
American Indians, Afro-Americans and Orientals.
In addition, a key thrust of the program will involve the
identification of the specific inequities caused by previous
discrimination and the establishment of operational goals against
which the University can measure success in alleviating these
inequities
(It should be noted that, while throughout the remainder of the report

there was a major commitment to them, women were, however, not included

in the Statement of Intent.)

The report went on to call for the

University to take an active posture in the recruitment of minorities
for

"

real

opportunities", and cautioned against an effort which "merely

contributes

to_

rather than solves the problem of institutional racism."

(Kraus Report, p. 13.)

The committee proposed the appointment of an Equal Employment

Opportunity Officer to coordinate and monitor the affirmative action
effort.

The person would have responsibilities in such areas as

past
recruitment, hiring, placement and promotion, and correction of

"^"Affirmative Action Program University of Massachusetts
1972, William Kraus, Committee Chairman.

,

February 4,

equivalent of the Federal
Executive Order 74 is the Massachusetts
Executive Order 11246, as amended.
15
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discrimination.

Key to this position would be the establishment of

working contacts with the minority community of nearby cities, women's
groups, the University's own Graduate School, and governmental agencies,
for the purpose of developing a pool of women and minority candidates
for vacancies on the staff.

The report was, perhaps, most comprehensive in its treatment of

classified posit ions.

^

it included a requirement for the advertisement

of vacancies with respect to those positions.

Since most came under

union bargaining units, the plan sought to develop equal opportunity
programs with the unions, to negotiate non-discriminatory clauses into
future union contracts, and to deal only with unions committed to equal

employment opportunity (Kraus Report,

p.

5).

The document also recognized

the necessity of awareness programs for supervisors and fellow employees
in order to insure their receptivity to any different life styles which

might be found among the target populations.

Further, it noted the

need for a review of the testing process for position entry so as to
insure their non-discriminatory nature (Kraus Report, p. 9).

Certain incentive programs were proposed to help recruit minorities
and women to classified positions.

care centers.

One called for the creation of day

Another cited the hardship brought about by high trans-

portation costs between Amherst and the Springf ield-Holyoke area (the
closest area with a concentrated minority population).

Since an

hired to Grade
expenditure of 17% of the disposable income of persons

3

non-student employees: Faculty,
The University has three categories of
(non-professionals).
Professional non-academic, and Classified
16

^
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positions (covering many clerical positions) was necessary if
employees

were to reach the campus from that area via public transportation,
many
people from that area would seek employment in the inner-city at lower
wages.

Thus the committee proposed a transportation subsidy program

(Kraus Report, p.

8).^

Perhaps, the most comprehensive part of the document was a proposal

which mentioned the University's potential to establish "hundreds of

possibilities for on-the-job training" (Kraus Report, pp. 10-12).

These

apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship programs could be used to reduce
the 14.1% unemployment rate for minority group members and other low

income people.

The proposal sought, initially, to enroll thirty persons

into an open-ended program which would take new trainees as others

finished.

The program would be coordinated by a person acceptable to

On June 23, 1971, the University had made application to the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration in the Department of Transportation
for "a service development grant of $34,878.60. .to subsidize the Peter
Pan Bus Company for services rendered to low-income minority group
University employees from the Greater Springf ield-Holyoke area... some
20-25 miles away" in order to "provide lower transportation rates for
many inner-city hard-core unemployed, who have no other means of
(Mass Transportation Demonstration
travel, to the University campus".
Fields, Jr. on behalf of the
Corinthian
submitted
by
Grant Application
cited population
proposal
The
University, June 23, 1971, p. 1.)
cent of the residents
per
two
than
statistics indicating that since less
already employed
were
whom
in the Amherst area were minority (most of
employer in
largest
the second
by the University) , the University
western Massachusetts - was forced to turn to the Springf ield-Holyoke
unemployment
area to recruit minority employees. Also cited was the 18%
would
rate of minorities in that area. Under the plan, the grant
costs of
initially subsidize ninety per cent of the transportation
Bus routes; the
thirty University employees using existing Peter Pan
By the end
employees would pay the remaining ten per cent themselves.
the
added,
be
would
employees
of the first year, an additional thirty
the
and
area
that
in
recruitment
result both of increased University
Unfortunately, the
low cost transportation allowed by the grant.
proposal.
University did not receive funding of this
.

*
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the University but chosen by the Springfield Action
Commission, the

main anti-poverty agency in Springfield.

It would be the coordinator's

responsibility to select job sites, develop training programs, and
.

,

recruit trainees.

18

For professional non-academic staff and faculty, there was much
less specific treatment.

There was no requirement for the advertising

of positions, although there was a mandate for improved recruitment, and

non-discriminatory hiring and treatment on the job.

However, the report

did state in the case of recruitment for professional non-academic

positions, that "if departmental recruiting for minority applicants is
not successful, a central clearing agency will provide the names of

minority candidates.

18

*

No appointment to fill an existing vacancy can be

As this training program was being proposed as part of the affirmative action effort, the University was in the process of implementing
the New Careers Program, a program originally authorized by Congress in
1966, and intended as "an adult work-training program designed for low
income persons to improve their physical, social and economic conditions
in their community ... to prepare trainees, in a limited time, for entrylevel positions in human service agencies in careers that will be both
permanent and stimulating" ("New Careers Program Proposal", p. 1).
Ten unemployed applicants and ten underemployed University staff
members were to be chosen for the program. The first group would
undergo "on-the-job training, work experience, and work related educational training"; the second would participate in a secretarial training
The program was to be coordinated by a staff member from the
class.
Springfield Action Commission's New Careers Program. It would provide
transportation to and from the city, and would also cover tuition costs
for
for two years as well as one hundred per cent of the wage costs
the
for
cent
per
fifty
and
year
the ten new employees for the first
salaries
the
to
contribution
its
second year. The University would begin
employment
guarantee
of this group during their second year, and would
to the ten trainees beginning in the third year.
A Personnel Office report dated June 13, 1972, noted that New
Health Services,
Careerists were employed in the Athletic Department, the
Placement Center, n t e
in both data processing centers, in the Career
Astronomy Department, in
School of Home Economics, in the Physics and
Residential Area Offices.
the Counseling Center, and in two Student
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made without clearance from the appropriate Vice Chancellor"
(Kraus
Report, p. 6).
Thus, the campus had its first affirmative action plan:

it placed

stronger emphasis on minorities than on women; it dealt most specifically

with classified positions, and; it placed coordination and monitoring
authority in the hands of a proposed Equal Employment Opportunity
Officer.

While this plan received little attention and only limited

circulation across campus, it was important in that it called for non-

discriminatory hiring and personnel practices, established the precedent
for broader recruitment, and provided a springboard from which new

programs were launched.

Nearly one month later. President Wood sent a draft memo to the

Chancellors of the Amherst and Boston Campuses and to the Dean of the

Medical School in Worcester, concerning the development of an affirmative action program for the system.

19

The memo referred to the recent

Trustee action, the Faculty Senate motions, and the Kraus Report.

Wood

also noted that of 23.4 full-time equivalent faculty hirings made thus
far that year on the Amherst Campus, 13.75 were to individuals from

groups protected by affirmative action; he cited similar activity on
the Boston Campus as well.

Continuing, he stated,

These steps are a good beginning but they are not enough. I
believe that the University can do more to make the goal of equal
opportunity a realized objective. We are, in fact, obligated
instituby Federal law and regulation and our status as a public
obligation
our
is
tion to do more, but even more importantly, it
to do more because it is right.

Action Program
^Robert Wood memorandum, "University Affirmative
(draft), March 1, 1972.
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The plans for each campus were to Include specific numerical and

percentage goals on recruitment, promotion, and training for women
and minorities at all levels of the University; data concerning the

availability and unemployment rates of women and minorities in the
local area was to be developed; a review was to be made of testing and

application procedures to insure that they were not culturally biased;
job descriptions were to be reviewed and re-written where discrimination

was found; vendor contracts were to include equal opportunity clauses,

with preference to be given to those vendors with affirmative action
programs; fair maternity leave policies, as well as adequate day care
facilities, were to be established; grievance procedures were to be

made operational; women and minorities were to be guaranteed appointment
to policy-making groups, and; educational programs were to be developed
to acquaint University personnel with the new affirmative action policy.

Wood further ordered that immediate steps be taken to guarantee
the implementation of a number of procedures designed to promote affirma-

tive action:

to develop a process to assure documentation of search

efforts; to reserve additional positions for units which were successful
in meeting affirmative action goals; to develop a list of minority

sources for recruitment for non-academic positions

;

to begin the

requests
advertisement or publication of staff openings; to state in any

faculty positions
for recommendations sought from faculty elsewhere for
equal opportunity employer:
at the University, that the University is an
sex of applicants to insure
to develop a process to monitor the race and

successful; to develop forms to
that the new recruiting techniques are

employees, their
ascertain from all terminating women and minority
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reasons for leaving the University; to revise all recruitment literature to include a statement of commitment to affirmative action, and;
to undertake a wage and salary analysis so as to adjust any existing

racially or sexually based inequities.
The draft memo called upon each campus to submit a draft of their

respective affirmative action plans by April 15, with submission in
final form to be done no later than June 1; further, it called for all

plans to be developed in full consultation with all interested campus
groups.

In a cover memo dated the following day. Wood requested each

of the chief officers of the three campuses to provide him with feed-

back on the draft memo by March 17.

20

The final draft of the affirmative action memo was not issued

until early June.

In the meantime. Wood directed another memo in April

in an effort to insure that affirmative action was being taken in the

recruitment that was occurring for faculty positions for the next
academic year.

He requested that all deans and department heads "be

informed of the urgent need to concentrate on the recruitment and

hiring of blacks, other minority, and women faculty".

He reiterated

the necessity for adequate documentation of recruitment efforts prior
to the approval of any offers of employment, and stated that

it would

not be unreasonable to expect that half of the new faculty recruited

Program Robert Wood memorandum, "University Affirmative Action
Working Draft", March 2, 1972.
20

Present Recruitment",
Robert Wood memorandum, "Affirmative Action in
April 13, 1972.
21
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might be either minority or female.”
The following week, Provost Gluckstem sent the academic
line

°^^ cers

a copy of Wood's April 13, memo, and emphasized, in his
own

cover memo, the documentation requirement for all subsequent hiring
requests.

22

At its May 26, meeting, the Board of Trustees furthered the effort.

Upon the initiation of its Committee on Faculty and Educational Policy,
and at the request of President Wood, it passed a resolution empowering

Wood to develop a university-wide policy on affirmative action. 23

motion mentioned the obligations of

lav;

The

and principle to extend a good

faith effort at compliance, and looked "toward the achievement of
results which are concrete proof of those efforts."

It committed the

University to the identification and correction of areas of underutilization of women and minorities, to non-discriminatory practices in

conditions of employment, and to encourage the upward mobility of women
and minority staff.

It re-emphasized "that affirmative action in

hiring and admissions are... key elements in creating a responsive
institution."

Each campus was ordered to submit final affirmative

action plans to Wood by June 30, 1972.
Buoyed by the Trustee's action, the final draft of the Wood
2A

9.

With a few exceptions, it

was very similar to the March 1, draft.

The introductory paragraphs

Affirmative action memo came on June

22

1972.
Robert Gluckstern, Provost's Letter P72-DH30, April 20,

Document
^University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees, Trustee
72-155, May 26, 1972.

Action Program",
Robert Wood, memorandum, "University Affirmative
June 9, 1972.
24
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were adjusted to reflect pertinent activity subsequent to March

1,

includ-

ing reference to the Amherst Campus recruitment figures which
showed

thirty-eight of eighty full-time equivalent faculty positions going to

women and minorities. 25

In place of the original requirement for the

establishment of a maternal leave policy was one requiring the establishment of a parental leave policy.

Additionally, reference was made to

the April 13, memo requesting the campuses to keep the President

of their progress in hiring women and minorities.

informed

Wood also called for

final plans to be submitted to him by June 30, with monthly reports to
be submitted to Vice President Edleman beginning on July 1.

Further,

he stated his intention of appointing an Affirmative Action Officer

25

Provost Office records show that as of May 17, 1972, thirty-one
offers were made to and accepted by women, one of whom was half American
Indian, one Oriental, and one black. Further, three Spanish-surnamed
males, three black males, and one Oriental male were also hired. By
that date, there were offers outstanding to, or rejected by, twelve
women (one of wThom was Spanish-surnamed), six black males, one Spanishsurnamed male, and one Indian.
26

On that same day, the Personnel Office issued a memo concerning
maternity leave (Robert Garstka, memorandum, "Maternity Leave", June 9,
Excerpted from the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimina1972)
tion's regulations were statements concerning the illegality of a denial
of a reasonable period of leave to a female for pregnancy or maternity
reasons, and the illegality of the termination or denial of employment
Also stated was the
to a woman based on a condition of pregnancy.
on
requirement that the employer must reserve the position of the woman
employee's
leave, and that such a leave would not negatively affect the
benefits.
accruing
or
seniority
accruing
status in "any system of
of the
While the policy statement served to reinforce the right
prejudice,
without
leave
maternity
University's women employees to a
leave policy for either
it fell far short of the request for a parental
Faculty Senate
parent as proposed in item g. of the December, 1971,
It
that day.
memo
motion, and as proposed by President Wood in his
by
taken
be
to
regard
was, however, the only official action in this
the campus.
.

,
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within the President’s Office.

Attached to the memo was a copy of the

Federal Executive Order 11246 and the Labor Department's Revised Order
No. 4.

Thus, for the first time, the aspect of affirmative action which

had raised the most controversy nationally - that of setting numerical
goals and timetables to correct areas of underutilization - was put

before the University community.

Since there were only three weeks

between the issuance of the final draft of the memo requesting the
development of the affirmative action plans, and the deadline for their
submission, and since the development of goals and timetables in con-

junction with the development of availability data was a major undertaking, and since the University generally moves rather slowly (as

evidenced by the three month delay between Wood's working draft and the
issuance of the memo in final form)

,

the Amherst Campus did not meet

the June 30, deadline.

Federal Influences on Early Campus Affirmative Action Efforts

One of the pressures on Chancellor Bromery at that time was the

involvement of the campus in a contract compliance review by H.E.W.

27

review began as an inquiry in the fall of 1971 when H.E.W. officials
many
sent a letter to the Amherst Campus with the names of 145 people,

were members of the
of whom were women and minorities, and most of whom
insure that none
faculty; a salary review was requested for them to

^Dallas Darland memorandum
August 4, 1972.

to Peter Edleman, "Affirmative Action

,
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tlifi

victims of discrimination.

28

The resultant compliance review

yielded a letter of findings from the government on May 18, and caused
Chancellor Bromery to write an "interim response" for discussion purposes at an exit conference with H.E.W. representatives on June 16. 29

Bromery began by commenting that he believed the review process to have

been a beneficial one for the campus since "a methodological model has
been demonstrated which can be readily utilized for an analysis of the
current status of minorities and women in the University and, which,
in turn, will help point to the appropriate actions we must take in

order to correct past and current deficiencies as well as to anticipate
future problem areas."

Further, the best response to the findings

would be the development and successful operationalization of an
affirmative action plan which would include a result-oriented hiring
effort and strong attempts to change attitudes - the underlying cause
of the underutilization of women and minorities.

He stated that "such an

emphasis in our affirmative action program, important on its own merit,

28

Interview with Russell Kraus, July 1, 1975. Kraus, an Assistant to
during
the Provost had staff responsibilities for affirmative action
salary review.
that period, and was assigned the task of undertaking the
parHe recalled that no one on campus knew exactly how or why those
a
consumed
review
the
that
stated
He
ticular names had been chosen.
not
meant
it
since
year
next
the
significant portion of his time for
of those listed,
only a review of the qualifications and performance
a basis for
provide
to
but also of their colleagues as well in order
which
inequities
of
comparison. His study revealed a "small number"
were later corrected, with H.E.W. approval.
,

•

Director of the Office for
Present at the session were the Regional
other H.E.W. staff
Civil Rights, the Associate Director and five
Chancellor Bromery and
members, as well as Vice President Edleman,
Provost Gluckstem and one member
two members of his staff, along with
presente
(Darland memo, August 4, 1972.) Bromery
of his staff.
"Discussion Paper" at the meeting.
29

.
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becomes all the more critical when we recognize
that the Amherst campus
is nearing the end of its major period of
growth with a resulting

drastic reduction in the number of new positions offered
each year."
The paper then moved to a consideration of some of
H.E.W.'s
findings.

Bromery noted that, while he did not take exception to
the

broad conclusions of the review, the underutilization of women
and
minorities cited by H.E.W. was based on data submitted to H.E.W. in
1970.

A comparison with a similar report prepared for submission in

1972 showed a significant increase in the number and percentage of

minorities in the total work force and a slight decline in the percentage of women.

Attached to the document were six pages of compara-

tive statistics showing the 1970 and 1972 data.

Over the two year

period, the campus had grown by 1190 employees to a total of 4961,
a 31.6% increase in the total work force.

The minority work force grew

from 59 to 225, a 281.4% increase, and totalled 4.5% of the entire staff.
The total female work force grew from 1472 to 1773, a 20.4% increase, a

lower rate than the total growth, however.

The total number of faculty

and professional, non-academic employees increased by 453, ninety-one
of whom were minority and 82 of whom were women.

In the classified

30

The job categories listed
Broraery "Discussion Paper", Attachment A.
represent those required for completion of the E.E.0.-1 Data Report
and do not correspond to the University's employment categories; thus,
while there is no listing of faculty as a separate group, there are

two (Officials and Managers, and Professionals) which correspond most
directly to a combined grouping of faculty and professional, nonThere are seven categories which correspond most directly
academic.
area of
to the classified staff; one of these, "Technicians", is an
with
included
is
analysis
probable overlap, but for purposes of this

"classified"
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staff, the total increased by 737, sixty-five
of whom were minority and
219 of whom were women.

Thus, as shown in Tables I and II, the
campus

could claim a reasonable improvement in the employment
situation

relative to minorities, but had to acknowledge
disappointment with the
ratio of women.
In a further attachment, Bromery presented the June
14, figures

concerning offers made for faculty positions for the 1972-1973 academic
year.

31

Of a total of 116 offers made and accepted, forty-two were to

women (one of whom was half American Indian, one Oriental, and one

Spanish-sumamed)

,

and fourteen were to minority males (three of whom

were Spanish-sumamed, one Oriental, and ten black).

Further, there were

thirty-one offers still outstanding; thirteen were to women, including
three minority women, and one was to a Spanish-surnamed male.

Of

forty offers which had been rejected, eight were to women, including
three minority women, and eleven were to minority males.

Thus, 47% of

all faculty offers had been made to affirmative action candidates, and
49% of all acceptances came from that group.

Bromery, thus, claimed continued movement with regard to affirmative action hiring, and stated that figures concerning the distribution
of minorities and women according to department and rank were being

drawn together for analysis, but were not yet completed.

He also

requested further time to complete the evaluation of the alleged

31

Bromery "Discussion Paper", Attachment B.
the information presented in Footnote 25.

This information updated
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"individual findings of inequities" (concerning the list of persons
cited earlier), and further, that time was also necessary for the

investigation of a list of names, submitted along with the May Letter
of Findings, of persons who might have been affected adversely by the

University's previous nepotism policy; this group was referred to as
the "affected class".

In an attempt to provide a general response to the H.E.W. findings, and to present "evidence of 'good faith' on the part of the

University ... as well as to demonstrate our commitment to overcome the

underutilization of minorities and women on the Amherst campus",
Bromery attached a number of appendices containing statistics and
documents relevant to the affirmative action area.

Included were the

Maternity Leave Policy, the April 20, Glucks tern recruitment memo, the
June 9, Wood memo concerning the development of affirmative action
plans, the Decmeber 28, and May 26, Trustee actions, the New Careers

Program proposal, the transportation grant proposal, and the December,
Faculty Senate motions.

Additionally included was a May 31, memo from the Personnel Office
"03" (temporary)
setting new wage rates for non-student employees on the

payroll - most of whom were women.

That action had been taken in

state
order that the cost of living increase recently granted by the

temporary
for permanent employees might also be extended to the
for equal work".
employees; the University wanted to assure "equal pay
in the Student
Two attachments were relevant to actions taken

Personnel Office report
Affairs area, while a third was a ten page
the initiation of the
which cited improvements made on campus since
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compliance review.

In a rather random order, the report cited a number

of developments included in other attachments as well as some specific

hiring and training accomplishments.

It included notice of the Personnel

Office's own hiring of its first woman and its first minority recruiters
as well as the appointment of a black secretary in the office.

As an

example for other staffs, that office had also participated in a
"Seminar on Interracial Understanding", and through its individual staff
members, had been active on various committees, and present at several

conferences focused on equal opportunity.
Further, as an aid to the campus, a list of black colleges had

been developed; testing requirements had been waived for certain
classified staff recruited through the Concentrated Employment Program
of the Springfield Action Commission.

Successful activity to increase

the number of minorities and women on the campus police department, a

four-fold increase (to twenty-one) in the number of minority employees
in the administration building, and similar efforts in other areas

were noted.

Also discussed was the difficulty in increasing the number

of dining commons minority employees (an area of underutilization cited

being
by H.E.W.) in a situation where the total staff was continually

reduced due to layoffs.

While the report cited a positive picture

non-academic
concerning the hiring of minorities for professional
School of Education
positions, it noted that, with the exception of the

better progress could be made
and the Afro-American Studies Department,
level.
in most academic departments at the faculty

Generally, the Bromery response to H.E.W.

's

Letter of Findings

that progress was being made
was one which attempted to make the case
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in the affirmative action area, but which also acknowledged that said

progress was not sufficient.

He committed the campus to further and

increased activity in that regard.
important target dates were set:

During the exit conference, several

November

1,

was set as the deadline

for the submission of a written affirmative action plan to H.E.W.;

July 15, was set for the presentation of statistical information up-

dating the 1970 data used in the review; October

1, was set as the

deadline for response to the "individual findings of inequities" and

"affected class" inquiries as well as an explanation to the reason for
the disproportionate number of women represented in the "03" category,
and; September 1, was set as the time by which Mr. James DeShields of

the Chancellor's staff (the interim campus affirmative action coordinator)

would be replaced by a full-time Equal Employment Opportunity Officer
(Darland memo, p. 3).

A subsequent meeting was held on July
Associate Regional Director of O.C.R.

,

13, with Robert Randolph,

and two of his staff.

The

meeting was requested by Amherst campus officials in order to receive
clarification on several points in the Letter of Findings, to receive
technical assistance in the development of the affirmative action
response.
plan, and to receive H.E.W.'s comments on Bromery's interim

"demonstrated tangible
Randolph acknowledged his belief that the response
and positive

evidence of movement by the University toward correcting

expressed his pleasure
present deficiencies at the Amherst campus", and
corrective actions during the
that the campus had made a number of

review.

program format developed
Upon his presentation of a computer

analyzing
O.C.R. for use in compiling and
by M.I.T. in conjunction with

.
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statistical data, Randolph extended the previously agreed upon July
15,
deadline to November 1 (Darland memo, pp. 3-4)
The campus set itself to work toward meeting

the.

agreed deadlines.

The statistical data was produced, and the review of the status of the

individuals included in the two groups was completed.

The affirmative

action plan was finally submitted over a year and a half after the

mutually agreed upon time, and the Chancellor, later, assumed the
official responsibility of the proposed Equal Employment Opportunity
Officer.

(Discussion of these latter two actions must be delayed,

pending the continued discussion of the evolution of the affirmative

action program.)

Influence of the Chancellor on Early Campus

Affirmative Action Efforts

On October 17, 1972, Chancellor Bromery directed the Vice Chancellors
to develop an affirmative action plan for each of their departments and

units.

32

In his memo, he noted the University's "special obligation" as

a public institution, and recounted the positive steps taken by the

campus over the last several years.

He commented, however, that the

progress had been "uneven" across campus, and that some departments
that end."
"regrettably, seem to lack any measurable commitment toward
be one which
Continuing, he ordered that the affirmative action effort

personnel decisions, but which
would go beyond Insuring "neutrality" in

Policy and Guidelines",
Bromery memorandum, "Affirmative Action
October 17, 1972.
32
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would make "special, additional efforts to recruit, employ, and
promote
qualified members of groups formerly excluded, even if that exclusion
cannot be traced to specific and current discriminatory actions by

the University, but results from a long standing and general inattention
to the needs and availability of women and minorities by this University,

by other institutions and by society at large."
The establishment of departmental plans was intended to insure that

women and minorities were represented in positions on campus in proportions at least as great as their proportions in the general working
population.

Bromery ordered that each plan must include numerical goals

and timetables, and procedures to insure a good faith effort toward

meeting those goals.

He also asked each Vice Chancellor to appoint a

liaison with his affirmative action co-ordinator, and called for parti-

cipation at all levels in the development of the various plans.

Cogni-

zant of the lack of significant numbers of women and minorities in many

professional fields, Bromery wanted each academic department to identify
ways of attracting more women and minority undergraduates, and to set

numerical goals and timetables for increasing the enrollment of women
and minority graduate students.

He closed by stating his conviction

that women and minorities must be "given every possible opportunity
and employto s ucceed and advance within the University's educational

ment structures."
memos.
Nine days later, the Chancellor sent two follow-up

The

included in each plan; the
first mentioned a number of areas he wanted

Higher Educatio n Guidelin es,
second presented adapted excerpts from the

released at the beginning of that month by H.E.W.

In the first memo,

3
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Bromery rexterated that the foundation of the plans would be numerical
goals and timetables, and requested the inclusion of a utilization

analysis of women and minorities, based on national availability and
campus presence.

33

He also suggested the inclusion of a statement of

commitment, a long-range examination of hiring and promotion needs and
trends, a statistical summary of opportunities available to women and

minorities within each unit, a discussion of problem areas with an
accounting of past efforts and future plans aimed at overcoming those
problems, and the development of lists of women and minority group

members in the departments, noting their respective potentials for

advancement and career development.
The second memo sought to clarify a number of questions which

might be anticipated, in order that development of the unit plans might
o/

be facilitated.

It began by noting the requirements of Executive

Order 11246 and the penalties for non-compliance; it defined "non-

discrimination” as the removal of all existing discriminatory conditions,
the assurance that supervisors are non-discriminatory , and the taking of

additional steps to insure the inclusion and promotion of qualified

women and minorities.

It went on to discuss the matter of goals and

timetables, defining ’’goals" as the "projected level of achievement
deficiencies,
resulting from an analysis by the Amherst Campus of its

given the availability
and of what it can reasonably do to remedy them,

3

3

October 26, 1972
Br ornery memorandum, "Affirmative Action",
1972.
^Bromery memorandum, untitled, October 26,
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of qualified minorities and women and the expected turnover in
its work

force.”

It thus, would be legitimate to keep records by race and sex

as a means of assuring movement toward the realization of the goals.

Bromery noted that such factors as inaccurate estimates, changes in
the job market, and the unavailability of women and minorities would

not result in a governmental ruling of non-compliance, but that inattention to the goals and timetables would.

He emphasized the spirit

of the Executive Order, and stated that the University was not expected
to hire unqualified persons.

He differentiated "goals” from "quotas” by remarking that the

establishment of goals would signify that the University had made an
analysis of its deficiencies and had committed itself to their resolution, while the establishment of quotas would force the hiring of

specific numbers of women and minorities as a condition of compliance
"regardless of the compromising effect (it) might have on legitimate

qualifications and standards, regardless of the good faith effort made
to fulfill them, and regardless of the fact that quotas might have been

set by arbitrary standards unrelated to the availability of capable

applicants and the potential of the (University) to recruit them.”

Bromery went on to discuss the requirement to implement clearly
defined, and non-dis criminatory recruitment, hiring, and promotion
equitable
processes (including non-discriminatory job descriptions and
raise sensitive
salaries), recognizing that in "academic areas this may

function of the
issues related to peer judgement and the research

institution".

minorities
He cited the obligation to recruit women and

recruited, and suggested the
as actively as white males had been
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development of broader applicant pools through close work with the

various national and regional academic professional associations, and
through recruitment in the predominantly black colleges; this did not
mean, however, that the University was to engage in ’’reverse discrimination” or ’’preferential treatment” of unqualified candidates.
Thus, Bromery had attempted to tackle some of the difficult issues

involving the implementation of affirmative action.

He had presented a

distinction between goals and quotas; he had justified the keeping of
records by race and sex; he had spoken in favor of excellence as the

standard for hiring and promotion, but had affirmed his certain conclusion that there were women and minorities who could meet those standards;
indeed, he had suggested a means for the development of a pool of

qualified women and minorities, and; he had acknowledged that the imple-

mentation of a program incorporating those objectives might raise a
number of sensitive issues concerning traditional faculty prerogatives.
In an interview with the researcher, Bromery stated his awareness
that there might be resistance in the faculty to the development and

implementation of an affirmative action plan.

35

However, he noted that

number
the strong social orientation and political progressivism of large

opportunity
of faculty, coupled with the accomplishments in the equal
support for the
area by a number of departments, provided a basis of

program’s concepts.

He also felt that the manner in which he and the

program had served to allay
other black faculty had developed the CCEBS

"^Interview with R. Bromery, June 11, 1975.
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the fears of some faculty, and that his own identity as a black had

probably served to reduce public displeasure with affirmative action.
Nevertheless, he had wanted to be sure that he was perceived as supporting the maintenance of quality and high standards of excellence so as to

thwart any claims to the contrary.

He believed that affirmative action

must become an ’’attitude", but acknowledged that attitudes change slowly;
he cited the need for an effort that was strong on the one hand, and
’’soft sell" on the other,

in order to begin to change the minds of

those who may not be supportive.

He was prepared to take cn the

challenge, and had seen his October memos as a solid beginning.

Immediate Consequences of Faculty Senate and Chancellor Actions

Bromery’s call to begin actively to develop affirmative action
plans was repeated throughout the University by the Vice Chancellors
and their line staff.

In the Provost's Office, staff responsibility

concerning the execution of the policy was shifted from Russell Kraus
to the new Associate Provost, Zina Tillona, who had been appointed to

that position earlier that fall in fulfillment of the request initiated

by the Committee

on the Status of Women.

Gluckstern announced the

appointment in a memo to the fauclty on September 19, and Chancellor
Faculty
Bromery made the appropriate introduction at the October 10,

Senate meeting.

36

Professor Tillona, who simultaneously maintained

the French and Italian
her duties as Chairman of the Italian Program in

36
September 19, 1972
-Robert Gluckstern, Provost’s Letter, P73-F5,
October 10, 1972,

Regular Meeting,
and Faculty Senate Minutes, 195th
p

.

1.
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Department, was to assume her new responsibilities on an interim,

part-time basis.

An active member of the Faculty Senate as well as a

respected scholar, Tillona brought to the position an understanding of
the campus' operational style.

Gluckstem's memo to the faculty indicated that Professor Tillona
would have several areas of responsibility within the Provost's Office,
one of which would relate to the status of women on campus.

Precedent

for such an arrangement was existent in both the Provost's and Chancellor's

Offices, where staff members with responsibilities in the area of equal

opportunity also maintained an array of other duties.

There was no

attempt, according to interviews held with six administrators, to

minimize the importance of the affirmative action responsibilities of
the people in such positions, but, in fact, there was a conscious

effort to increase their effectiveness by allowing them the opportunity
to show other members of the University community their understanding
of the complexities of the institution and their skills as administrators.
as
It was felt that a person in a position that was solely identified

an "affirmative action" position (or a "women's" or "minorities'"

allegations
position) would be at a severe disadvantage resulting from
involvement; the
of lack of vision and narrowness of institutional
distrust from
person would, in all likelihood, face a higher level of

administrators.
the faculty than that usually accorded

official communication with the
The new Associate Provost's first

affirmative action came early in
deans and department heads regarding
by the Provost, which called
January, 1973, in a memo, jointly signed
of their respective minority and
upon each unit, with the assistance
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women staff members, to develop an affirmative action program to be
submitted in draft form to the appropriate deans by February

37
l.

Included were to be statistics showing the percentage of women and

minorities holding Ph.D.'s (or their equivalent) within each of the
disciplines and specialties, a projection of anticipated vacancies over
the coming five year period, the goals for hiring affirmative action

candidates during that period, the procedures necessary to meet those
goals, and the steps necessary to increase affirmative action graduate

enrollment (accompanied by goals and timetables) in order to increase
the future pool of qualified women and minorities.

Further, department

heads were expected to develop procedures to insure the publication of
all faculty openings, to make contacts with women's and minority

colleges, government agencies, and academic professional associations
for purposes of recruitment, to eliminate any bias from job descriptions,

and to develop procedures to insure proper documentation of all searches.

The deans were to receive the preliminary plans in order to draft

summative statements; submission of both the departmental, and school
or college-wide plans was to occur no later than February 15.

Addi-

with
tionally, the deans were to develop procedures for exit interviews
analyses, to develop
all terminating staff, to undertake salary and wage
to assure
grievance procedures to resolve discrimination complaints,

minorities on personnel
the adequate representation of women and
requirement, and to
committees, to enforce the search documentation

Provost's Letter, P73 DH20
Robert Gluckstern and Zina Tillona,
January 8, 1973.
37
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contact colleagues at other institutions in order to assist in the

development of a pool of potential affirmative action faculty and
graduate students.

The memo recognized "that the effort implies that

both Deans and Department Heads/Chairmen must assume a share of the
responsibility" for the implementation of affirmative action, and "that
the main effort of the Affirmative Action Program on this campus and the

academic area must be undertaken by individual departments and faculty."
Thus, Bromery's request for broad based participation in the

development of the plans had been echoed by the Provost’s Office.

Depart-

ment heads were to write their own plans, using the guidelines as

presented by the Provost's Office, but, more importantly, with the aid
of their own faculty, especially the women and minority members; the

deans were to insure that the activity was not merely a paper exercise.
This strategy was based upon the knowledge that each department could

best develop its own plans given its understanding of the discipline;
that each department would feel less threatened if their respective

plans were developed by people that they trusted; that plans developed
for
in a collective process would promote collective responsibility

minorities
their implementation, and; that the inclusion of women and
taken seriously.
in the process would insure that the matter was
the acknowledgeTillona believed that "affirmative action begins with
the University should
ment that discrimination has occurred and that

way that made sense in an
act to end it... We had to respond in a
,
,
educational institution.

^Interview with

Z.

.,38

Tillona, July

9,

1975.
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Setting out to insure a proper and timely response, she began by
sending the academic line officers a number of resources intended to

promote the informed establishment of goals, timetables and applicant
pools.

39

Included was a list of resources available in the University

Library (relevant to statistical data showing the number of affirmative
action Ph.D.’s) and a list of women’s professional groups.
Most important, however, was Tillona's realization that close,

personal contact must be maintained with the deans and department heads
if the process were to be a fruitful one.

Thus, she held a series of

individual meetings, both formal and informal, with as many as possible.
She found a great deal of apprehension as a result of the fear that

administrative involvement in the hiring process would ’’violate some of
the sacred principles" of academic life.

She assured the departmental

leadership that affirmative action did not countenance the hiring of

unqualified people, but that, in seeking to identify qualified candidates, an extra effort should be made since "traditional credentials

cannot be taken at face value when one is a man and the other is a

woman" or when one is white and the other is minority; having to raise
probably
a family or having been excluded from research institutions had

caused many brilliant researchers and scholars to be overlooked.
to identify
It was, thus, the Intention of the institution to seek

and to employ some of those people.

In that way, the quality of the

Action Resource Material",
Zina Tillona, memorandum, "Affirmative
January 19, 1973.
39
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institution could only increase.

Tillona acknowledged to those with

whom she met that the department must have the right
to choose the
disciplinary area that it would seek to further, and
that any administratively mandated curricular change would violate the
tenets of

academic freedom.

Further, she allowed that departments might not be

able to fill full professorship positions in specialty areas
with affir-

mative action candidates, since, truly, there might not be any in
that
specialty.

However, she refused to accept the plea that no women or

minorities existed for most junior level appointments.
She found that many faculty were having difficulty accepting the

legitimacy of trying to determine the race and sex of an applicant,
and the keeping of personnel records by race and sex.

In the past,

many of these people had fought on the side of equal opportunity
against such practices since their use had been discriminatory; for

many of them, the details of affirmative action, once again, raised
the spectre of quotas.

Tillona spent considerable time trying to

explain the positive use of such data, and tried to resolve other

questionable areas as well, generally

attempting to calm whatever

fears concerning affirmative action were operant.
Of course, she encountered a certain degree of resistance; some
of it based on serious concern; some of it based on principle.

(In

her interview, Tillona noted that "a provost at a university could put
out a memo saying that it might be a good idea to brush your teeth

every day, and immediately, there are going to be people saying,
what right..."').

By

On the whole, however, she found the sessions to

way for a better
be useful and felt that they helped to smooth the
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process.

In fact, a number of department heads told
the researcher

that Tillona's having spent time with them was an
instrumental factor

promoting the development of their plans; that she, indeed,
had made
them more comfortable with the process.

They pointed to her background

as an academic program head as having been a valuable
contributor to

her understanding of their concerns, both procedural and substantive.
No negative comments were received about Tillona's activity in this
regard.

The effort, initiated by the Chancellor and carried on by the

Provost's Office, to bring about an understanding of the nature of

affirmative action was successful.

All forty-five administrators,

deans, and department heads interviewed by the researcher gave adequate

definitions of affirmative action.

One dean stated that it "is in

contra-position to ’equal opportunity'; it means taking positive action
to attempt to rectify imbalances in the racial and sexual composition

of the faculty and staff."

Another commented that "because

a

university

should be a diversity of attitudes, values, scholars, etc., we should
lean toward the hiring of women and minorities because they are the

diversity that we are lacking."

A third cited the necessity to "make

an effort to deliberately include people who have been deliberately

excluded".

Still another defined it as "a spirit that we try to instill

in recruitment to make a sincere effort to locate applicants from a

pool that may not have fit into the mainstream or may not have had
means
access to the Institution through the traditional means; it

seriously considering people who at first blush may not have the
credentials."

the
Most included in their definitions a commitment in

Ill

recruitment of graduate students as well.

Significantly, perhaps,

only one mentioned career development and the
opening of promotional

avenues to women and minorities, while only one
mentioned the establish-

ment of new educational programs.

Two of the deans did include in

their definition the belief that the government was not concerned
about
the quality of affirmative action applicants; another did not agree
but
notfid that

II.E.W.

takes figures as pr ima facia evidence of compliance

or non-compliance, so..."

Among the department heads was a similar array of responses.

Only

three of twenty-nine saw any absolute quota requirement; one of these

mentioned, however, that his perception had changed, while another

held that "’affirmative action' and ’equal opportunity' seem to be at

war with each other.
they are synonymous."

It is a violation of the English language to say

Several department heads in the Faculty of

Natural Sciences and Mathematics (FNSM) noted that the policy makes
the accusation that they had been willing participants in discrimination

efforts.

One said, "I feel offended, in a way, that the administra-

tion tells me that I have to follow affirmative action.

reflection on me.

..

that s a
’

However, I do agree that a policy with the basic

intent of affirmative action is necessary."

Another reflected that

the former recruitment methods were "not the biased way, but the
easiest way".

However, one department head in the Faculty of Humanities

and Fine Arts (FHFA) disagreed, saying that the policy was Intended
"to change

the.

unconscious prejudice in hiring and promotion.

..

to

hire
open up access in the hiring process but with no requirement to
the unqualified; no quotas."

While one head erroneously thought that

.
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affirmative action was Intended only
for women, another mentioned
the
goal of "achieving a balance racially
and sexually”
Table III arrays the responses of all
persons interviewed concerning their working definition of
affirmative action.
There was a consensus among the interviewees,
as is noted in
Table IV, concerning the reason for the
University's development of an

affirmative action plan.

All but four mentioned the Federal
require-

ments eminating from H.E.W.

Eighteen noted the importance of social

ideals, three mentioned national and campus pressure
from women and

minority groups.

Seven felt that the campus' having a black chancellor

had caused the affirmative action activity, while two others
pointed to
a general administrative commitment to the concept.

Two more felt

that it never would have occurred if the University had not been going

through a period of growth.

Only one was unsure of the basis for the

campus' involvement in the effort.

One administrator was firm in his belief that without the federal

regulations, nothing would have been done, while another that such

would certainly have been the case regarding women but not minorities.

A third was unsure:

"Our commitment went beyond the Federal require-

ments, but they were important; it's difficult to know what we'd have

done if they weren’t there."

Similarly, a dean commented that "the

University found it desirable to have such a plan; the legal requirement helped, but we probably would have done it without the require-

ment."

Another noted the University's sensitivity to the goal but

felt that "the Federal guidelines made it happen."

'
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Four scientists noted the reliance
of their departments on
Federal
grants, and the necessity for having
an approved affirmative
action

program in order to maintain eligibility
for those and future Federal
monies:
"Our department has over a million
dollars in Federal grants
each year; II.E.W. could cost us that money";
"We did it to keep N.I.H.
from cutting off our funds"; "Withdrawal
of Federal funds would have

crippling effects on the department." 40

One Humanities and Fine Arts

head recognized the financial pressure on
other departments, particularly the sciences, but also noted that
the University's administrators
"have a strong interest in having a heterogeneous
faculty."

A social

scientist expressed the consensus of that group when he
noted the

Federal requirements but also the "real good will on the
part of the
University'

as both having played an important role.

Another in that

group added that the University's strong response was partially
"the

result of Bill Bromery being who he is"; that is, a black.

Table V:

Commitment of Bromery and Gluckstern to Affirmative Action
as viewed by the Administrators and Deans
STRONG

MODERATE

WEAK

Admin.

Deans

Admin.

Deans

Admin.

Deans

Bromery

6*

9

0

0

0

0

Gluckstern

6*

9

0

0

0

0

^Neither Bromery or Gluckstern were asked to rate themselves.

AO

Warren Gulko, the campus Budget Director, stated in an interview
on June 6, 1975, that the fear of Federal censure was future-oriented.
The campus received only about four million dollars in Federal grants
in 1972, but by 1975 that amount had grown to approximately twelve
million dollars.

s

;
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There was little doubt that upper
level administration was
thought
to be strongly committed to
affirmative action. One
administrator

noted that "Bromery has personally
recruited graduate students and
faculty; he has made appointments (of
women and minorities) to his own
staff; he has written strong memos.'
A dean
1

commented that Bromery'

public statements had been so strong that
the Chancellor had been

privately criticized "by some reactionary faculty
for bringing in too
many blacks."

Another remarked that "our central administration
is more

supportive (of affirmative action) than most in the
nation."

Several

administrators and deans pointed to the use of the "pool
positions" as
evidence of the commitment of the two top administrators.

Table VI: Commitment of Upper-level Administration to
-Affirmative Action as viewed by the Department Heads
STRONG

MODERATE

WEAK

NR

Bromery

19

4

0

6

Gluckstern

20

4

0

5

Own Academic Dean

21

3

1

4

Department heads were not as unanimous in their perceptions of
the strength of the administrative commitment.

Only 65.5% saw a

strong commitment on Bromery 's part, while 69% saw it on Gluckstern's
this group made comments similar to those of the administrators and

deans.

One head of a large department, though, was "astounded that

Gluckstern knew the numbers of women and minorities in the department.
I

couldn*t have done that without looking at the (faculty) list."

Of those who observed moderate administrative support, one stated

that administrative commitment for affirmative action in hiring was
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strongest concerning the lowest level
positions and decreased as the
positions approached the upper levels of
the hierarchy; another felt
that they had responded strongly "to the
law but not to the implemen-

tation."
Of their respective deans, 72.4% saw strong
support; one FSBS

department head felt his dean had evidenced weak
support, that he "was
only going through the motions." 41

All of the other department heads

in that division saw strong support on their
dean’s part.

In the FNSM

division, the consensus of opinion was that the dean had
been strongly

supportive of affirmative action in his interaction with them,
and had

been strongly supportive of their concern about the "particular

problem of the sciences" in his interactions with the central administration.
In the Humanities and Fine Arts division, there seemed to be

little question that the dean was strongly supportive:

"He always

reminded the department heads about the policy; he is committed to
finding the best people, but he lets you know that he hopes they are

minorities and women."

Another head in this group noted that his dean

had "placed an importance on affirmative action in the development of
our departmental goals."

Representative of those who were not sure

about the level of commitment at the dean’s level was one who stated

4l

It is, perhaps, significant that most of the administrators and deans
interviewed stated that this dean had, in all likelihood, one of the
two best records and strongest positions on the issue among all of the
deans; there is strong evidence to support those perceptions.
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that the dean had "always enforced
the rules, but he always
understood
my concerns.
I don’t know if he supported
(the policy)".
Thus, it can be reasonably assumed
that the campus' upper level

administration was perceived as providing
a great deal of support
for
the affirmative action planning.

As one dean noted, "You can
say

you're in favor of affirmative action and
people will know that you’re
not.

You can say it's a pain in the ass; let's
get it over with and

get down to serious business.

Or, you can say that you really mean
it.

The faculty will understand."

There seemed to be little doubt that

the memos and public statements of the administration
were not hollow

ones but were intended to be taken seriously.

Nevertheless, the development of the plans proceeded slowly;
much

discussion occurred on the faculty level in order that the type of

understanding of the policy might be brought about which would be
necessary for the wnriting of plans that could combine the approoriate
idealistic and realistic goals which would bring about a departmental
consensus, or, in some cases, which would force the acceptance of the

planning requirement.

Since the faculty recruitment season was well

under way by that time, Glucks tern and Tillona sent a memo to the
academic line officers, reminding them of the obligation to open up
the search process and to provide documented evidence of that effort;

they noted their belief that most of the departments had "responded

constructively and imaginatively to our requests for affirmative action
in hiring.

^2

R.

Gluckstern and

March 13, 1973.

Z.

Tillona, memorandum, "Affirmative Action",
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The recruitment effort, as documented
In a Provost Office accounting on May 24, 1973, evidenced a success
similar to that of the preceding year.
Of 107 offers made and accepted,
54% were to affirmative

action candidates.

Forty new faculty would be women
(including one

black and one Spanish-surnamed)

,

and sixteen

would be minority males

(two Orientals, eight blacks, and eight
Spanish-surnamed).

Of twelve

additional offers still pending, five were to women
and three to black
males; thirteen women and four minority males were among
thirty-one

candidates to decline offers of appointment.

Thus, of all the offers

made for the 1973-1974 academic year, fifty-five per cent had been
made to affirmative action candidates.
Statistics produced several months later showed that over

a

five

year period the number of black faculty had increased from nineteen to
fl-fty _ three.

44

The three black full professorships had grown to eight;

the percentage of blacks on the faculty had grown from 1.8% in 1969 to

3.7% in 1973.

The discussion in the departments proceeded on both procedural
and substantive lines in most instances.

Only two departments (one in

FNSM and one in FHFA) had no discussion of affirmative action at any
department meeting; 75.9% had substantive discussions and 82.6%
focused on procedural issues which, generally, clustered around planning

^"Affirmative Action Program

- as of May 24, 1973", found in Provost

Office files.

^Bertha Auten, "Black Faculty", October

12, 1973.
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Table VII:

—

Was "Affirmative Action" Discussed
at Faculty Meeting?
Yes

Heads - FHFA

Heads - FNSM

Heads - FSBS

Total

Substantively
Procedurally

No

8

5

9

4

Substantively
Procedurally

9

1

9

1

Substantively
Procedurally

5

6

1
0

Substantively
Procedurally

22
24

5

7

the process by which the plan was to be developed, and gaining
an

understanding of the search and documentation requirements.

Substan-

tively, however, the discussion included the entire range of issues

surrounding affirmative action.
In Natural Science and Mathematics, the group in the College of

Arts and Sciences with the highest level of antipathy with the dictates
of affirmative action, there was major resistance to the concept of
"goals"; they were seen as, essentially, no different from "quotas".

There was a strong concern for the maintenance of standards as well.
Some faculty saw affirmative action as meaning the elimination of

white males from the hiring pool.

However, since reality showed there

to be so few women and minorities in that area, it was generally felt

that "the goals will never be met anyway."
•

One departmental meeting

defeated a motion that stated that "the department should hire a

minority group member", merely to claim that it had one.

Several heads

did mention, however, that "given a tie" between a white male candidate

and an equally qualified affirmative action candidate, the department
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had decided to give preference to the
affirmative action candidate.

There were some similar concerns in the
Humanities and Fine Arts.
One department feared that affirmative action
would become "a numbers

game" and stated its agreement that "tokenism
is despicable".

Mother

department head noted that "we all agreed that we
would not meet

artificial goals if we could not maintain quality."

However, there

was a different response to this same issue elsewhere:

"We are not

talking about hiring unqualified people.

Accessibility is by law a

part of the mandate of this institution.

There are individuals out

there, above and beyond those who are normally brought in, who are

qualified.

It's never worried about that there are numerous people

here who don't perform up to standard.

If you have incompetent full

professors, why be uptight about an incompetent full professor who is
a woman?"

In disciplines like the languages, where women had always

been present in sizable percentages, departments pondered how to
attract minorities to faculty and graduate positions if "there are no

minority students in our undergraduate programs, and foreign-born
faculty don't count in affirmative action statistics."

Perhaps, the greatest degree of discussion occurred in several of
the Social and Behavioral Science departments, where public policy

matters were often the basis for academic inquiry.

Again, discussion

in those departments covered the entire range of issues, but, again,

saw heavy emphasis on the goals-quotas-standards issue.

While in a

few instances in the other divisions, reference was made to the

problematic intrusion of the Federal bureaucracy into campus affairs,
the Social and Behavioral Science departments were the only ones which
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also considered the Issue of the
potential conflict between governmental
regulation and academic freedom.
By and large, debate was limited, and,
with the exception of

Faculty Club lunches, generally remained at
the departmental level.
(As noted earlier,

there was no major consideration of this
topic in

the Faculty Senate after December, 1971.)

Most department heads felt

that their faculty were generally supportive of
the goals of affirma-

tive action, but some noted that there was some
disenchantment with

some of its bureaucraticly appearing specifics.

All but one was sure

that the faculty in his/her department understood the University's

affirmative action policy; that one was in the natural sciences.

Seventy-nine and three-tenths per cent of the department heads were
able to name members of their faculty who had been supportive of

affirmative action; only five could name no supporters.

That same

number could name faculty who were openly opposed to the policy while
more than three-quarters could name no one in this category.

However,

there was nearly a one-third/ two-thirds split among those who believed

there were faculty in their respective departments who were covertly
opposed, and those who believed that there were no secret objectors.

Only one department head, saying that "it is not in the best interests
of the department", declined to name those faculty he knew who were

opposed to affirmative action.
It was generally acknowledged that "it is not fashionable to be

opposed to affirmative action" due to the fear of being branded a
racist or a sexist.

One administrator noted that "there have been

no 'Sidney Hooks' on this campus".

A dean commented similarly.
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Tabl
fn,

VI I: Can Y ° U Name Member
s of Your Faculty
J
*
Support or Oppose 1 Affirmative a.h^9

Openly Supportivp

Position

Yes

Heads FHFA

11

Heads FNSM

Yes

23

5

1

.Covertly Opposed

No

?

Yes

No

?

10

2

3

9

1

8

0

3

7

0

2

4

0

3

3

0

5

22

2

9

19

1

1

600

Total

I

1

?

40

6

Heads FSBS

No

2

Openly Opposed

haven’t really heard any anti-affirmative action
talk; faculty think

it would be bad for them.

much support."

The 'Sidney Hook' arguments haven't gotten

Another dean noted that "the older, more senior, and

more well-established faculty, who have come up through
the traditional
academic route, are more committed to that route."

In reference to that

same group of faculty, however, an administrator stated that those
who

were not supportive of the affirmative action policy would not make

themselves known but would make "such comments as, ’we have a black
chancellor', or 'we've always shown you our commitment to equality'".
In that same vein, another remarked that "no one's going to say they're

against affirmative action, but they may talk about whether or not it’s

realistic."

A third continued, "I've heard faculty speak out against

the abrassiveness of some of the proponents (of the policy) but not
»

against the goal."
Two deans observed among their faculty evidence of a strong,

broadly based amount of support for the policy.

One stated, "Our

faculty came as close as possible to a consensus on affirmative action;

"
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the few people who were accused of
being racist here would not
have

been anywhere else."

The other noted that there had
not "been much

opposition to affirmative action.

In fact, I've been surprised
by

people who, I would have thought would
be against it, have turned out
to
be some of the strongest supporters.
The department heads had similar observations;
that there had been
little debate "because the Chancellor is black",
or "because it's the
law and you can’t do anything about it - it’s
going to happen anyway."

Several did mention the tendency of some to label
opponents as being
racist or sexist as a factor inhibiting debate.

cynically reflected,

One department head

The faculty on this campus never take to public

forums; why should it be any different in this case?"

Extended Consequences of Faculty Senate and Chancellor Actions

Development of the plans proceeded as Chancellor Bromery had

earlier suggested.

In some cases, the department head drafted the

document and sought approval of it from the departmental personnel

committee or committee-of-the-whole; in others, the personnel committee

wrote the plan; some established affirmative action committees to draft
the plan and monitor its implementation.

(In the Social and Behavioral

Sciences, such committees were required by the dean, but in the case
of another school, the dean viewed such committees to be "against the

very nature of affirmative action.

It must be institutionalized at

the personnel committees and other committee levels.")

In several

cases the department head was the only one involved with the drafting
of the plan for that unit.
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Perhaps the most controversial topic
on campus as the semester
progressed was not affirmative action
but an attempt by significant
numbers of faculty to unionize the
faculty for the purpose of
establishing collective bargaining. Associate
Provost Tillona was appointed
to
the Chancellor's staff; among her new
duties was an involvement in the

unionization issue.

Thus, a recruitment effort was
undertaken by

the Provost's Office to refill the Associate
Provostship.

This time,

the search resulted in the hiring of an
individual from off-campus;
Dr. Jean Leppaluoto, a west coast psychologist,
was brought in to

assume the duties vacated by Tillona.

Her appointment was primarily

an administrative one, with a secondary relationship
to the Psychology

Department.

Responsibility for the monitoring of the developmental process
became Leppaluoto's

.

Initially, she was to have affirmative action

duties as a significant portion, but not all, of her responsibilities;
this was in keeping with the concept of having the Associate Provost

be involved with the full range of activities of the Provost's Office.

Again, it must be noted that the process for drafting affirmative

action plans took considerable time to complete.

Some departments did

not comply with the initial requests to submit plans; others submitted

inadequate documents which were in need of strong revision; for most,
the process was just slow.

In an attempt to build solid relations with

the departments, and in order to facilitate the development and imple-

mentation of the plans, Leppaluoto established a system of departmental
liaisons through whom communication was to occur.

By the end of the

period under study, she was, despite the assistance of a staff assistant,
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spending more than forty hours per
week on affirmative action
matters
alone, and had little time for
45
other assignments.
By February, 1974, a two volume
affirmative action plan for the
academic sector had been developed as
a result of Leppaluoto’s
con-

tinued effort.

One month later, the campus’ report
was finally
transmitted to H.E.W. for approval. 46 The
report included the plans of

the Chancellor's Office, Academic Affairs,
Administrative Services, and

Student Affairs, as well as examples of
such things as departmental

hiring statements, letters of offer and, complaint
resolution; it
filled six volumes in its entirety.

Included in the introduction was

the Bromery memo of October, 1972, calling for
the development of

affirmative action plans, an excerpt from the original Wood
memo of
March, 1972, and a description of the process by which the
plan was

developed.

It was noted that "the long standing elitist pattern of

^^-Sher education whether based upon socio-economic factors of birth or

intellectual attainment is crumbling

11

,

and that "the burgeoning pattern

of diverse populations in universities and colleges across the country
represents only the cutting edge of a social educational revolution
in the society."

It was the University's belief "that one of the first

obligations of a committed college administration is to articulate and
give sanction to the basic policies that will define affirmative action

45

46

Interview with J. Leppaluoto on June 10, 1975.

By the end of the period under study, no response had been received
from H.E.W. This produced some tension between those administrators
who viewed this as a positive sign, and those who were anxious for a
verdict.
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for a given carcpvs." 47

Noted was the pollcy vacuum at

^

starc o£

^

Plan's development due to the lack of
awareness that anything beyond
an
"equal opportunity" approach was
necessary, and the general
ignorance
on campus of what would constitute an
appropriate substitute. Thus,
it
was necessary for the campus to
develop affirmative action as
both a

responsibility, and a program Including
policies and procedures with

dear

lines of accountability.

The report described the campus' administrative
structure and

noted the decentralization of power concept
which had been adopted
during the growth period so as to allow as many
decisions as possible
to be made at the level closest to the individual
constituent groups;

thus, the implementation of affirmative action would
occur most

effectively on a decentralized basis.

Rather than appointing an "equal

employment opportunity officer" or an "affirmative action officer"
for
the campus, responsibility for such a function would be decentralized
in a manner which would promote the institutionalization of the function.
It was acknowledged that this was a rather unique organizational

approach to affirmative action, but that it would be the one most

appropriate for the institution.

Thus, officially, Bromery became

the "equal employment opportunity officer" required by Executive Order
11246.

The report included a statement of commitment to eliminate

47

University of Massachusetts Affirmative Action Plan
March, 1974, p. 7.

,

Volume

1,
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discrimination, and to move toward
the inclusion of persons
not adequately represented on campus. While
acknowledging the underutilization
of women and minorities, it stated
that affirmative action was
not an

excuse for the hiring and promotion of
unqualified people, but is
"a rational attempt to eliminate
historical and current inequities in

the system" (Plan, Vol. 1, pp. 20-21).

Noted was the effort to monitor

the process by requiring documentation
of the attempt to broaden the

applicant pool during the hiring of all new employees,
as a means of

insuring the consonance of the personnel action
with the institutionali-

zation of affirmative action; any personnel action
thought to vitiate
the spirit of the affirmative action effort would be denied,
with the

unit having the responsibility for either providing additional
data or conducting a new search.
® n^ilarly

monitored to insure

All university actions would be

that equality of education and employ-

ment is systemic to the day-to-day operations of the Amherst Campus"
(Plan , Vol. 1, p. 23).

In terms of hiring, the report committed the University to recruit

women and minorities at all levels but particularly for tenured positions, and in the professional schools; part-time faculty (often women)

would receive strong consideration for full-time appointments as they
became available.

Also cited was the intention to develop career

ladders and mobility training, open to all staff but intended for

women and minority staff; further noted was the commitment to increase
the number of affirmative action graduate students.

In its dealings

with outside vendors, the University would only do business with
companies compliant with affirmative action, and would seek to encourage
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bids from minority enterprise and
those controlled by women.
Thus, the Amherst Campus had
committed itself to the undertaking
of action which would result in the
increased numbers of women and

minority students and staff, the provision
of adequate compensation
and
career encouragement for women and minority
staff, and the awarding of

contracts to businesses which, too, were
involved with aff irrigative
action.

To one acquainted with the two year
process that it took to

develop these goals and commitments, the report
was not startling, but
to those with no prior involvement, it seemed to
be a major new

departure.

The Academic Affairs Plan

The heart of the Plan was the two-volume section dealing with the

Academic Affairs sector.

Included at the beginning was a statement of

commitment, placing ultimate responsibility for implementation with the
Provost, and delegating that responsibility through the ranks to the

academic line officers.

The Affirmative Action Coordinator in the

Provost’s Office was noted to be a staff position, responsible to the
Provost for the oversight of the affirmative action effort, "including

systematizing the review of the program; making periodic audits to
measure effectiveness, documenting results, offering advice, and giving
counsel and assistance regarding equal opportunity/aff innative action
matters.

48

.,48

In conjunction with unit liaisons, that person would

University of Massachusetts Affirmative Action Plan

1974, p. 3.

,

Vol. 2, March,

,
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undertake utilization studies, prepare
goals and timetables to correct
deficiencies, establish a monitoring and
feedback system, and maintain
a liaison with appropriate government
officials.

Table IX reveals the following affirmative
action statistics
(see p. 131)

.

Thus, of the line staff (Provost through Program
Directors)

82.7% were white males; however, over the preceding
five year period,

there was an increase of fourteen (from nine) persons from
affirmative

action groups.
female.

Only 5.8% of the faculty were minority, while 13.8%
were

The student category did not have a racial breakdown, but

provided figures showing a graduate population that was 34.1% female
and an undergraduate population that was 45% female.

The report noted that since five of the six top administrators

had come through the campus faculty ranks, it was doubly important to

assure affirmative action in faculty recruitment.

Hiring statistics

from the two preceding years showed evidence of a successful effort:

fifty-four per cent of those hired in 1971-1972 were from affirmative
action groups (37% women, 17% minority)

,

following year (40% women, 20% minority).

as were sixty per cent the

While the report took pride

in those successes, it noted that they had occurred in limited areas,

and acknowledged the obligation to pursue a more vigorous course of

action in those areas where gains had not been made; however, it
doubted that in certain areas with low minority interest, such as the

Slavic Languages, there would be any significant developments.
Further, it cautioned that the ceiling on campus growth - and the

reduction in size of some areas - might very well slow down the desired
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progress.

However, based on departmental
five year projections and

national availability statistics, the
report was able to predict a
reasonable chance of affecting change
in the campus hiring patterns.
The Plan included a discussion of
curricular, service, and

research efforts related to affirmative
action.

It cited such

endeavors as the establishment of a Five
College Latin American
Studies Program, the review of the status of
Spanish speaking students,
the participation in the Carnegie Foundation’s
"Women and Career

Options” project, the development of a Women’s
Studies Program, the

transition of the campus' Black Studies Program into
a Five College
major, and the significant student recruitment efforts
undertaken by
the School of Engineering and the Faculty of Social and
Behavioral

Sciences; copies of all of the reports of these efforts were
included
in the appendix.

The Professional Schools, the Graduate School,
and the College of Food and Natural Resources

The plans of the academic departments, grouped by school or
college, provided the bulk of the Academic Affairs part of the Plan 49
.

The School of Business Administration had an eighty-two person

49

*

With the exception of the three divisions of the College of Arts
and Sciences (upon which the department head interviews focused)
the plans for the schools and colleges will be summarized at that
level. However, the three faculties under closer study will be
examined on a department by department basis. Also, there will be
no discussion of efforts directed toward the classified and professional non-academic staffs in these areas, since they are generally
the product of the local job market, and do not provide the difficulties
- real or perceived - that affirmative action in the faculty area does.
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faculty spread over four departments,
each department having either
one or two affirmative action faculty;
women made up 5.2% of the faculty
and minorities, 1.1%. Since little growth
was expected for the School,

and since few women or minorities possessed,
or were in the process of

attaining, Ph.D.'s, progress to improve those
statistics was projected
to be slow; the competition from private enterprise
(and its ability

to offer high salaries) for these persons further
complicated the

picture.

Projections indicated that one or two affirmative action

candidates could be appointed over the next several years In
three of
departments.

Substantial effort would be expended to increase

the percentages of women and minority graduate students in the 364

member graduate programs above their respective levels of only 7.7%
and 5.5%; a woman and a minority faculty member were actively engaged
in a recruitment drive.

The School of Education had a faculty of ninety-two in its five
"clusters"; seven of these faculty were supported by grants or other

"soft" sources, and, thus, were not included in the statistical breakdown.

Of the remaining positions, 19% were filled by women and 19% by

minorities, perhaps, the best minority representation on campus.

Two

of the clusters did not project goals since they showed a well-balanced

faculty, one wT ith 35% women and 25% minorities, and the other with

26.3% women and 31.5% minorities.

One of the remaining clusters did

not set numerical goals despite the fact that it was all white and

included but one woman; however, it did express a "reasonable expectation" of its ability to make affirmative action hirings, given any

future openings.

One cluster, with an affirmative action faculty of
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two out of thirteen, projected that two of
its three anticipated

positions would be filled by affirmative action
candidates.

The final

cluster, with its 92% white male faculty, was
more specific; it set as
its goal the addition of one each of minority
males, minority females,

and non-minority females.

In the graduate program of 1350 students,

41.2% were women students (as opposed to the national
average of
21.6%) and 20% minority students.

Similarly, of the 363 graduate

stipends, 42.6% went to women, and 14.9% to minorities.

No future

goals were projected regarding graduate students.

The School of Engineering had 107 faculty in five departments;

there were only two minorities (both Oriental), and no women.

The

School projected a total of eight or nine faculty openings over the

next several years; each department hoped to be able to attract a

woman or a minority to the faculty but all noted an anticipated difficulty since they were nationally available at a level of only one-

sixteenth of one per cent!

Thus, the thrust of the effort would be

in the graduate and undergraduate areas.

At the undergraduate level,

the School hoped to increase the number of women and minorities some

250%.

At the graduate level, one department hoped to fill both of

its anticipated two vacancies with women and minorities, while three

wanted to bring their total affirmative action enrollments to 10%,
30%, and 40% respectively; one department did not expect any graduate

openings in the foreseeable future.

Formerly known as the College of Agriculture, the College of
Food and Natural Resources had 118 faculty in fifteen departments and
one division.

Twenty-one were women, two of whom were minority; of
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these, thirteen were in the Division
of Home Economics.

As a result of

high tenure levels and little
expected growth, coupled with
generally
low availability pools, the College
predicted little overall change
in
its racial and sexual statistics.

Of the twenty-nine to
thirty-three

openings predicted over the next several
year period, nineteen to
twenty-two were targeted for women and
minorities, although the esti-

mates were usually couched in very cautious
language, due to availability pools or less than one per cent in many
cases, and no more than
ten per cent in any.

The Food and Agricultural Engineering Department,

which included in its faculty the only woman available
nationally,
cited statistics which showed that there were no minority
students and

only three women (two of whom were foreign nationals)
engaged in
*

graduate programs in that field nationally’

Thus, in that department

as well as in the rest of the college, graduate recruitment in
order

to affect the future availability pool was paramount.

Exclusive of

Home Economics, the departments with graduate programs showed a range
in affirmative action enrollments of from nine to sixty per cent;

Veterinary and Animal Science was on the high end, and Agriculture and
Food Economics

,

and Food and Agricultural Engineering were low.

The

departments projected affirmative action admissions estimates on the
graduate level to range from ten to fifty per cent.
Of the four departments wThich cited statistics concerning
*

financial support to graduate students, one showed a major dispropor-

tionate funding level between the sexes; while 57% of its male graduate
students were supported, only 8% of its females received similar treatment.

Two other departments showed variances in favor of the men at
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levels of five and eleven per cent;
in the final department,
both the
men and women were funded at a
44% level. None of these
departments
gave a racial breakdown.

At the time the Plan was written,
the Graduate School had six
units, four of which were instructional,
under its jurisdiction.

Two

of these units. Computer and Information
Science, and Polymer Science

and Engineering were later transferred to the
Faculty of Natural Sciences
and Mathematics (and will be considered along
with those departments). 50

Faculty in the other two units totalled only
three; one. Labor Relations,

had a small graduate program which included four
women and four minority
students.

It hoped to increase their proportions by
committing ten of

thirteen anticipated graduate slots to them.
The School of Health Sciences, which resulted from the merger of
the School of Nursing and the School of Public Health, had the only

black dean.

Among its faculty of sixty were five minorities (all in

Public Health) and forty-one women (all but three in Nursing)

.

Public

Health showed a utilization of minorities in excess of the national
average, but an underutilization of women; it hoped to increase the

number of women through use of its two to four projected vacancies.
Nursing, which was all white, hoped to increase the numbers of minorities
but cited very low availability statistics.

Its primary effort, then,

would be at the graduate level where all but three of the fifty-nine

^Faculty Senate minutes show that the transfer occurred during the
Senate’s 223rd Regular Meeting on March 21, 1974.
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students were women and only one was
minority.
a minority enrollment of 5%.

By 1978, It hoped for

In Public Health, 47.7% of the
ninety-

three graduate students were women and 7.5%
were minority; the division

committed itself to maintaining its affirmative
action graduate enrollment at fifty per cent, and, within that amount,
hoped to increase the

proportions of minority students.
There were forty-four faculty members in five
departments in the
School of Physical Education.

Thirty-six and four-tenths per cent

were women, one of whom was minority; all but one were in
the Physical
Education for Women Department.

Since little turnover and no growth

were expected, only two minority appointments, both in Women’s
Physical

Education were projected for tenure-track positions.

Men's Physical

4

Education hoped to recruit a minority to a

visiting professorship, and

the Athletic Department hoped to recruit a woman and a minority to two
of its three non-tenurable slots.

Only the Exercise Science Department

reported graduate student figures - an equal split of men and women

among its forty-six students, but only one minority; the department
hoped to increase its minority enrollment to 8% by the end of a two

year period.
Thus, in the schools and colleges discussed, minorities represented

only 4.7% of the total, and women represented only 17.2% (see Table X).
It should be noted that most of the minorities were located in the

School of Education, a field traditionally open to minorities.

Simi-

larly, almost all of the women were either in Education, Rome Economics,

Nursing, or Women’s Physical Education, again, all fields traditionally

open to women.

Projections to increase the number of women and minorities

1
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in these units, while ambitious,
were all difficult goals since
the

anticipated turnover, given the high
level of tenure, might not
occur,
and since the anticipated number
of new positions, given future
budgetary difficulties, might not come.
Statistics compiled from numberous tables
in the appendix showed
the racial and sexual breakdown at the
various faculty levels in those

schools for the preceding academic year
(see Table XI)
Thus, as those figures indicate, most of
the women and minority

faculty were located in the lower ranks at
that time.

Only 2.1% of

the full professors were minorities and 4.7%
were women as opposed to

6.8% and 22.7%, respectively, of the assistant
professors, and 12.5%
and 48.2%, respectively of the instructors.

In the graduate assistant

*

category, 17.8% were minority and 30.5% were women; this
category was

relatively well-balanced when compared to graduate enrollments.
Unfortunately, the reports of these units did not address the
career development and mobility areas, which, presumably, could impact
the above-cited statistics over the following years.

Interviews with the deans of those units revealed that the hiring
goals were generally based on information available through profes-

sional associations, or the knowledge among the faculty of the general

make-up of their disciplines (as determined through consultation with
colleagues at other institutions, attendance at national conventions,
etc.).

It was strongly hinted in most cases but clearly stated in two

others that the thrust of the effort within those particular units
had been, and probably would continue to be, geared toward the recruit-

ment of minorities over women.

As one dean put it, "women and minorities

.

Table XI:

Distribution of Personnel by Race and Sex
(1972--1973)

Prof.

Assoc.
Prof.

Asst.
Prof.

Business
Administration

26

23

29

Minority
Female

0
0

1
0

0

Educat ion

22

Minority
Female
Engineering

Minority
Female

InstrucOther

Grad.
Asst

5

4

26

0
0

0

0

5

0

1

28

42

14

0

121

1

6

9

6

2

1

6

4

0
0

29
51

48

41

18

0

0

57

2

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

14

0

74

49

48

8

7

19

0
0

0
1

2

1

0

5

3

3

0

2

7

15

22

12

8

3

School/ College

tor

1

w

Food and Natural
Resources

Minority
Female
Health Sciences

Minority
Female

1

2

1

0

11

18

12

0
4

1

3

5

11

7

4

8

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

7

5

2

7

8

10

10

10

13

1

63

Minority
Female

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

6

3

6

0

26

Total
Minority
Female

192

177
10
26

176
12
40

56

28
0
11

298
53
91

Home Economics*

Minority
Female

Physical
Education

4
9

7

27

2

with most of its
*The School of Home Economics was later partitioned,
College of
the
in
Economics
faculty going to the Division of Home
the School of
to
going
Food and Natural Resources, and the remainder
Education.
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are different cases... it is socially
more significant to improve

opportunities for minorities."
All noted the difficulties in attempting
to find women and

minorities with Ph.D.'s, and several mentioned
the competition provided by government and private enterprise
for them; citing the University's effort to reduce the proportion of
tenured positions, one dean
said that "it's difficult enough to recruit
minorities

..

.and it's made

even more difficult because you can't reasonably
guarantee them that
they 11 ever get tenure."

Thus, the deans emphasized the necessity for

increasing the affirmative action numbers in their graduate
programs.
«r

Most acknowledged a rise over the last several years in the number
of

women undergraduates, which, hopefully, would make graduate recruitment more successful.

While some expressed pleasure at the results

of efforts to increase the number of minority graduate students (involv-

ing such strategies as sending recruiters to black colleges)

,

others

expressed disappointment at the apparent lack of interest of minority
students contacted during their efforts.

One thought that his school's

quality reputation kept away minority students who feared that it might
be too difficult to succeed.

While one dean cited the acceptance of

"alternative preparation" for graduate study by his faculty, another
lamented that the faculty in his school were determined not to bend the
Graduate Record Examination score requirements; his faculty believed
that "programs aren't going to sink or swim on their affirmative

action record, but they will on the quality of their students."

These deans, then had affirmed the predictions of their affirmative action plans that faculty recruitment, if any, would be difficult,
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and that graduate student recruitment would
be a more viable approach

despite the lack of large numbers of women and
minority undergraduates
in many of those areas.

It should be noted that the School of
Engineer-

ing, according to its dean, was attempting to increase
the number of

minority undergraduates by conducting three-week summer
seminars on
campus for inner-city junior high school students. 51

Hopefully, the

seminars would interest those students in the sciences so that
they

might take the high school courses that would lead them to science
programs at the college level.

One of the program's intentions was to

develop among those students an identity with the University in order
that they might seek admission, at a later time, to one of the science

programs, hopefully, Engineering; the goal was to have a 17% minority

undergraduate enrollment by 1980.

The College of Arts and Sciences

The College of Arts and Sciences, with more faculty than the

other schools and colleges combined, was organized into three divisions

Humanities and Fine Arts with fourteen departments; Natural Sciences
and Mathematics with ten departments, and; Social and Behavioral
Sciences with seven departments.

51

Interview with K. Picha, July 8, 1975.
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The.

Faculty of Humanities and Fine
Arts

The Faculty of Humanities and Fine
Arts in 1972-1973, had a
faculty of 412, about a quarter of whom
were in the English Department.
Of the total, thirty-six, or 8.7%,
were minority, and ninety-four,
or
22.8%, were female.

All departments had at least one woman
on their

faculty, and all of those with teaching
assistants also had at least

one woman T.A.

;

only five departments had minorities among
their

faculty and seven had them among their T.A.'s.
faculty had" dropped to 389.

Ey 1973-1974, the total

The number of minorities remained constant

(representing a rise to 9.3% of the faculty), while the
number of

women dropped by nine (representing a decline to 21.9% of
the faculty);
the number of departments with minority faculty increased by
one.

Over

the course of the following five years, seventy to eighty vacancies

were projected, half of which would be filled with affirmative action

candidates (with an edge being given to women)

;

the FHFA goal was to

have a faculty that was 31% female and 17-18% minority.

Well over half of the division’s minority faculty were found in
the Department of Afro-American Studies, which had a total faculty of

twenty- two in 1972-1973, but of nineteen the following year; seventeen

were minority and two were white females.

While 8.5 replacement posi-

tions were projected over the coming five year period, no hiring goals
*

were set.

Obviously, there was no underutilization of minorities;

however, women comprised only 10.6% of the faculty (a slight reduction

from the previous year)

.

The department had no graduate program.

The Art Department grew by three positions between 1972 and 1974

,
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to a total of thirty-nine; the
number of minorities grew from
three to
four, and the number of women from
six to eight. Availability
pool

data showed that women held 18% of the
doctorates; they constituted
20% of the faculty. 52

Data concerning the national
availability of

minorities was not presented.

Eleven and five-tenths vacancies were

projected; the department committed itself
to an attempt to fill each

with an affirmative action candidate.

The graduate program had a total

of twenty students of whom eight were female
(including one Oriental)

and one was a black male.

Of the twenty-three students to be admitted

the next fall, eleven were female and four were minority.

The depart-

ment also noted its intention of increasing its minority
undergraduate

enrollment beyond the 2.6% level at that time.
the Classics Department, four of the twelve faculty positions
as well as half of the graduate positions were held by women; this

compared favorably with availability data showing a pool which was 30%
female.

However, none of the faculty or graduate students were minority;

nationally, two to three per cent were available.

The only goal cited

by the department was its desire to increase the number of men in its

preparatory program for secondary school Latin teachers.
Only one member of the Comparative Literature Department was
female; the other seven were white males.

10% female and less than 5% minority.

52

Nationally, that field was

It was hoped that the department

These figures may be somewhat misleading since it is not uncommon
for art faculty to hold only an M.F.A. degree.
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could fill both of its expected
openings with affirmative action
candidates. While no graduate goals were
established, the department
cited
its thirty-one student program as
having 54.8% women but no
minorities.
The largest department on campus,
the English Department, had
a
109 member faculty In 1973-1974; this was
an eight person reduction

from the previous year.

Since only 18% of the faculty was
female,

women were being underutilized by the department;
nationally, women

were 24% of the pool.
9

The department targeted an increase in its

female faculty to a 2.5-30% level.

Minorities held four positions, one

fewer than the year before; the goal was to increase
their percentage

from 3.6% up to 5%.

In order to reach those goals, the department

would have to use all of its nine projected vacancies for
affirmative
action appointments.

Fifty-one and nine-tenths per cent of the 287

graduate students were women, while only 3.1% were minority.

Although

a number of curricular areas focusing on women and minorities were cited
(as an example of the department's efforts to attract additional students

from these populations), no goals for graduate recruitment were set.

French and Italian suffered a one position loss in 1973-1974;
half of its thirty-four positions were held by women, but only one by
a minority.

While statistics showed that women held 45.5% of the

Ph.D.'s in French and were 50% of that portion of the department, they
also showed an underutilization of women in the Italian portion; 35.5%

nationally, 28.6% in the department.

It was noted that although

minorities would be sought for faculty positions, their availability
in French was very small, and in Italian was almost non-existent.

Sixty-two and three-tenths per cent of the seventy-seven graduate

.
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students were female while only three
were minority.

While the depart-

ment expressed hope for better
recruitment of minorities - and
in its
proposed assignment of future T.
A. positions to minorities - it
set

numerical goals for neither graduate nor
faculty positions.
Similarly, the German Department, which
also lost a position
that year, had a faculty of eighteen, all
of whom were white, and
17% of whom were women (as compared to 25%
available across the country)

.

The department stated that it could fill its
two projected vacancies

with women but probably not with minorities.

It noted its intention of

maintaining a sexual ratio in its graduate population
similar to the one
at the time (58.4% were women), while attempting to find
minorities

interested in the graduate program (none had ever applied)

Despite the fact that women and minorities each comprised twenty
per cent of the national pool in the Hispanic Languages, that depart-

ment was 43% female and 29% minority in 1972-1973, and was 33%

minority and 33% female in 1973-1974.

The department indicated little

difficulty in filling its projected 6.5 vacancies with affirmative
action candidates.

Further, it noted that seventy per cent of its

graduate program was made up of women and minorities.
On the other hand. History had no minorities among its faculty of

fifty-one, but had six women (comparable to the twelve per cent available

across the country).

The department hoped to fill four of its eight

potential openings with affirmative action candidates.

Thirty-seven per

cent of the department’s graduate students were women, and only 1.4%

were minority; no goals were established in this regard.
The Linguistics Department was reduced by ten positions in 1973;
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two of the seven positions remaining in
the department were held by

women, a reduction from 41% of the department
the year before to 28%
that year.

(This compared favorably with the 24%
national availability

of women.)

Minorities represented only a miniscule proportion
of the

total pool of linguistics, and were not represented
on this faculty.
It was felt that the department could reasonably
attract women to some

of its 3.5 projected openings.

This unit, too, wanted to focus its

efforts at the graduate level; at that time only one of its
thirty-four

graduate students was black, while 64.7% were women.
The Music Department received four new positions in 1973-1974
to grow to a faculty of thirty-three.

However, the number of women

and minorities remained constant at seven and three respectively.

While the department was 21% female, only 13% of the doctorates across
the country were held by women at that time.

The department predicted

14.5 vacancies but declined to state any hiring goals.

Similarly, it

did not set goals for its graduate population, where 52.5% of the forty

students were women and only one was minority.

Philosophy dropped from twenty-four positions in 1972-1973
to seventeen the following year.

The percentage of women faculty

went from 17% to 11%; nationally, 10% of the pool was female.

There

were no minorities on the faculty or among the graduate population;
sixteen of the forty-four graduate students were women.

While no

numerical goals were set for either faculty or graduate positions, the
department noted its intention to build its graduate program affirmative action proportions by giving special consideration to female

candidates, and by offering assistant ships to candidates suggested
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by CCEBS.

As noted previously, there were almost
no minorities in the field
of Slavic Languages and Literature,
although in the various languages

in this area, there were from 24%-29% of
the pool who were women.

Nineteen hundred and seventy-three saw a reduction
in the number of
women in the department from two (of eight) to one,
thus, an underutilization of women.

There were no minority graduate students in the

group of eighteen, but there were eleven women.

Again, no numerical

goals were set, neither was there a statement of commitment
concerning

graduate students.

Theatre had no minorities among its thirteen faculty, but did have
five women, well above the 13% level with doctorates available nationally; the department did share, however, the services of two black

members of the Afro-American Studies Department.

It did not set goals

for filling its projected 6.5 vacancies, nor did it do so for its

graduate population, which, at that time, numbered twenty-eight , and
was 57.1% female but had only two minorities.

Contained in the appendix is racial and sexual statistical infor-

mation according to faculty rank; Table XIV is an adaptation of the data
found in the individual departmental tables and in the summary table
for the division; only 402 positions of the total 412 that year were

accounted for in the statistical data presented.

As was the case with

the College of Food and Natural Resources and the professional schools,

minorities and women were over-represented at the lower ranks and
under-represented at the upper ranks.

Women were 25.6% of the assistant

professors and 47% of the instructors, but were only 8.3% of the full
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Table XII:

Department

1973 - 1974 Sumraarv Statistic s - FHFA

Number
Faculty

Number
Minorities

Number
Women

Projected Number
Affirmative Action
Hires

Afro-American
Studies

19

17

2

Art

39

4

8

Classics

12

0

4

8

0

1

2

109

4

20

9

French and
Italian

34

1

17

German

18

0

3

2

Hispanic
Languages

21

7

7

6.5

History

51

0

6

4

7

0

2

*

Music

33

3

7

*

Philosophy

17

0

2

*

8

0

1

*

13

0

5

*

389

36

85

Comparative
Literature

English

Linguistics

Slavic
Languages

Theatre

Total

*None cited

*

11.5
*

*

35
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Table XXII

Department

Per cent
Women

Afro-American
Studies

*

Per cent
Minorities

*

Source
Cited

*

Art

18

*

Classics

30

2-3

Comparative
Literature

10

English

24

French

45.5

small

*

35.5

almost non-existent

*

Italian

less than

H.E.W.
*

5

*

Dept, Head

U.S.O.E.

Germanic
Languages

25

rare

U.S.O.E.

Hispanic
Languages

20

20

Dept. Head

History

12

*

Linguistics

24

Music

13

*

U.S. Dept, of Labor

Philosophy

10

*

U.S. Dept, of Labor

Russian

24

almost non-existent

U.S.O.E.

29

almost non-existent

U.S.O.E.

Other Slavic
Languages

Theater

*

FHFA Availability Pool Data as
Presented in the Plan

!

*None cited

14.95

info, not avail.

*

U.S.O.E.
U.S.O.E.

U.S.O.E.

11

i

0
11

i
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professors.

Similarly, minorities were only
6.5% of the full professors

but were 9% and 23.5% of the assistant
professors and instructors,

respectively.

All of the minority full professors
were found in the

Afro-American Studies Department

(4)

,

English

(2)

,

and Music (1)

women full professors were found in
Afro-American Studies

j

the

(1)

English (3), French and Italian (3), History
(1), and Linguistics (1).
Of the graduate assistantships, 5.2% went
to minorities and 40.9%

went to women.

When compared to the presence of members of those

groups In the various graduate programs in the FHFA,
the level of

assistance to minorities was favorable, while that to women
was not.
Five of the thirteen departments with graduate programs had
no minorities.

In those that did, exclusive of Hispanic Languages which
did

not categorize its affirmative action graduate population, the Art

Department with 10% and Theatre with 7.1% led the way; other departments ranged from 1.4% to 3.9%, and averaged 2.75%.

departments had women.

All of the graduate

Again exclusive of Hispanic Languages, they

ranged from 26.7% in Philosophy to 64.7% in Linguistics; the average
for the entire division was 51.4%.

None of the departmental plans contained career development and

mobility provisions.

While this was not in keeping with the original

Bromery guidelines, it seemed to be a consensus among those FHFA

department heads interviewed that "you couldn't very well have any
special efforts to help those people develop without admitting that

you bent the standards in hiring them."

One, however, noting that

"there seems to be a disproportionate focus on hiring when we aren't
even doing much hiring", thought that future affirmative action emphasis
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in the faculty area would bring
consideration of the mobility issue.

The department heads noted little change
in the national avail-

ability pools in the time between the
development of their plans and
the interviews.

In order to recruit affirmative action
candidates,

half of the departments used search committees;
the other half used
their personnel committees.

One, Theatre, had tried both approaches,

while another. Philosophy, used none since it had no
vacancies during
that period.

Most^noted that the committee approach to hiring had been

well established in their departments prior to affirmative action,
but
that the policy had caused them to broaden participation.
So as to attract potential women and minority faculty to vacancies
on the campus, all twelve departments, which were interviewed and

which had openings, had placed advertisements in professional sources
(such as journals, association job lists, etc.); three had used other

media (such as newspapers and magazines thought to have wide female
and/or minority readership)

action placement service.

.

One also made contact with an affirmative

Further, two used contacts in various ethnic

communities, while one kept a file of unsolicited letters.
however, a continued reliance on the network approach:

There was,

four sent form

letters to counterpart departments at other colleges and universities;

eight made direct contacts with colleagues across the country.
this last group, four felt that the

boy" approach had successfully

’’old

found them women and minority candidates

Of

;

the remainder thought that

the network had always been open to affirmative action candidates,

especially women.

One department head, in noting his distrust of the

network approach, mentioned his belief that

if there are departments
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here like the one that

necessary/’

I

came from, then affirmative
action is really

Another disagreed that the network
approach was, by

definition, bad:

"There aren’t many blacks in higher
education. .phone
.

calls find them most quickly."

Another said, "I can get on the
phone

and, with five or ten calls, can tell you
which minorities and women are

good, and which are available."

Several lamented that budget cuts had

forced a greater reliance on the use of letters
in order to keep up the

network approach; they felt that this slowed down
the process somewhat.
Only two, however, stated that their departments only
had chosen
finalists and the eventual candidate offered the position from
among
those who came through the network; two others cited frequent
reliance
on this method.

On the other hand, five, all in the languages, said

that their finalists only came through advertisements or the M.L.A.

job lists; three others made frequent use of this more open approach.

Concerning graduate student recruitment, ten stated that it was
not necessary for women.

Three did no recruiting at all.

Four sent

announcements to other colleges and universities, especially to those

with high minority undergraduate enrollments; one sent a recruiter to

a

number of traditionally black institutions; three worked in conjunction

with CCEBS, and; a number contacted past graduates or colleagues
elsewhere.
Thus, the Faculty of Humanities and Fine Arts had declined by some

twenty-three positions; six departments suffered reductions, some major;
only two received increases.

Despite this fact, the percentage of

minorities had increased slightly; however, the percentage of women
had declined slightly.

It should be noted that fully two-thirds of the
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minorities were located in the Afro-American
Studies and Hispanic
Languages Departments, places where one
might expect to find them, and
were not found in such departments as
Germanic Languages and Slavic
Languages, where, again, participation is
often ethnically related.

Nearly 65% of the women were found in the
languages and languagerelated areas, and, when English is added to that
group, more than 80%

were found to be in areas traditionally open to women.

The departments

were making an attempt, whether through advertising or
the network, to
increase their affirmative action numbers, and were making
efforts to
increase minority enrollment in graduate programs.

Hi®. Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

The Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics numbered three
hundred and was organized into ten departments.

(As noted earlier,

Computer and Information Science, and Polymer Science and Engineering

became a part of this division at the time that the Plan was being
submitted to H.E.W. for approval, and will be considered within this
grouping.)

Three FNSM departments included no women and no minorities;

three others had no minorities.

There were no minority women in this

84% white male faculty.

Biochemistry, a department of thirteen, had two women, 15% of the
department; 16% were available nationally.

CO

There were no minorities

.

During the interviews, one department head continually referred to
blacks as "coloreds"; several referred to their women faculty as "the
Clearly, there was a language problem with a number of
girls".
department heads in this division, and the others, as well.
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among the faculty, and only one among
the twenty-four graduate
students.
Seven graduate students were women;
the 2:1 female: male acceptance
rate
was noted. The only departmental
goal that was cited was the
twenty
per cent target figure set for minority
graduate enrollment.
The twenty-six member Botany Department
had one minority and five

women faculty; the department noted that it
exceeded national percentages for both groups, and thus, while stating
a commitment to hire

mere minorities, it set no numerical goals.

Attention would be

centered on the graduate program where twenty-three of
fifty-three
students were women and one was minority; the department
sought to
raise its minority enrollment to twelve per cent.

Among its forty-one member faculty. Chemistry had one minority
and two women.
thej.r

While availability statistics for minorities showed

national presence at nearly a 3% level, women were shown to be

at a 9% level; thus, minorities approximated their national avail-

ability but women were underutilized.

The department stated its

priority for hiring minorities for its projected four openings, but
set no numerical goals.

At the graduate student level, the depart-

ment hoped to increase the percentage of women in its 112 student

program from 19% to 25%, and the minorities from less than 1% to 10%.
Computer and Information Science included one woman on its faculty
of fifteen; there were no minorities.

As a relatively new and small

field, it was noted that of 125 recipients of Ph.D.’s in this area,

only three were women; while no figures were cited for minorities,
they were said to be in equally as small proportions.

departmental priority was to broaden this pool.

Thus, the

Among the sixty-six
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graduate students in the program at
the time, fourteen were women
and
one was an Asian-American male; the
department admitted its failure
to
attract any black students, but noted its
recruitment efforts in con-

junction with CCEBS.

Goals for future graduate admissions
were set

at 33.3% for women and 25% for minorities.

The Geology and Geography Department, an all
white male unit at
that time, noted that women were only 3% and
4.2%, respectively, of the
two fields.

54
It projected that one or two of its anticipated
three

openings could go to women, but thought it unlikely
that any minorities
could be found.

Among the graduate population of eighty- two, there

were fifteen women and no minorities.

Cited were the departmental

efforts to increase their numbers by giving preference to women candidates for admission, and by teaching an undergraduate Geology section
in Spanish so as to develop interest among that group.

It hoped to

increase female and minority enrollment by one or two each per year.
The largest department in the FNSM division was Mathematics and

Statistics with a faculty of seventy-five, including six women and
five minorities.

Asians.

Also, among its foreign nationals were a number of

While it was estimated that there were no more than fifty

blacks with Ph.D.'s in this field, it was noted that women held 8% of
the math degrees and 6% of the statistics degrees.

The department

estimated only two faculty openings, but could not look with any
promise toward filling either with affirmative action candidates.

^Chancellor Bromery is a tenured member of the department, but was
not included in their statistics.
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It, too, was most anxious to
improve the national pool via
its graduate

program.

Of the seventy-nine students,
twenty-one were women; none

were from American minority groups
but eleven were non-Caucasian
foreign nationals.

The department cited its use of
the Minority

Graduate Student Locator Service as a means
of increasing its minority
population; also noted was the 1:1 male: female
acceptance ratio.

On

the undergraduate level, figures were cited
showing that 40% of the

majors were women.. A target of 3% minority
undergraduate enrollment
was established for 1977.

Microbiology was another all white male department despite
the
fact that women were 15% of the national pool and blacks
were 1%.

Projected were two to five faculty openings; in order to qualify, an
applicant must have participated in post-doctoral study.

This require-

ment further served to reduce the size of the affirmative action pool.
The department did not establish any hiring goals.

The graduate student

inventory showed no minorities and seven women among the group of thirtyseven.

Efforts geared toward increasing female enrollment were cited

through the practice of giving preference to women applicants.

The

department sought to bring its minority enrollment to three to four
per cent by 1977.

Of the fifty-five faculty in Physics and Astronomy, two were from

American minority groups and one was a woman; there were four nonCaucasian foreign nationals in the department.

Nationally, minorities

accounted for 2% of the Ph.D.'s in Physics and 1% in Astronomy; women
accounted for 3% and 9%, respectively, and were, thus, under-represented.
For the three or four projected vacancies, it was guardedly anticipated
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that one could go to a woman.

At the graduate level, 10%
of the one

hundred graduate students were women, while
4% were American minorities
and 23% were foreign nationals. The
department
noted Its record of

having given preference to women applicants
for graduate slots, and
pointed to a "special recruiting junket" aimed
at Increasing the percentage of minority students to 6%.
Still another all white male faculty was Polymer
Science and

Engineering.

The department cited its intention to follow
affirmative

action procedures in its hiring and graduate admissions
processes, but
set no goals in either regard; no affirmative action graduate
statistics,

or availability data was presented.

There were four women on the Zoology Department's faculty of
thirty four.

When compared to the 17% available across the country,

underutilization was evident.

The unit noted its having lost two women

faculty and three minority faculty during the previous several years,
and the failure of two women to accept recent offers.

Despite this,

the department hoped to fill two of its anticipated two to five

vacancies with affirmative action candidates.

Confirming that thirty-

three of its seventy-seven graduate students were women, and one was

minority, here, too, was emphasis to be placed on increasing the

national pool via the graduate program.

Like many other departments

in the FNSM division, preference had been given to female applicants,

and a 3% minority enrollment figure was targeted for 1977.
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Table XVI:

FNSM Availability Pool Data

as Presented in the Plan

Per cent
Women

Per cent
Minorities

Source
Cited

Biochemistry

16

*

*

Botany

12.6

*

*

Department

Chemistry

9

less than

Computer and
Information
Science

2

*

Geology

3

3

*

)

(

*

*

1.5

Geography

)

(

*

8

*

un-named national study

Statistics

6

*

un-named national study

Microbiology

15

1

Am. Soc. of Microbiology

3

2

*

9

1

*

*

*

*

Mathematics

Physics

Astronomy

Polymer Science
and Engineering
Zoology

*None cited.
*

4.2

17

info, not avail.

*

.
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Table XVII:

FNSM Distribution of Personnel by Race
and Sex
(1972-1973)

Prof.

Assoc.
Prof.

Asst
Prof.

34
354

Total

89

Minority

84

93

3

Female

Ins truetor

Other

Grad.
Asst.

5

5

256

0

0

18

0

1

47

Table XVII, which is a compilation of data contained in tables in
the Plan’s appendix, does not show as unbalanced a distribution of women

and minorities through the various faculty ranks as in the divisions

previously examined; however, their numbers were very much lower.

Minor-

ities were found in only four of the ten departments while women were

employed in all but three.

Over half of the minorities were in one

department. Mathematics; most were Asian- Americans.

Over-all, minorities

made up only 3% of this Faculty, and women only 7%.
Among the total graduate population of 628 students, 24% were
women.

This ranged from a low of 10% in Physics and Astronomy to a

high of 43% in both Botany, and Zoology.

having no minority graduate students.

Three departments reported

Of those that did, the average

was under 3%, with a range of .9% in Chemistry to 4.3% in Botany.

In

1972-1973, there were 256 graduate assistants of whom 7% were minority
and 18.4% were women; figures for the following year showed a total of
352 assistantships of which 17% went to women (figures were not broken

down racially)
than,

.

While minorities were supported to a greater degree

their presence in the graduate programs, as in the othei divisions,

women were not.

In every instance, women received a smaller proportion

of the aid than their male counterparts.

The greatest variance was in
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Chemistry, where women were 19% of the
population, but held only 8% of
the asslstantships; the least variance
occurred In Physics and Astronomy, where they were 10% of the
population, and held 8% of the
assistantships.

One area in which this Faculty was different
from most others on

campus was the frequent presence of post-doctoral
positions (in all
but two departments).

While only a few departments made mention of

these positions in* their individual plans, they proved
to present

quite an affirmative action problem, according to the
information

gathered in the interviews.

In the division, there were a number of

funded post-doctoral positions which rotated among the various
depart»

there was no question that these would fall under the purview

of affirmative action.

However, most of the ’’postdocs” were either

unpaid, were supported by grants secured by the person in the position,
or were supported by grants secured by the faculty member supervising

the research.

In the first two cases, persons seeking positions would

write to individual faculty members in their area of specialization,
requesting a supervisory relationship and office or laboratory space.
Members of the faculty saw no reason to employ affirmative action
since there was no cost, and, often, substantial benefit to the University In these instances; further, they felt that since postdocs were

not ’’open” positions to be filled, but represented individuals with

very specific specialties wanting to study with faculty who had those
same specialties, it would be senseless to advertise prior to filling

these slots.

Similarly, faculty who had received grants for specialized

research argued that advertising to fill such specialized positions was
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something which would only serve to
meet a bureaucratic need;
it was
their belief that the network approach
was the only way to fill
these
positions.

Three department heads thought affirmative
action to be totally

inapplicable to post-doctorate positions, but
four felt that the controversy could be resolved by placing ads in
professional journals.
Five stated that they had encountered problems in
attempting to fill
these positions as

.a

Action Co-ordinator.

result of "interference" from the Affirmative
One department head was so angered that he sent

a memo to his counterparts in the division in an
attempt to organize

the dissatisfaction that they all felt.

Things were somewhat different in the area of faculty hiring.

One department had no vacancies during this period, but the other depart-

ments used a group selection process, usually a search committee, to
fill faculty vacancies; most acknowledged that this differed from the

previous method of selection of faculty by the department head or a

particular senior faculty member in the specialty area with the vacancy.
In order to attract candidates, ninety per cent placed advertisements
in professional sources, and forty per cent used other media.

Affirma-

tive action placement services were used by sixty per cent; several

accepted unsolicited applications.

Three departments sent form letters

to other colleges and universities, while all made use of their

collegial contacts.

Since women and minorities were at a premium in

most of these disciplines, seven felt that the network approach was
the most effective means of locating them.

Six noted that finalists

for positions always came via that route; two more said that finalists
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frequently came that way.

None said that finalists always
came via

advertising, and only two thought that
advertising frequently produced
finalists; five said that advertising never
produced the best candidates.

Women and minorities were generally acknowledged
to be rare in the
sciences.

In some of the life science areas, there
were visible per-

centages of women.

However, the comments of one department head were

similarly repeated by most of them:

"There are six blacks with

Ph.D.’s in the entire country, and I know them all.

If we're talking

about (hiring) minorities, then we have to talk about foreign— born

Asians."
Thus, there was great hope placed on graduate recruitment as a

means of developing a broader affirmative action pool.

Seventy per

cent, however, felt that there was no need to attempt to seek out

women since they were applying in increasing numbers each year, and
were rapidly increasing in undergraduate programs as well.
departments made no efforts to recruit minority students.

Only three

According

to the department heads, six had sent announcements to other colleges

and universities, three had used their collegial network, two had

visited traditionally black colleges and urban universities, one had
used a minority locater service, and one had used the CCEBS network.

While all were concerned about quality, two mentioned that they would
accept any minimally qualified minority, would be willing to expend
a more concentrated training effort, and would be willing to allow

extra time for these students to complete their degree requirements;
several others mentioned the difficulty in attracting minorities since
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the "good ones get offers from M.I.T. or Cal. Tech, or
some other top

flight school.”

Several mentioned a problem with participating in

the CCEBS financial support program since they felt that the
CCEBS

requirement that these students participate as tutors for CCEES undergraduates kept them away from the department for too long an amount
of time, and,

thus, hurt their development; it was felt that minority

students needed to "be plunged head first into the laboratory where
the important part

*of

their program occurred."

Thus, the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics was well

behind the FHFA division in the number and percentage of women and

minority faculty and graduate students.

Additionally, it was further

behind in its receptivity to affirmative action.

Only three depart-

ments set numerical goals for faculty hiring and only a few had realized
any benefit from advertising; further, most had been involved in a

controversy concerning the applicability of affirmative action to the
filling of post-doctoral positions.

On the other hand, in an effort

to improve what was described as an abysmal pool, the departments did

set goals for minority graduate student recruitment, and most had

given preference to women applicants for graduate slots.

The Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences

In 1973-1974, the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences, the

smallest of the three divisions in the College of Arts and Sciences,
a ten position
had 224 faculty in seven departments; there had been

growth from the previous year.

While the number of women grew by 8.5

by 3.5 positions
positions to 14.5% of the faculty, minorities decreased
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to 4.7% of the faculty.

Estimating a ten per cent growth over the

ensuing five years, the division hoped to increase the proportion of
®^-tiOtities to 8% and of women to 19.6%.

Only one department had no

minorities among its faculty, while another included no women.
Anthropology, a department of eighteen, was the only one without
any minority faculty; there were five women, an increase of one over
the previous year.

Since the national pool was one-quarter female,

there was no underutilization; minorities were estimated to represent
less than five per cent of the anthropologists in the country.

For

its projected seven openings, the department proposed to hire two

women and a minority.

The department noted that its graduate popula-

tion was 42% female and 10% minority; it set no goals at this level.

The smallest department in the division was Asian Studies, which

had a faculty of six men, half of whom were minority.

While no avail-

ability statistics were cited, it was acknowledged that there were
high percentages of women and minorities in this field.

The depart-

ment cited its previous efforts to hire women but lamented that none

had accepted offers of appointment.

Stating its commitment to keep

the department half Asian, it set a goal of one of its four anticipated

openings for an affirmative action candidate.

There was no graduate

program in this department.
eight women and
On its faculty of forty. Communications Studies had

woman in the FSBS division
three minorities; included was the only minority

women were noted
While no availability data was cited for minorities,
was no underutilization
to represent 16% of the pool; thus, there

in that category.

there
Figures presented showed that, although
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9*5 anticipated openings, the department would shrink by five

positions.

It proposed to bring women up to 28% of the faculty, and

minorities to 11%.

Despite the fact that no graduate student propor-

tions or goals were included, the department noted its cooperation
in the FSBS Minority Recruitment Committee (to be discussed)

,

and

stated its intention to give strong consideration to minority candidates.

Numbered among its thirty faculty, one minority and two women
were a part of the ‘Economics Department.

The women, both of whom were

appointed that year, represented a proportion slightly higher than
their 5.6% national availability.

Through its ten projected vacancies,

the department hoped to boost their number by three, and the number of

minorities by two.

Again, no graduate statistics were cited but

mention was made of the department’s participation in the division-wide
minority recruitment effort.
Political Science had two women and three minorities on its
faculty; this represented 6% and 8%, respectively.

National figures

showed that 10%-11% were women while, perhaps, 2% were minority.
1969 there were 72 black Ph.D.’s, and in 1970 there were

Ph.D.'s.)

6

(In

Chicano

Noted was the department’s interest in adding faculty in

Studies.
the areas of Black Politics, Urban Politics, and Women's

appointments to affirmaIt hoped to make three of its six projected

tive action candidates - one woman and two minorities.

All other

would relieve the
things remaining the same, the addition of a woman
efforts to recruit
underutilization in that area; recent departmental

women were noted.

Science
Among its graduate population, the Political

that minority applications
Department noted that 23% were women, and
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had increased; no minority figures were cited
and no goals were set.
Also mentioned was the effort to reach more
women and minority under-

graduates by offering courses such as those previously
mentioned.
The Psychology Department indicated the addition in
1973 of two

women to bring them to a total of twelve, and two minorities
to bring
them to three.

While no availability statistics were cited for

minorities, the over-all percentage of women was listed as
19%; thus,
the department, which was 23% female, was not underutilizing that

group.

However, percentage breakdowns for women were presented accord-

ing to area of specialization.

In only one of the seven areas.

Educational Psychology, were women not being underutilized; there were
no women in two of the other six specializations.

By using four of

the anticipated nineteen vacancies for women, deficiences in all of
the areas except one. Personality (which had a 21% female pool but no

projected hires), could be remedied.

Two of the remaining positions

would be used to raise the percentage of minorities from its 6% level
to 8%.

Women made up 36% of the graduate student group, while minor-

ities accounted for 6% of the remainder; the department hoped to in-

crease this latter figure to 12% by its continued participation in the

division's recruitment effort.

Also mentioned was a group support

and tutorial program for minority undergraduates established by a

black faculty member and two black graduate students.
Among its thirty-four faculty, there were three women and three

minorities in the Sociology Department.

No availability statistics

were given for minorities but women were said to represent
pool, thus, an underutilization.

17/=,

of the

For its seven projected positions,
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It wanted to use two each for women and
minorities; it noted that all

offers extended that year had been to affirmative
action candidates.

While citing no goals in the graduate category, it
mentioned that 32%
of its ninety-three graduate students were women,
and 12% were minority;
of its supported students, 33% were women and 13% were
minority.

(This

was the only department in the division to cite figures
relating to

graduate student financial support.)
The figures cijted in the following table. Table XVIII, were based
on those cited for 1972-1973 since the number of faculty positions in

each department for the following year was not presented in every case.
Thus, comparison with Tables XII and XV for the other two divisions of
the College of Arts and Sciences cannot be exact.

Like Tables XIII and XVII, Table XX is adapted from the statistics
in the numerous tables in the appendix.

Minorities were well distri-

buted among the faculty ranks, in excess of their 6.4% presence in the
division, except at the associate professor level where they were only

1.9% of the total.

and Sociology.

All five full professors were in Political Science

Women, on the other hand, were very much under-

represented at the full professor level, the only one being in the

Psychology Department, and were very over-represented at the Instructor
level where they were 61.5% of that group as opposed to a presence of
only 11% in the total faculty.

Among the graduate teaching assistants, 13.1% were minority, and
34.5% were female.

Comparison with over-all graduate student totals is

difficult since only four of the six departments with graduate programs
minority
listed their proportion of women and only three listed their

1
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Table XIX:

FSBS Availability Pool Data

as Presented in the Plan

Department

Anthropology

25

Per cent
Minorities

less than

5

Source
Cited

American Anthrop. Assn.

Asian Studies

high %’s

high %'s

Communication
Studies

16

*

H.E.W.

*

H.E.W.

Economics

5.6

Department Head

Political
Science

10

less than 100
individuals

Psychology

19

*

Amer. Psychological Assn.

Sociology

17

*

H.E.W.

*None cited.

*

Per cent
Women

Amer. Poll. Sci. Assn. &
Southern University
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Table XX:

FSBS Distribution of Personnel by
Race and Sex
(1972-1973^

Prof.

Assoc.
Prof.

Asst.
Prof.

62

53

84

Minority

5

1

Female

1

6

Total

Instructor

Other

Grad.
A sst.

13

2

229

7

1

0

30

9

8

0

79

proportions; the figures cited averaged 9.3% for minorities
and 33.3%
for women.

If these figures were representative of division-wide

totals for that period, then there was adequate representation of

affirmative action students among the T.A.

’s.

Concerning graduate recruitment, reference was consistently made
to the division-wide minority recruitment effort.

The idea grew from a

recruiting trip made by the Communications Studies Department to five

black colleges in Atlanta in 1972.

In the Plan

*

s

appendix was a copy

of the first year progress report of the Committee on the Recruitment

of Minority Students for Graduate Study in the Faculty of Social and

Behavioral Sciences.

Included on the committee were seven faculty -

one from each department with a graduate program and one representing

CCEBS - and four students.

(Three faculty and all four students were

minority; two of the first group and one of the second were women.)

As

occurred on campus concerning the broader affirmative action context,
the committee dealt with such issues as reverse discrimination, the
*

lowering of standards, and the weakening of the graduate program,

before it considered the more local issues of limited funds available
for the recruitment effort, limitations on over-all graduate admissions,

individual departmental goals, and potential sources of student financial support.

The departments came up with funds for the drive, and a
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total of nineteen financially supported graduate
slots; CCEBS added

seventeen half-assistantships, which allowed the
total to grow to
27.5 funded positions.

Further, given the degree of FSBS activity
in

this area, the Graduate School agreed to allow ten
additional graduate

slots above the number already committed to the division;
this served
to reward the departments for their efforts, and to pacify
those

faculty who feared that the recruitment effort would occur at the

expense of white students.
The committee sent posters to nearly two hundred colleges

(receiving fifty inquiries in response)

,

and developed an informa-

tional packet for distribution during its recruiting trips.

Teams of

one faculty member and one graduate student visited fourteen predomi-

nantly black colleges.

To a limited extent, the committee also used

the resources of two locater services.

These efforts resulted in the

acceptance of twenty-seven new minority graduate students for 1973-1974,
an increase of thirteen over the year before.

While only one depart-

ment fell short of reaching its goal as established by its initial

commitment of funded positions, four exceeded their goals.

Signifi-

cantly, the Communications Disorders Area of the Communications Studies

Department accounted for eight of that department's division-wide

high of nine students; in each of the two previous years, that area
had admitted only one minority student.

Anthropology gained the fewest

number of new minority students (2), but was the only department not
to have made an initial financial commitment to the effort.

The committee recommended a broadening of the effort to include
to blacks, and
a search for other minority students in addition

.
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concluded by noting that Its success
was based on the willingness
of
CCEBS and the Dean of the FSBS
division to support the
effort financially. and the ability of the
departments to consolidate
resources
and collaborate on a joint venture
that probably would have
been
Impossible for each to do alone.

Beyond the efforts extended by the
committee, various departments,

according to the interviews with the FSBS
department heads, also
sought to find minority students via
contacts with past minority

graduates, and with colleagues at national
conventions.

One depart-

ment also sought to increase its female enrollment
by similar network
approaches, while one sent flyers to colleges with
large female enrollments.

The others felt it unnecessary to recruit women
due to the

already high proportions of applications from women
order f° fill faculty vacancies, all of the departments used
search committees; most had done so for several years.

All advertised

in professional sources, while two also used other media; two used

affirmative action placement services, and; one contacted graduate
students listed in its professional association’s publication listing

dissertations in progress.

Two sent form letters to other departments,

but all made use of their networks of national contacts; each felt that
the network had opened itself to respond to requests for women and

minorities.

Two department heads said that finalists for positions

always came via this approach to recruiting; two more said that they

frequently came this way; none said that this approach never worked.
Similarly, none said that advertising always produced finalists, and

only one said that advertising was frequently successful.
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Thus, the Faculty of Social and Behavioral
Sciences had committed

itself to a strong affirmative action effort,
with an ambitious program of faculty and graduate student

recruitment which had resulted in

the targeting of twenty-seven future faculty
hirings for women and

minorities, and in the recruitment of twenty-seven
new minority graduate

students in one year.

It was the only unit in the College
of Arts and

Sciences in which numerical goals for faculty hiring
were set by all
the departments, but, like the other two groups, its
report did not

include a discussion of career development and mobility opportunities.
As a result of its graduate recruitment effort, the success in

faculty recruitment in the Psychology Department, the apparently well-

known commitment of the Political Science Department, and the actions
of the Dean, the FSBS division had earned a reputation for being the

part of campus (with the sole exception of the School of Education) which
had been the most supportive of the affirmative action effort.

One

department head in the division noted the occurance of long procedural
and substantive discussions, with each particular point receiving

diverse reaction and, often, heated consideration.

He advanced the

belief, however, that the perception of the department's having a

strong commitment to affirmative action resulted from its ability to
come to a consensus.

"We're a relatively conservative department,"

he said, "but, once we make up our minds on something, we follow

through on that decision."

Another department head, in reference to

a number of faculty in his department with national reputations for

the study and advancement of equality, commented, "With our group of

faculty, how could you have expected anything but a strong commitment?
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It should not bo misunderstood
that all of the FSBS
departments were

felt to be totally committed to
affirmative action.

thought to be polarized by the issue.

One department was

(Upon closer, but not complete,

examination of this allegation, it appeared
not to be affirmative
action, but a fundamental split concerning
the leadership and direc-

tion of the department, that had caused
the division.)

Coll.ege of Arts and Sciences Summary

Table XXI: 1973-1974 Summary Statistics
College of Arts and Sciences
Projected
Number of
Affirmative
Action Hires

Unit

Number of
Faculty

FHFA

389

36

85

35

FNSM

300

9

21

5

FSBS

224

10.5

32.5

27

Total

913

55.5

138.5

67

Number of
Minorities

Number of
Women

While the Social and Behavioral Sciences had a reputation for
being ahead of the other divisions, a comparison of faculty statistics
shows its having a middle position in its proportions of women and

minority faculty in 1973-1974.

Humanities and Fine Arts was high with

9.3% minorities and 21.9% vTomen; Social and Behavioral Sciences had

4.7% minorities and 14.5% women, and; Natural Sciences and Mathematics
was low with 3% minorities and 7% women.

However, if the projected

number of affirmative action appointments is compared to the 1973-1974
faculty size of each units, FSBS evidenced the strongest future commit-

ment with a factor of 12.1, followed by FHFA (9.0), and, then, FNSM (1.7).
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In all likelihood, at the end of
the projected hiring period
- given

an ability to follow through as planned Humanities and Fine Arts

would still have the highest proportions
of affirmative action faculty
since it began at so much higher a level
than the others.

An examination of the availability data
statistics supports the
claims of some departments of major difficulties
in attempting to find

women and minorities for faculty positions.

While all but two disciplines

reported proportions of women in their respective areas,
less than half
p

were able to cite figures regarding minorities.

Over-all, there was the

greatest percentage of women available to the FHFA departments,
particularly in the language related areas (20%-45.5%).

In the FSBS areas,

only Economics had an availability of women below the 10% level.

FNSM

had the poorest representation of women; however, four of its disciplines

admitted women to be in excess of 10% of the qualified scientists.

Beyond Afro-American Studies and Asian Studies (neither of whicn

presented availability data but which can be assumed to have high
minority proportions), Hispanic Languages (20%) had the highest minority
availability; however, six disciplines, citing statistics, noted minority pools of 1% of smaller.

Underutilization rates for women were the highest in the FNSM
area, where all but three departments had smaller proportions of women

on their faculties than were available nationally; three of the FSBS

division’s seven departments were underutilizing women, while only
three of the thirteen which cited figures in the FHFA division were
in that position.

Since the statistics concerning minority availability

were so incomplete, it is difficult to make as ready a comparison.
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However, in two of the three FHFA departments
citing numerical proportions, there was underutilization; the same
was true for three of the
four FNSM departments, and one of the two FSBS
departments.
All of the departments in the three divisions of
Arts and

Sciences had broadened their selection procedures to
include placing

advertisements announcing openings

in professional publications.

Almost all of them retained use of their "old boy" network
for recruiting.

With the exception of

the^ languages

which had traditionally

advertised through the M.L.A., the network, which had been opened up
to include women and minorities, was still viewed as the most viable

means of finding the best candidates.

Hiring decisions in all cases

were no longer being made by the department head or the area director,
but were being made by committees.

Little, if any, attention was

being paid at that time to mobility and career development prospects
for the newly recruited women ana minority faculty.

Graduate student recruitment was generally listed as a priority.

With few exceptions, it was not felt necessary to take any extraordinary measures to attract women, who seemed to be applying in
greater numbers; preference, especially in the sciences, was being
given to women applicants.

In the area of minority recruitment, the

strongest activity was undertaken by the FSBS departments, and the
least effort was expended by those of the FNSM.

The proportion of

financial assistance to affirmative action graduate students was

higher in the FSBS group than in the others.

The proportion of aid

going to minority students in FHFA and FNSM was higher than their

proportions in the divisions; for women, it was the other way around.
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Thus, the Affirmative Action Plan and
the follow-up interviews

showed a high level of upper administrative
support for affirmative
action, and a belief that the policy was
prompted primarily by Federal

initiatives, but secondarily by a historical
goodwill on the campus.

Interviews showed a high degree of understanding of
the policy, and

little public dissention, but the presence of the same
concerns as

voiced nationally.

Most people could name supporters of the policy;

few knew colleagues who were openly against it.

The written plans

generally reflected a commitment to attempt to increase the number of

women and minorities on the faculty and in the graduate programs; the
interviews generally evidenced mechanisms set up to accomplish those
goals.

Efforts to Sustain Campus Wide Activity

A little more than a month after the submission of the campus’
Affirmative Action Plan to H.E.W. (but nearly a semester after departmental reports were submitted to the Provost’s Office), Associate
Provost Leppaluoto sent a request to the academic line officers,
asking for the development of updated aff innative action plans.

^

It

was noted that such updating activity was to occur at the end of each

academic year.

Due by May 15, were reports which would include a

statement of commitment, availability data, current departmental

utilization figures, four year goals and timetables for hiring, promotion, and admissions (including undergraduates)

^Jean Leppaluoto, Provost Letter

,

documentation

P74-DH23, April 23, 1974.

oj.

all
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1973-1974 affirmative action efforts,
identification of problem areas,
and the name of the department's
affirmative action liaison. Two
days
later, copies of the Academic
Affairs Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Policy (from the Affirmative
Action Plan) were sent to all
unit
heads "to ensure awareness, understanding
and effective implementation"
of the program, and to facilitate
the development of the updated
56
reports.

Most of the updates came to Leppaluotc
relatively close to the
due date.

Generally, most of the units affirmed their
commitment

to the policy.

Several, however, noted a certain degree
of unhappi-

ness with this portion of the request:

"Brownie scouts honor:

we

reaffirm our pledge...''; our "commitment is obvious",
and; there is
"no point in asking".

noting that he had

One department head conditioned his statement by

next to no authority in personnel matters".

one complained, "This has the smell of a loyalty oath and

I

Further,

don't like

it."

The sections documenting the 1973-1974 affirmative action efforts

generally spoke about the procedures undertaken to recruit women and

minority candidates for faculty and graduate positions, the promotions,
salary adjustments, merit raises, and tenure given to affirmative

action faculty, and the establishment of affirmative action committees.
One department noted its unsuccessful efforts to get a husband-wife

"^Jean Leppaluoto, Provost Letter P74-F15, April 25, 1974.
57

These memos are all on file at the Provost's Office.
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team into a joint tenure track
position.
In the problems section was nearly
universal reference to low

availability pools which made the searches
all that much more difficult, and budgetary difficulties which,
many times, forced the freezing
of positions after the department had
begun the search process.

Many

mentioned the expense of faculty advertising and
graduate recruitment.
Several wondered why their graduate recruitment
efforts had failed to

produce their projected results, while others
mentioned the apparent
lack of interest or the inadequate undergraduate
preparation among

minorities as reasons.

One cited a more fundamental problem; he felt

that the affirmative action guidelines were unclear - that
no matter

what a department did, it seemed as if it would be told that it
had
not complied with the guidelines.

Further, he was concerned that the

basic definition of affirmative action may have been altered so as to
favor the hiring of women and minorities in such a way as to com-

promise quality for the sake of improving statistics.
is a hazardous line of questioning.

I

He said, "This

see it coming, and

I

am deeply

bothered by it.”

Concerning goals, most departments stated their intentions of
continuing their efforts as delineated in their earlier plans.

However,

most tempered them somewhat since it was no longer clear that there

would be any growth or that vacancies would automatically receive

authorization for refilling.

Some stated that a number of women and

minorities would be coming up for tenure in the following year and
that they would receive fair consideration, if the University did not
cut back on tenure any further.

Concerning graduate admissions, most
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reaffirmed their earlier positions; one
noted, "We are willing to drop
our standards somewhat, though not
drastically...'

minorities.

1

in

order to recruit

Many commented on the necessity for
adequate financial

support for graduate students as a prerequisite
for continued gains in
this area.

Concerning undergraduates, most confessed that
they had

little impact in these admissions since the process
was a centralized
one, several, however, noted efforts made to recruit
minorities via

contacts with community programs.

Although availability data was still not totally complete, it
showed minor increases in the proportions of women in most cases; in a
few, percentages of women had declined.

Concerning minorities, more

was presented this round than had been presented earlier, and, thus,
is compiled in table form below; only departments reporting figures

are listed.

Generally, the various professional associations provided

the data.

Comparison of this data with that presented in Tables XII, XV,
and XVIII shows three of the five FHFA departments, five of the eight

FNSM departments, and one of the four FSBS departments to have been
in a state of underutilization regarding minorities.

Over one-third

of the departments reporting minority proportions showed them to have

been at a level of 2% or lower.

In none, was the proportion as high

as 10%, although one. Linguistics (9.7%), came close.

An examination of Table XXIII indicates a general trend toward a

more tenured faculty; there were universal increases in numbers or full
proand associate professors, and a general reduction in assistant

fessors and instructors.

Minorities and women showed a general

increase in numbers from the year before.
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Table XXII:
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*
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Thus, as indicated in Table
XXIV, the percentage of
minority

full professors increased only
in Natural Sciences and
Mathematics,
while the percentage of women full
professors increased only in the

Social and Behavioral Science division.

Both increased in all three

divisions at the associate professor
level (excepting a minority

decline in FNSM and no change among women
in FSBS)

.

Both grew

universally at the assistant professor and
instructor levels (except
in FNSM where there were no minority
instructors).

With the exception

of minorities in the FNSM division, both
were still over-represented

at the lower levels of the faculty hierarchy.

Over-all, the updated plans showed both a continued commitment
to and some progress toward the implementation of the Affirmative
Action

Plan.
tloiis

More complete data was presented in most instances, and proporof affirmative action staff had been shown to increase.

However,

the updates voiced a major caution that continued budgetary problems

would result (and, indeed, in some areas had already resulted) in a
reduction in progress made toward numerical goals.
In an effort to support the activity that had proven itself

possible, the Associate Provost held several meetings in the fall with

personnel committees, and with deans and department heads.

58

Since

"conscientious and innovative recruitment efforts are an important
first step towards meeting the goal of equal opportunity," faculty

were invited to a meeting in order to exchange "information about

Leppaluoto, memorandum, "Affirmative Action Meeting on Recruitment", November 29, 1974.
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affirmative action policies and procedures,
and to provide an opportunity to discuss concrete recruitment
strategies." According to the
interviews, the meeting was informative
for some but repetitive for
others.

One department head remembered that it
was "interesting but

not useful since only about three minutes was
spent on the topic of

faculty hiring."

A number of Humanities and Fine Arts heads,
in

particular, were very negative about the meeting.

One had the feeling

that they were being asked, "How come you don’t shape
up?"; however,

he felt that "the people there had done more shaping up
than anywhere
on campus so they were pissed!"

Another felt that the meetings were

so big that they precluded any specific discussions; he agreed that

there was considerable hostility evident - "Rhetorically, the ethos
was zero."

Similar concern was voiced about a pamphlet, entitled, "A Handy
Guide for Your Search", produced by the Associate Provost's staff; it
was a ten page, hand written attempt to trace the path of a personnel
action.

59

Stating that it was "not to be construed as a policy", it

began with a brief definition of affirmative action, and moved through
a series of lists and graphics from the point of identification of a

vacancy to the training, guiding and rewarding of "this person who
has been so carefully found."

No positive response was received,

during the interviews, about this publication.

Many department heads

'found it to be "juvenile" and "condescending"; several commented on

59

Abbott, "A Handy Guide for Your Search", University of
Massachusetts, December, 1974.
E.

L.
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the misspelling of a word on the
introduction page.

One spoke for

many when he said, "At least they could
have typed it."

Similarly, one

noted that he and his colleagues felt it
to be "the biggest insult”

to

the intelligence of any faculty member.

Controversy was also developing around the
advertising requirements.

After having given advertising a try, most
department heads,

as noted earlier, believed that their national
networks continued to

produce the best candidates.

Two noted that the network had located

women "who had been forgotten because (they) had been out of
the field
so long raising children, but now wanted to work again."

As one said,

"The grapevine approach has found more women and minorities than

advertising (has)

,

and is more important now than before if their

numbers are to be increased."

A dean, in reference to the productivity

of advertising for positions in his school, remarked that it had

produced "diddley"; another said that "90% of the advertising produces

nothing useful."

One department head recalled his participation on a

search committee for a recent vacancy at the dean’s level, where a

different response address was placed in the advertisements than in
the letters sent nationally to colleagues; all of the responses came
to the latter address.

While most agreed that they should advertise in professional
sources, they generally resisted advertising in such publications as
the New York Times, Ms, or ethnically related newspapers.

Most

believed that such efforts did not reach qualified persons; most
agreed that women and minorities with Ph.D.’s would be aware of their

professional associations and journals, and would make good use of
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those sources.

They believed, as one FNSM head stated,
that "no

competent scientist (etc.) would look for a job
in the Times ."

Such

advertisements, they believed, led to departments
being inundated with

applications from "high school teachers who thought they
had nothing
to lose by applying."

Forty-one and three-tenths per cent felt that

pressure had been exerted on them to use such media, although
several

noted that the pressure reduced as time passed; a number of others
felt no pressure but had received "strong suggestions" in that direction.
In order to come to an informed resolution on the matter of the

effectiveness of advertising, the Associate Provost undertook a study
based on the recruitment effort that occurred in 1974-1975 for faculty

vacancies for the following academic year.

Responses were received

concerning twenty-eight faculty positions in ten departments.

60

Of

ninety-four finalists, fifteen were minority and thirty-nine were
women.

Only 30.9% of all finalists had come via advertisements; of

the twenty-nine in this category, nineteen came from professional

publications, and one came from The Chronicle of Higher Education

;

six, all for positions in the same department, were unidentified, and

three, all for the same position, came from the New York Times

.

Additionally, nine candidates, all for positions in a department in
the College of Food and Natural Resources, came via flyers sent to

other land grant colleges.

The remainder came via inquiries, referrals,

- the network
phone calls, letters, national conference recruitment, etc.

are on
°Response memos from the various participating departments
file in the Provost's Office.

6
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method.

(Affirmative action placement
cervices had produced some
candidates, but none were selected
as finalists.)
Seven of the ten

departments had received finalists via
advertising; thus, while

advertising was probably not as successful
as proponents hoped, it
was not as much of a failure as critics
charged. There was strong
evidence, however, to back the claims of
those who believed that the

wisest expenditure of advertising funds was in
professionally related
sources.

Evidence of a problem between a number of department
heads and
the Affirmative Action Co-ordinator could be seen
as a result of an

examination of a number of the updated plans, the response
to the fall
meetings and the search guide, and the controversy surrounding
the

advertising requirements.

The interviews with the deans and depart-

ment heads confirmed the existence of such discord.
Of the nine deans interviewed, two had found Associate Provost

Leppaluoto to be very helpful, and noted a positive relationship with
her and her staff; two others were more or less neutral.

Five, however,

felt that their relationship with that office had been negative and

problematic.
’’Her

From those in the first group were such comments as:

educational efforts were worthwhile and helpful", and; "We

worked closely with her from the start; she was very helpful to us."
The latter group did not agree.

One said, "She made everyone mad.

She was always trying to get people to do her job for her... she was

never around... she wrote snotty memos... she alienated department heads
who were committed to affirmative action."

Another felt that "she

hurt the effort because she didn't do all she could; she was not
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helpful in determining resources for
recruitment.
to write one line memos saying,

guidelines.’

’This does not meet affirmative
action

This was infuriating.

effort but she wasn’t.”

Her approach was

She could have been helpful to the

While one noted her questioning of an
appoint-

ment of a white male to a staff of fifteen, most of
whom were minority,

another commented that he wished that "she had been more
pushy.”
Similarly, monumental difficulties were described by
another dean:

They are so busy that they can’t get back to you when you need them.
It takes an undo amount of time to get an offer through.

we know that other schools do it in a few days."

.

.dammit all,

One summed up the

feelings of the group by commenting that "there is a lot of resentment
(to that office) out there now."

There was similar sentiment voiced by the department heads.

Forty-four and eight-tenths per cent stated that they had a negative
relationship with that office, while only 27.6% stated that their
interactions had generally been positive.

The greatest support came

in the FSBS departments where four of six interviewed felt positively

about the office, and another had mixed feelings; only one was negative.
One stated, "She has been helpful.

regarding women in the field.

We have exchanged information

I have had no problems."

Another

found her "easy to get along with; we got along quite well.
had any run-ins with her."

I

never

One of the five in the other two Arts

and Science divisions who had participated in a positive relationship

with Leppaluoto’s staff expressed his belief that the "individuals
there have been useful and helpful; I'm glad they were

thei.e.

They

to maximize
helped us to plan our affirmative action program, and helped
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our compliance to our goals."
ferently.

The other department heads
felt dif-

Several noted that the office
had not been an effective

resource ("She didn't even know about
M.L.A."), that it had
delayed
appointments to the point of causing

the loss of candidates, and
that

it attempted "to wield a big stick";
one recalled that the "nightmare

of punishment from bureaucrats" was
always kept over their heads.

One

long time department head remarked, "I
sometimes felt that that office
was, well, a bit out of it; they didn’t
understand what a university

was all about... They were very inexperienced."

He continued, in

reference to the receipt of memos from Leppaluoto's
assistants, that
he was angry about "being told what to do by staff
people."

One felt

that those memos, in effect, said, "naughty, naughty;
go out and find

yourself a black or an Indian."

A scientist stated that the Affirma-

tion Action Office "peaves us and annoys us"; a humanist noted
his

belief that it did not "go after the departments that haven’t tried
to hire blacks, but browbeats people who are trying to do something."

Ke continued, "I can’t talk to her for more than two minutes before I

lose my head."

Several made reference to the Associate Provost's

not having come from the ranks of the University’s faculty, as being
a source of the difficulty.

Another spoke for many when he attempted

to put the matter into perspective; he felt that the problem "was

essentially due to personalities and not to the issues."
Leppaluoto acknowledged the existence of problems with a number
of the department heads, although she felt that relationships had

improved greatly during the course of the semester prior to the
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Interview.

She noted that some searches were
stopped, either by the

Provost or directly by her, because they were
"sloppy"; however, that

problem had corrected itself over time as
departments began to contact
her office prior to the initiation of their searches.

While she put

forth her understanding that the office was intended
to serve a

resource function, she commented upon the ambiguity of
such a service:

We don’t tell them what to do; we make suggestions"; often,
she felt,
people wanted more than that.

Further, she expressed her belief that

some unit heads had merely responded mechanically to affirmative
action, but that there was a core of faculty who were committed and

whose departments were, thus, most successful.
Thus, the position, obviously, was one that was under fire.

Provost Gluckstem admitted an unintentional, but basic, defect in the
design of the position.
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"It was supposed to be a person who’s to

serve as an advocate for women, and, as it turned out, minorities,
and

who is also to serve a judicial role to monitor departments.

is a conflict established as a result of this."

There

One department head

carried this one step further by remarking that it was a difficult task
to be the advocate for both women and minorities when both are vying

for the same positions.

Interview with J. Leppaluoto, June 10, 1975.

Interview with R. Gluckstem, May 22, 1975.
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Perceptions of the Importance of
Hypothesis Related Factors

Affirmative

——

Of Affirmative Action

Position

Important

Deans (9)

Moderate

Not a Factor

Don’t Know

3

5

1

0

Heads - FHFA (13)

5

1

4

3

Heads - FNSM (10)

2

4

4

0

Heads - FSBS (6)

4

2

0

0

14

12

9

3

Total (38)

The Importance of the affirmative action officer’s
position to the

successful implementation of the policy was not universally
felt.

Twenty-three and seven-tenths per cent of the deans and department
heads interviewed believed that it was not a factor while only 36.8%
thought it was an important factor.

One department head stated that

"the faculty will not see the affirmative action officer as a colleague.
It's a difficult mix of intellectual and moral goals.”

Another line

officer felt, however, that a ’’person who already has the respect of
the faculty could accomplish a lot”; another remarked that "it would

make a great deal of difference if the person came from the faculty.”
Among those who believed the position important was a consensus that
”an extremely talented person could be important; an ineffective person
*

can always add to the difficulties.”
agreed:

’’The

One critic of the incumbent

problems have been with the person, not the job.”

If

the person in the position "had certain diplomatic skills", proponents

believed that he/she could serve as a valuable resource, as

a persuasive
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influence, and as an effective monitor.

Opponents of the position

felt it to be an extra bureaucratic layer
that could only serve to

slow down the process; over one- third of
the deans and department
heads
felt that the position was unnecessary. As
one dean states, "The

position never gelled... it wasn't necessary
because Gluckstem was so
strong."

Table XXVI: Perceptions of the Importance of Strong
Upper Level Administrative Support to the
Successful Implementation of Affirmative Action

Position

Important

Moderate

Not a Factor

Don' t Know

Deans (9)

9

0

0

0

Heads - FHFA (13)

9

2

0

2

Heads - FNSM (10)

7

3

0

0

Heads - FSBS (6)

5

1

0

0

30

6

0

2

Total (38)

The over-all strength of upper level administrative commitment was

cited earlier in the chapter.

Its necessity was acknowledged by those

interviewed; none believed that it was not an important factor, while
78.9% felt that it was.

There seemed to be a general acceptance that

not as much would have been accomplished had not Bromery and Gluckstern

been so strong in their support of the policy.

Present was the knowledge

that some departments had only gone through the motions of appearing
to have an open search process that merely preceeded the hiring of the

person the department had wanted in the first place; however, there
was the belief that the administration had minimized the frequency of
such activity.

One department head stated that "affirmative action is
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extra work and is easy to let
go. . .administrative
strength is
important." Another agreed "the
more pressure, the better. .
.there
are some departments, that make
no efforts, that want the
pressure
removed, but I don’t; it is necessary."

Table XXVII:

Perceptions of the Importance of
Faculty Leadership
Implementation of Affirmative Action

t o . the Successful

Deans (9)

Heads - FHFA (13)

Heads - FNSM (10)
Heads - FSBS (6)
Total (38)

6

0

11

0

9

0

5

0

31

0

Equally as strong was the belief that faculty leadership
was not
important to the successful implementation of affirmative
action in the
same way that it was in such issues as unionization, grading
policies,

core requirement alteration, etc.

While it was generally acknowledged

that "the faculty must have their hearts in it" - that in the long
run, faculty attitudes were most important - the strength of the

administrative commitment had made it obvious that affirmative action

would become a working policy of the institution.

As long as the

administration continued to uphold the notion of "excellence", faculty
leaders were thought to be satisfied.

The progression of memos concerning the development of affirmative

action p>lans always included the strong suggestion that women and

minority staff be involved in the process.

Only slightly more than

half of those interviewed felt that participation of members of those
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Table XXVIII: Perceptions of the
Importance of a CriMmi m
Women and Minorities to the Successful
Implementation
of Affirmative Action

Position

Important

Moderate

Not a Factor

Don

'

^

t

Deans (9)

5

1

1

2

Heads - FHFA (13)

8

1

1

3

Heads - FNSM (10)

3

0

5

2

Heads - FSBS

4

1

1

0

20

3

8

7

Total (38)

(6)

°*

Know

groups in the departmental activity had been a necessary factor
in the

department’s plan development and subsequent recruitment efforts; 21
%
thought it not to be important, while nearly as great a number had no
opinion.

Some did point to the positive contributions to the effort

made by their women and/or minority staff; one administrator felt that
the success of a department's efforts tended "to correlate with the

presence of women and minorities on the staff."

Several cautioned

that not too much should be made of their involvement, while one

compared the question to the never-ending "chicken and the egg" controversy.

There did seem, however, to be an important relationship

between the scholarly activity of women and minority faculty to the
receptivity of some faculty to the hiring of more affirmative action
candidates.

As one department head stated, if there are women and

minorities on the faculty, "then people can see that they are not

bogeymen."

There was an acknowledgement by twelve interviewees that

the quality of affirmative action appointments was important.

Regard-

ing women , the bind was double; not only did they have to be good,
would
but they had to stay for long periods of time before some faculty
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be satisfied that they had made
the right decision in hiring
them.
one dean put it, "Every time a woman
leaves to follow her husband,

someone says, 'See...'".

As

•

Table XXIX: Perceptions of the Importance
of the Budget
Succes sful Implementation of Affirmative Art- inn to the

Position

Important

Deans (9)

Moderate

Not a Factor

Don't Know

8

Heads - FHFA (13)

12

Heads - FNSM (10)

10

Heads - FSBS (6)
Total (38)

6

36

0

1

1

As might be expected, the effect of the budget on the
successful

implementation of affirmative action was thought, nearly, unanimously
to be important.

The one dean who felt it not to be a factor stated

that an over-reliance on growth to accomplish affirmative action goals
can be an excuse for inactivity, that much can be done through normal

faculty and graduate student turnover.

Most of the rest, however, felt

growth to be important, and shrinkage to be disastrous; if vacancies

were frozen, then no positive action towards the attainment of goals
could occur.

Further, advertising for faculty replacements, and

recruiting trips to fill graduate slots with affirmative action persons

both were expensive ventures.

Then, even if women and minorities

could be found, the campus would have to continue to be competitive

financially

and offer reasonable changes for eventual tenure, if

candidates were to accept offers.

Similarly, it was felt that adequate

financial support was crucial for potential graduate students to accept
admission.

.
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Although they were not asked directly,
sixteen deans and department heads made reference to the
importance to
the successful imple-

mentation of affirmative action of
significantly large availability
pools of women and minorities.

This was felt to be important not
only

because it would make their identification
and recruitment easier,
but also because it would avoid bidding wars
over the few nationally

qualified faculty, and, thus, would provide for
a broader national
impact.
As a hindering factor to the successful
implementation of affirma-

tive action, many, although not directly asked, said that
the paper

work requirements, and, seemingly, endless updating of plans caused
them to become upset with the policy, even though they supported its
goals

Summary

The campus, then, had undergone a four year process which began
in 1971 with the Faculty Senate's establishment of the Committee on the

Status of Women, and its debate over the request for the appointment
of an Associate Provost whose major concern would regard the status of

women; at that same time, an H.E.W. inquiry concerning the salaries of
a number of University employees had grown into a full contract com-

pliance review.

Immediately thereafter, the University began to change

a number of policies thought to be discriminatory to women, and began

the process which resulted in the submission of an Affirmative Action

Plan to H.E.W. in March, 1974.

Recruitment according to affirmative

action guidelines began in the spring of 1972, but was not fully
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established until 1974.

Strong support for the policy
vas cade public

by administrative leaders, and proved
to be a major contributor
to its

successful implementation; the major
detractor was the University's

slippage into financial difficulties (as a
result of the national and

state-wide fiscal crisis).

While it was not universally agreed
that

affirmative action had been successfully implemented
on campus, there
was a consensus that progress was being made.

Over the several year

period, more than half of the faculty appointments had
gone to affir-

mative action candidates, primarily women; more than a hundred
women
and minorities had been added to the faculty.

In assessing the effort,

Provost Gluckstem examined whether or not real movement had occurred:
"In terms of other campuses - yes; in terms of what might have

happened, I'd say no.

Am

I

satisfied?

I don't think so.

I

think we

should be a lot further ahead than we are."
As Chancellor Broraery said, "It won't be easy but nothing worth-

while usually comes quickly."

*

63

Interview with

R.

Gluckstem, Hay

22, 1975.
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS

The research contained in this work seeks to examine
the factors

affecting the implementation of affirmative action in
Academic Affairs
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

The intention of the

effort has been a hope toward providing a basis for an understanding
that might make such a policy a more readily accepted and less volatile
one.

Since its introduction into higher education, affirmative action
has been an extremely controversial policy, both in the national dialogue
and on many individual campuses.

Many academics with strong histories

of concern for the extention of equal opportunity in all aspects of

American life saw affirmative action as travelling beyond their perception of a socially just resolution of the discrimination that most
agreed had characterized the national past.

Chapter II discussed in

detail the condition of women and minorities in higher education which
led to the application of affirmative action to those colleges and

universities receiving substantial federal contracts.

The national

debate over the policy was summarized, and the results of recent

evaluative studies were presented.

Chapter IV closely examined the

history of the implementation of affirmative action at the University
*

of Massachusetts at Amherst in order that an understanding of the

important factors in the implementation process might be developed.
Chapter
Those factors, which were stated in hypothesis form in

include:

support;

(1)

(2)

I,

the importance of strong upper-level administrative
of the
the importance of the level of understanding
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policy and support given it by key faculty members;

(3)

the importance

of the participation of women and minority
faculty in the process;
(4)

the importance of an effective affirmative action
officer, and;

(5)

the importance of institutional budgetary conditions
and practices.

The process by which data was collected was presented in Chapter
III.

This final chapter includes a discussion of the success of
the

implementation process on the Amherst campus, a discussion of the

validity of each of the hypotheses, some additional conclusions, and
areas of suggested research.

In all instances, conclusions were

drawn only after a careful examination of all pertinent data was
completed.

The Successful Implementation of Affirmative Action

The historical involvement of the University of Massachusetts in

areas of social importance was not unlike that of comparable institutions.

Similarly, the condition of its minority and female faculty

prior to affirmative action was characterized by most of the same hall-

marks that were apparent nationally; both were under-represented on
the faculty and over-represented among its lower ranks.

The necessity

for efforts to improve that situation first received campus attention
as a result of the activity of the campus’ black undergraduate popula-

tion in the late 1960's, and, subsequently, by women faculty members,
1971.
through the Committee on the Status of Women, beginning in early
of
Over the next several years, progress was made in a variety

areas:

appointrecruitment efforts resulted in 49% of all new faculty

been made to women
ments for 1972-1973, and 54% for 1973-1974 having
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and minorities.

(No figures were available for
1974-1975.)

Numerical

hiring goals were set as a means toward a further
increasing of proportions of women and minority faculty, and broader
recruitment procedures

were instituted to facilitate the actualization of those
goals.

In a

number of instances, salary inequities were identified and
corrected,
and a number of new personnel practices, intended to remedy institu-

tionally supported areas of discrimination, were adopted.

The problem

of the historical exclusion of women and minorities from doctoral pro-

grams also began to receive attention which resulted in the implementa-

tion of recruitment programs for minorities in many departments, and
in the increased acceptance of and financial support for both women and

minority graduate students.
That affirmative action in Academic Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst was successfully implemented can not be
seriously challenged.

That is not to say that all discriminatory

beliefs, and their resultant actions, had totally been eradicated in
any part of the University or that the policy received strong support
and compliance from all of the organizational units on campus, but it
is to acknowledge that the institution had set itself in the direction

of correcting its self-admitted deficiencies, and had developed a

momentum that, barring any major financial catastrophies or any change
in the
in administrative priorities, would, in all likelihood, result

and
continued improvement in the proportion and condition of women

minority faculty and graduate students.
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The Importance of Strong Upper-level Administrative
Support
The campus debate, which began in late 1971 during
the Faculty

Senate’s consideration of the motion proposing the creation
of an

associate provostship concerned with the status of women on the
campus,
was similar in content to that which occurred nationally.

Included

was a concern that an affirmative action policy might promote prefer-

ential treatment, establish quotas, and lower standards of excellence;
also considered were the intrusion of the administration into the

traditional faculty bastion of hiring and promotion, the apparent

disregard of the normal grievance process, and the propriety of the
requirement that records be kept by race and sex.

However, unlike

other institutions, the University experienced only a limited debate.
There seemed to be on campus a strong base of support for affirmative action among many faculty, but there were also a number of opponents.

Debate was minimal since some opponents felt that opposition on their
part to the policy would result in their being labelled as racist or
sexist; others felt that opposition would be injurious to their careers.

Perhaps more important was the belief that opposition would be fruitless since a program would be enacted in any event, due to the federal

imperative and since the administration appeared to have such a strong

position on the matter.

The fact that the Chancellor was black

administracertainly muted some opponents, but the actions taken by the
December
tion in the aftermath of the Faculty Senate votes in

commitment.
were indicative of the strength of administrative

,

1971,

A pool

those allocated to the departof new faculty positions, over and above
if they could recruit faculty
ments, was set aside for departmental use
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who were particularly innovative or who were
from affirmative action
groups.

Since original departmental requests far
outnumbered the sum

of new positions to be allocated, the reservation
of a portion of those

much sought positions for affirmative action purposes was
demonstrative
of administrative priorities; by stating the expectation
that hiring

regularly allocated slots should be made on the same basis as
those for the "pool" positions, the message was further reinforced.

Over the course of the next several months, it was announced that depart-

ments were to begin to develop procedures for the documentation of their
efforts to locate qualified women and minorities.

Further, anti-nepotism

and maternity leave policies w ere administratively re-written so as to
T

be nondiscriminatory toward women, and several programs to increase
the number of minorities among the non-professional staff were either

administratively implemented, or were proposed by the administration to
various grant sources.
This level of activity continued through the next several years as

departmental plans, including numerical hiring goals and specific
timetables, were developed and implemented.

The mandate to seek

qualified women and minorities for faculty positions, as well as for

graduate student slots, was continually made clear.

Searches, using

methods beyond the traditional "old boy" network, were to be used to
locate candidates, and the documentation requirement was enforced to
a greater extent each year.

Personnel actions which violated the

for
administrative guidelines were turned back to the departments

corrective action.
administrative
The resultant perception of the strength of
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commitment was such that respondents to the researcher's
survey over-

whelmingly described that of the Chancellor, the Provost,
and the Deans
as "strong".

Further, nearly eighty per cent felt that the strength
of

the administrative effort was important to the successful
implementation
of the policy, especially if there was to be an attenuation of
the

incidence of departmental activity which might be characterized merely
as "paper" compliance.

Thus

,

there does seem to be considerable evidence that firm

upper-level administrative support of the policy was

a_

factor related

to the successful implementation of affirmative action in Academic

Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

.

The Importance of Understanding of the Policy and Support
Given It by Key Faculty Members

While opposition to affirmative action policies was to be expected,
the Chancellor and Provost sought to reduce the level of anxiety among
the faculty by taking action aimed at carefully defining affirmative

action.

Bromery sought to build upon the strong base that he saw

among the faculty by attempting to build a bridge between the moral and
legal obligation of the campus, on one hand, and the concerns of the
faculty regarding the maintenance of excellence, on the other.

His

raised
earliest memoranda on the topic included responses to the often
and the
questions about goals versus quotas, preferential treatment,

potential impact on standards.

He continually made it clear that

consideration in
academic excellence was still to be the foremost

hiring, promotion, and admissions decisions.

However, he also stated
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his firm belief that there were women and minorities
who had been over-

looked in the past who could meet those standards.

Thus, it was his

intent that affirmative action was to be a means toward
identifying

those qualified women and minorities in order that their numbers
at the
®

might grow.

Similarly, the Provost made strong reference to

academic excellence in his communications, and Associate Provost Tillona
spent countless hours in conversation with individual deans, department
heads, and influential faculty attempting to reinforce the message.

It

was their hope that such initiatives would bring about an understanding
of the policy that would promote its acceptability, and, thus, advance
its goals.

Discussion of the policy was undertaken at all organizational
levels of the faculty; data gathered suggests that the effort was

successful.

Of all of those interviewed by the researcher, only five

defined affirmative action to include the forced hiring of women and
minorities.

All of the department heads, with one exception, believed

that their faculty understood the policy as Bromery had defined it.

While it was acknowledged that the older, more established faculty were

more committed to the traditional ways, it was also stated that most
faculty supported the underlying goals of the policy as put forth by
the Chancellor.

This support was such that only five department heads

affirmadid not know who among their faculty were openly supportive of
faculty
tive action, and only that same number knew of members of their

who had openly opposed the policy.

However, of the deans and depart-

leadership to be of
ment heads interviewed, only three saw faculty

affirmative action,
importance to the successful implementation of
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thirty-one thought it not to be a factor.

It v/as the belief of most

that so long as the administration continued to
uphold the notion of

excellence, faculty leadership would be content not to
interfere.

It

was this non-interference which permitted administrators
and the faculty

supportive of the policy to work toward its successful implementation.
One possible contributor to the lack of controversy relating
to

affirmative action on the campus was the early implementation strategy
employed by the administration.

It sought simultaneously to change

organizational behavior, and to begin to address the attitudes of
individual faculty.

It was understood by the Chancellor and often

repeated by faculty members that, to be effective, affirmative action
must have the support of the faculty.

Thus, the mere use of the power

of the chancellorship would probably have been ineffective in the long

run since it might have evoked a backlash based on unilateral adminis-

trative action in areas formerly reserved for the faculty.

However, by

permitting the slow development of plans on the departmental level, it
was possible to develop among the faculty a less controversial under-

standing of the policy, and, thus, to avoid the debilitating effects
of a hot conflict.

Through its memoranda, and more importantly,

its discussions with key faculty members, the administration was able
to convince them that its interests in promoting equality of oppor-

tunity were congruent with the scholarly interests of the faculty.
the faculty
Thus, competing groups never really formed either between

and the administration or among the faculty itself.
plans
While in some instances, slow development of departmental

initiation of the affirmative
could certainly have meant a delay in the
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action effort, such was not generally the rule here.

During the

period in which the discussions occurred, the administration
provided
incentives (the pool positions) for departments to act
voluntarily,
and the structure (documentation of efforts) to show good faith.

In

first year of the effort, more than fifty faculty from groups

protected by affirmative action were hired, five times more than the

number of positions in the reserved pool.

During the next year, the

year in which departmental goals were being developed, the proportion of
affirmative action hirings continued to rise.

Thus

,

before.

written

a_

plan was ever placed on file with the Office for Civil Rights

,

the

University had hired three times as many women and minority faculty as

Berkeley w as required to hire in thirty years
T

charges that quality had been compromised
Thus , it is clear

action was
faculty .

a.

t hat

,

and without any sustained

.

the successful implementation of affirmative

factor of the level of understanding of the policy by key

It was not as clear that support from that group promoted the

successful implementation of the policy, but it is evident that their
lack of opposition was crucial, and resulted from a carefully planned

administrative effort.

The Importance of the Participation of Women and

Minority Faculty in the Process

for the
As has been mentioned, some of the initial impetus

result of
University's involvement in affirmative action came as a

wanted stronger support
demands placed by a group of black students who
level of racial
services, more minority faculty, and a greater
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understanding on the campus.

That effort heightened the consciousness

that equality of opportunity meant more than
providing for the admission
and financial support of several hundred minority
undergraduates.

The

affirmative action movement did not coalesce, however, for
several more
years, when a group of women faculty began to research
the condition of

women on the campus.

Their efforts led to the creation of the Faculty

Senate Committee on the Status of Women, the creation of an associate
provostship, and the passage of the foundation for the affirmative action
plan.

Women and minority faculty played an important role in affirmative
action advocacy, in the development of departmental goals, and in the

hiring and graduate recruitment processes.

It is significant that when

deans and department heads were asked by the researcher to name members
of their faculty who had been openly supportive of the affirmative

action policy, most included women and minority faculty, sometimes

exclusively or overwhelmingly.

When asked how important those faculty

had been to the development and actualization of departmental goals,

slightly more than half believed them to be a significant factor.

It

is, perhaps, significant that of the eight who believed the participa-

tion of women and minorities not to be a factor, five were from among the

Natural Sciences and Mathematics group, the faculty in Arts and Sciences

with the smallest representation of women and minority faculty; women
present.
and minorities could not have been a factor if they were not

Very crucial to the successful implementation of affirmative
held by the
action was the perception of women and minority faculty

established white male faculty.

Quality and, in the case of women,
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seriousness as a scholar were important
characteristics in the eyes of
most faculty. The seven black faculty who
began the CCEBS Program

were considered to have been a salient factor
in the willingness of

white faculty to accept more black faculty.

That all had reputations

as quality scholars and that they demanded
excellence from the students
in the CCEBS Program provided evidence to those
reluctant white faculty

that the interests of black faculty were similar to their
own.

For

women, the longer that they held their positions, the more
perceptions

concerning their commitment to scholarship increased.

While it was acknowledged by many deans and department heads that

mistakes had been made in the hiring of particular women and minority
faculty, it was generally felt that their caliber was excellent, and
that the proportion of mistakes was no higher in those groups than it

was among the faculty as a whole.

Thus, as often happens, the success

of the first women and minorities hired had an impact on future efforts.

There seemed to be enough confidence in most of those hired to remove

doubts about the quality of others in the pool.

It follows that once

the scholarship issue is resolved, it becomes easier for women and

minority faculty to be viewed as positive contributors to the realization of a department's objectives, whether they be academic matters,

personnel matters, or affirmative action matters.
Thus, while not absolute, there does seem to be a relationship

between the presence of women and minority faculty in a department
and the department's interest in promoting affirmative action goals.

However, since some departments began their efforts without any women
of a
and minority staff, an absolute relationship between the presence
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critical mass" of women and minorities
within a department and the
department’s successful implementation of
affirmative action has not

been firmly established by this research.

The activity of minority

and wom e n's groups on the campus-wide level,
and the growing reputations
of women and minority sch olars certainly had
a profound impact in
k ripfiinfi a bout a .positive atmosphere for the
implementation of affirma-

tive action goals

.

The Importance of an Effective Affirmative Action Officer
The Associate Provost position was originally designed to be

concerned with women's issues, but became one which coordinated the

affirmative action efforts from the Provost's Office.

Both the Chancellor

and the Provost were convinced that to be effective, an affirmative

action officer must be involved in an array of activities beyond affirmative action in order that the person might gain respect as a competent

administrator, and not merely be a person identified solely with an area
of potential controversy.

However, during the period under study, the

Associate Provost's position became increasingly devoted to affirmative
action.

As It did, the level of controversy surrounding the position

increased.

A certain amount

of the controversy can be attributed to the fact

that there was a change in personnel in the position.

The first

Associate Provost came from among the faculty ranks on campus, was an
influential Faculty Senator, was the director of an academic program,
and was well liked and respected by her colleagues at the time that she

assumed her new pest.

Thus, although there may not have been total
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agreement and support among the faculty
concerning her activity, there
was a general understanding that she
was well aware of the interests
of
the faculty and the pressures on the
department heads.

This resulted

in an acceptance of her new role since
most believed that there was a

commonality of interest.

Thus, she was able to be most effective
in

her attempt, by holding individual discussions
with key faculty members
and department heads, to bring about an understanding
of administrative
goals for the implementation of the affirmative
action program.

Inter-

views by the researcher with deans and department heads
revealed an

overwhelming belief that she had been successful in her efforts.
The second Associate Provost was hired after the first became a

part of the Chancellor

s

staff.

Her prior experience had not been on

the campus, and she was hired, primarily, to assume administrative duties.

Since her association with her academic department was minimal, she was
not aDle to build a strong relationship with the department and, thus,

was not able to develop a reputation on campus as a quality scholar or
an excellent teacher.

Further, since more and more of her time was

spent with affirmative action matters, she was not able to develop a

reputation as an administrator with an understanding of the operation
of the University and the concerns of the faculty.

She became increas-

ingly identified with affirmative action alone.

Some difference in the perception of these two individuals must
also result from the role that each assumed in the effort.

The first

person was responsible for developing among the faculty the basis for
the construction of a program.

She dealt with philosophical issues,

and attempted to convince department heads that

the.

interests of the
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University were no different from their
own.

Although hiring was

monitored by her office, the oversight
process was only in the developmental stage. Further, there were no
numerical goals and timetables
at that time; they, too, were to be
developed.

When the second person

assumed her duties, most departments were into
the process of formulating their plans.

She became the one who had the responsibility
to inform

the reluctant departments that their plans were not
acceptable.

Further,

it was her obligation to supervise a more fully
developed monitoring

process.

The fact, that it had become evident that the campus’ growth

had come to an end, put further pressure on her position.

Thus, the

evolutionary change in the position contributed to the difficulties
that some faculty had with the second Associate Provost.

The affirmative action officer's position is often a difficult
one, receiving criticism from those who believe the incumbent to have

gone too far as well as from those who believe that not enough had been
done.

It has been acknowledged in the literature that success is a

factor of the position’s place in the hierarchy and the support given
it by the chief campus officers.

In the case of the University, the

position was one of high status in the formal structure.

Further, both

of the persons who served in the position felt that the Provost had

given them the full power of his office as a means toward facilitating
the accomplisliment of their responsibilities.

Of the deans and department heads interviewed by the researcher,

nearly 24% felt the affirmative action officer not to be a factor in
the successful implementation of affirmative action; nearly 37% felt

the affirmative action officer to be an important factor, while nearly
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32% thought the person to be a
moderately Important factor.

Most of the

negative and moderate responses were
based on the feeling that much
had
been accomplished despite the difficulties
that many had experienced
with the second affirmative action officer.
s upport

The evidence does seem to

the c ontention that the successful
implementation of affirmative

action is promoted if the _affirmative action
officer is skillful

.

The question then develops into a consideration
of the characteristics that an affirmative action officer is to
possess if he/she is
to be effective in accomplishing the responsibilities
of the position,

while, at the same time, evoking the respect of the various
segments of
the campus.

Such a condition may be possible if the person holding the

position has the background and qualities of a person who normally
promoted to academic administration positions.

is

Thus, if the person is

a respected scholar who understands the institution and has the con-

fidence of a sizable proportion of the faculty, the person would have
a better chance of success in the role.

An experienced faculty member

might be better able to bridge any gap that might exist between an

institutional goal and a departmental goal since that person might have
a better grasp of the legitimate concerns of both.

A member of the

faculty who has a high level of personal power with his/her colleagues
might be able to translate that power more readily into an effective

organizational effort to further affirmative action goals.

A person who

does not come from the campus faculty must first

prove that he/she is not a threat to the academic interests of the
faculty before being able to develop any personal power.

This becomes

all the more crucial - and difficult - if the person has had no faculty
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experience but comes from industry or
government, or if the responsibilities are given to a member of the
campus personnel office or to a

person immediately out of graduate school.

Persons with those back-

grounds, while well intentioned, may be viewed
as suspect, and, thus,

may be challenged with more frequency than might
happen with a person
viewed as a colleague.
Further, a successful affirmative action officer must
be aware of
the approach to be taken with deans and department heads.

If the person

is aware that those individuals would be offended by
receiving official

response to their affirmative action efforts from graduate assistants
on the officer's staff, or that they would feel their professionalism

challenged by unenlightening handbooks, then such a person would avoid
such approaches.

Again, a more experienced campus faculty member might

be more aware of and better able to negotiate the constraints of

collegiality than might a person lacking experience as a faculty member
or one who is new to a campus.

Thus , the consideration s made in other appointments to positions of

administrative importance in higher education

(

whether they be department

heads or provosts) should be applicable for affirmative action officer

positions .
p rogram ,

It is not enough for the person to support the goals of the

the person must also be able to engender support in other

faculty for

t hose

goals , and must not become an issue which diverts

attention from that effort.
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The Importance of the Budget
Perhaps, not as much needs to be said
concerning the impact of
the budget on the successful implementation
of affirmative action.

It

was nearly the unanimous belief of those
interviewed by the researcher
that the budget is an important factor.

Obviously, if faculty positions

can not be filled or if salaries can not be competitive
due to budgetary

limitations, progress toward goals will be slowed.

The same holds true

in the area of faculty development if the opportunities for
sabbatical

leave or supported research must be limited.

Similarly, financial

assistance to graduate students may also be adversely affected in a

period of no-growth or negative growth.
However, it is possible that too much could be made of the condition of steady-state budgets.

VJhile timetables may have to be extended

in some instances, goals need not be abandoned.

Because finances may be

tight, the commitment to fill vacancies with the best possible candidate

need not focus solely on white males, as may have occurred in the past.

Attitudinal efforts geared toward changing perceptions, (as often
happens in difficult economic times) that jobs should be given to men
before v’omen and whites before minorities, must be undertaken if
slippage in hiring is to be avoided.

If academics are to be believed

that quality is foremost, then budgetary problems, while, perhaps,
*

slowing down the affirmative action effort, should not stop it altogether.
One way of insuring that qualified women and minorities will be

available is to insure that the affirmative action thrust on the graduate
level is not lost.

Joint recruiting efforts such as that undertaken by
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the Faculty of Social and Behavioral
Sciences provide an example of
how
to accomplish searches for talented
graduate students in a time of

economic constraint.

Further, financial assistance to graduate
students

has often been given in the form of teaching
or research assistantships.

While quality should certainly be a factor in such
awards, another
factor, which might receive increased attention, is
that of financial
need.

Although firmly established as the basis for granting
scholar-

ships, loans, and work-study to most undergraduates, financial
need is

not as universal a factor on the graduate level.

By adopting that

principle to a greater extent, graduate programs would be sure that there
is sufficient aid available for those who have been historically least

apt to be granted it, women and minorities.

Finally, an institution may be able to make strong use of its

budget in the promotion of affirmative action goals by rewarding those
departments which show the greatest movement toward goals.

The

incentive system used in the pool position effort is clear evidence of
the success of one such strategy.

Thus, that higher education has stopped growing need not be an

excuse for non-compliance to affirmative action goals.

While it may be

said that the condition of the budget is an important factor in the

successful

i mp 1 emen t a t i on

of affirmative action

,

it may also be said

that the m anner in which the funds are used is equally important

.

Other Conclusions

The experience at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
supports the position of those who believe that goals and Qu otas ar e.
,
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distinctly

di fferent , and c ontradic ts the
contention of those who believe

that affirmative action will result in
preferential treatment

.

Because

the University administration made it
clear that it would not support
the hiring of unqualified faculty, it removed
a sense of pressure from

those faculty who believed that they would have
to hire a woman or

minority for a position regardless of whether or not
they were the best
qualified for the position.

The University's monitoring system, once

developed, made sure that search efforts were broad enough to
reach

qualified affirmative action candidates.

Only a handful of those

interviewed by the researcher felt that women and minorities cleared the

monitoring process with greater ease than white males.

Thus, if the

faculty attempted to identify qualified affirmative action candidates
and were unsuccessful in either attracting any to interviews or to

accept offers of employment, and were able to document their efforts,
the University was satisfied that "good faith" had been exhibited.

During that period, over half of the faculty hired were from among
affirmative action groups, a factor of a University and departmental
effort to identify the best candidates, not a factor of artificially

imposed quotas.

Corroborating the Carnegie Council'

s

research

,

an examination of

the University's areas of success indicates that gains for women and

minorities were not universal

.

While a majority of the women are still

found in such areas as Home Economics, Nursing, English, and the languages,
and a majority of the minorities in Education and the ethnically-related
areas, improvements have occurred in a number of departments.

However,

- even at the
that progress has not been felt in all departments
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graduate level - and some fields without
sizable pools of women and
minority faculty and graduate students
have remained that way. Thus,

greater attention must be paid in some of those
areas, particularly
at the graduate level, in order to insure
that the future will not see
a continuation of exclusive domination by
white males.

Areas for Future Research

It would be helpful to the resolution of a major issue
in affirma-

tive action efforts if research were to be conducted in the area
of the

excellence of affirmative action appointees.

While there was absolutely

no evidence that unqualified faculty were hired at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst as a result of affirmative action, nor any
strong feelings among the faculty that such was the case, it would put
an end to some of the national controversy if that could be proved.
It may, however, be too soon in the careers of a number of the women

and minorities hired to be able to make a fair or convincing assessment.

However, such an effort may be advisable over the next several years.
Two factors might receive careful attention - scholarly output and

rate of retention.

Comparisons made between women, minorities, and all

faculty hired between 1971 and 1975 would serve as an indication of any

difference in general quality.

For those persons no longer at the

institution, follow-up studies could be conducted to determine whether

or not quality was a factor in their change of employment.
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Summary

There is strong evidence to support the contention
that affirmative action in Academic Affairs at the University
of Massachusetts was

successfully implemented, and that the success was primarily
a factor
of a high level of commitment from upper-level administrators
and their

ability to convince faculty that affirmative action was not in opposition to their concerns for academic excellence.

Further, there is

evidence to support the belief that the participation of women and

minority faculty was helpful but was not absolutely necessary for the
process to be successful.

Additionally, the effectiveness of the

affirmative action officer was an important factor, especially when
the person has the respect of the faculty on campus.

Finally, the

budget was seen as a key factor; however, methods to make creative use
of a reduced budget were evidenced.
It should be clearly understood that there is nothing in this

research which shows that the need for affirmative action has been
ended.

That it has been successfully implemented means that processes

have been established to increase the number and condition of qualified

women and minorities in faculty positions and graduate programs, that
the level of controversy concerning the University’s participation in

such an effort has been minimized, and that progress toward goals is
*

being made in some areas.

It does not mean that discrimination has

autobeen ended in all areas, nor that women and minorities would
no antimatically receive nondiscriminatory treatment if there were

bias regulations on campus.

The research does, however, show that
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progress can be promoted if there is strong
administrative support for
the policy, if the policy is clearly understood
by faculty to be

supportive of the underlying philosophy of the
institution, and if
those responsible for administering the effort are
able to do so in a

manner which conveys their understanding of the concern
of the faculty
for academic excellence.
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APPENDIX

I

Definition of Terms
(based on Higher Education Guidelines)

r

-a t ive

jgc t ion - the requirement that a Federal contractor
must

Atake additional efforts to recruit, employ and promote
members

of groups (women and minorities) formerly excluded, even

if that

exclusion cannot be traced to particular discriminatory actions

on the part of the employer.
Affirmative Action Program - a set of specific and result-oriented
procedures to which a contractor commits himself to apply every

good faith effort to insure affirmative action.
Compliance status - No contractor's compliance status shall be judged
alone by whether or not he reaches his goals and meets his
timetables.

Rather, each contractor's compliance posture shall

be reviewed and determined by reviewing the contents of his
program, and his good faith efforts to make his program work

toward the realisation of the program's goals within the timetables set for completion.

Federal contractor subject to affirmative action requirements - any

prime contractor or sub-contractor with 50 or more employees
and a federal contract (s) totalling $50,000 or more.
G oals - projected levels of achievement resulting from an analysis

by the contractor of its deficiences, and of what

it can

availability of qualified
reasonably do to remedy them, given the

work force.
minorities and women and the expected turnover in its
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Job classification - one or a group of jobs having
similar content,

wage rates, and opportunities.
Minority - a person from any of the following ethnic groups:

Black,

Spanish-surnamed, American Indian, and Oriental.

Successful implementation - demonstrated progress toward the realization of stated goals.

Timetables - the period of time through which an institution would
incrementally attempt to meet its hiring goals.
U tilization analysi s - the comparison between the number of women and

minorities that are qualified and potentially available for
positions.

«
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Administrators

Person Interviewed
Randolph W. Bromery
Robert L. Glucks tern
James DeShields
Patricia Asack
Zina Tillona
Jean Leppaluoto
Russell Kraus
Warren Gulko

Department
Chancellor
Provost
Chancellor's Staff
Chancellor's Staff
Chancellor's Staff
Associate Provost
Provost's Staff
Budget Director

Date of Interview
June 11, 1975
May 22, 1975
June 10, 1975
June 10, 1975
July 9, 1975
June 10, 1975
July 1, 1975
June 10, 1975

Deans

Conlon
(Assoc. Dean)
Dwight Allen
Kenneth Picna
Arless Spieiman
William Darity
Jeremiah Allen
Seymour Shapiro
(Acting)
David Bischoff
John. T.

Dean Alfange

Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Food & Natural Resources
Health Sciences
Humanities & Fine Arts
Natural Sciences &
Mathematics
Physical Education
Social & Behavioral
Sciences

July 21, 1975
September 30, 1975
July 8, 1975
June 23, 1975
July 9, 1975
July 1, 1975
June 25, 1975
June 24, 1975
June 23, 1975

Department Heads

•

John Bracey
George Wardlaw
Gilbert Lawall
Sara Lawall
Joseph Frank
Michel ine Dufau
Carroll Reed
Harold Boudreau
Robert McNeal
Samuel Keyser
Robert Sleigh
Laszlo Tikos
David Knauf
R. Clinton Fuller
Seymour Shapiro

Afro-American Studies
Art
Classics
Comparative Literature
English
French & Italian
Germanic Languages
Hispanic Languages
History
Linguistics
Philosophy
Slavic Languages
Theatre
Biochemistry
Botany

July 30, 1975
September 12, 1975
July 16, 1975
July 18, 1975
September 5, 1975
July 11, 1975
July 9, 1975
July 11, 1975
September 8, 1S75
July 8, 1975
July 10, 1975
August 11, 1975
August 11, 1975
August 19, 1975
June 25, 1975
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Person Interviewed

Department

Date of Interview

Department Heads (cont'd)

William McEwen
Michael Arbib
Joseph Hartshorn
Robert Mortlock
Leroy Cook
William Irvine
Roger Porter

John Palmer
Thomas Fraser
Ching-Mao Cheng
James Lynch
Norman Ait ken
Glen Gordon
Jay Demarath

*

Chemistry
Computer & Information
Science
Geology & Geography
Microbiology
Physics 6 Astronomy
Astronomy
Polymer Science &
Engineering
Zoology
Anthropology
Asian Studies
Communication Studies
Economics
Political Science
Sociology

July 15, 1975
July 16, 1975

July 14, 1975
July 14, 1975
July 15, 1975
July 14, 1975
August 18, 1975

September 18, 1975
August 20, 1975
July 14, 1975
August 7, 1975
September 4, 1975
July 16, 1975
July 15, 1975
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Chancellor’s Questions

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM.

DATE.

.

R.

,j,q

W.

June 10, 1975
.

.

Bromery

SUBJECT

Your responses to the following questions will be helpful to
my research:

— What is
— Why did

meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
the University develop an affirmative action plan?

—How was it
— How strong
—What
— Have

developed?
a priority is affirmative action to the University?
to you?
to Provost Gluckstern?
to the faculty?

role have you assumed in the affirmative action effort?

any faculty been outspoken about the policy?
the nature of their activity and influence?

— Has
— How

What has been

there been any resistance among the faculty?

effective has the affirmative action effort been?
successfully implemented?

Has it been

— What

—

have been the major problems associated with the implementation
of affirmative action?
What has been your greatest satisfaction re: the implementation of
affirmative action?

— What
— What

has been your greatest disappointment?

factors would you identify as key factors against the
successful implementation of affirmative action?
its
factors would you identify as key factors promoting

— What

successful implementation?
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PROVOST’S QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

from..

to

™
?:.

subject.

1

date.... ???. I-?*..}???

Glucks tern

.

During our discussion, it would be helpful to my research if
could have your perceptions in the following areas:

I

—What is meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
—Why did the University develop an affirmative action plan?
— How strong a priority is affirmative action to the University?
to the Chancellor?
to you?
to the Faculty?

— How was the plan developed?
— What guidelines were given to
development of their plans?

the schools and departments for the
How were they to develop their goals

and timetables?

—Were selection processes altered?
— Did the schools and departments act in "good faith"?
— Did any resist? How were they approached?
in the
—What role have the Chancellor and his staff played
sector?

imple-

mentation of affirmative action in the academic

— What has been your role?
— How was the decision made

to have an affirmative action officer for
Academic Affairs? Why was that person given the title of Associate
Provost? What kind of authority did that position carry?

—Why

was J. Leppaluoto selected for the position?
she been? Why?

they generally
do the faculty respond to affirmative action? Do
understand the policy?
Deans? Department
What has been the role of the Faculty Senate?
Heads?

—How

—

How effective has

R.

Gluckstern

May 19, 1975
Page

2

Have any faculty been outspoken about the policy?
been the nature of their activity and influence?

Who?

What has

—Have

there been any pressure groups within any of the schools and
departments?

—What

have been the major problems associated with the implementation
of affirmative action?

—Which departments and schools have been most successful? How? Why?
— Which have been least successful? How? Why?
— Has affirmative action been successfully implemented?
—Has the policy changed anything?
— What has been your greatest satisfaction re: the implementation of
affirmative action?

What has been your greatest disappointment?

— What

factors would you identify as key factors against the successful
implementation of affirmative action?

—What

would you identify as key factors promoting successful
implementation?
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ASSOCIATE PROVOST'S

iTlv^TT dkk

fj

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM

. .

DATE

.

June

1975

Jean Leppaluoto

T0

SUBJECT

Meeting, June

6,

1975

During our discussion, it would be helpful to my research if
could have your perceptions in the following areas:

I

—What is meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
—Why did the University develop an affirmative action plan?
— How strong a priority is affirmative action to the University?
to the Chancellor?
to Provost Glucksterr.?
to the Faculty?

—How supportive have they been of the effort?
— What has been your role in the effort?
— What have been the roles of Bromery and his staff, and Glucks tern?
— What, specifically, has been expected of you?
—Are those expectations adequate to accomplish the University* goal?
— Do you have adequate authority to meet your responsibilities?
—How effective do you think you have been?
— How was the University's affirmative action plan developed?
—What guidelines were given to the schools and departments for the
goals
s

development of their plans?
and timetables?

*

How were they to develop their

—Were selection processes altered?
Do they generally
— How did the faculty respond to affirmativeanyaction?
either
outspoken,
been
Have
understand and support the policy?
pro or con, about the policy? What has been the nature of their
activity and influence?

— Have
— What

units?
there been any pressure groups within any of the academic
Heads?
has been the role of the Faculty Senate? Deans? Department
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Jean Leppaluoto
June 3, 1975

Page

2

- What have been the major problems associated
with the implementation
of affirmative action? Has there been any resistance?

Which departments/schools have been most successful?

—Which have been
— Has affirmative
— Have you had to
actions?

least successful?

How?

How?

Why?

Why?

action been successfully implemented?
intercede in any selection processes or personnel

How?

— Has anything changed on the
—What has been your greatest

campus as a result of affirmative action?

satisfaction re: the implementation of
affirmative action on campus?

—What
—What

has been your greatest disappointment?

factors would you identify as the key factors against the
successful implementation of affirmative action?

— What

would you identify as the key factors promoting the successful
implementation of affirmative action?

—Why are you leaving
—What kind of person

UMass?

should replace you?
the position to make it more effective?

What should be changed about

2A7

DESHIELDS AND ABACK.' S QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM

Laurence R. Marcus

..

DATE

TO

Dissertation Interview

SUBJECT

Your responses to the following questions will be helpful to my
research:

— What is meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
— Why did the University develop an affirmative action
—How strong a commitment is affirmative action to the

plan?

University?

to the Chancellor?
to Provost Gluckstern?
to the Faculty?

—What
— What

has been your role in the effort?

has been the interaction between the University and the Office
for Civil Eights?

—How was the affirmative action plan developed?
—Have there been any outspoken advocates or opponents
department heads or faculty?
activity and influence?

among the deans,
What has been the nature of their

—How

effective has the affirmative action effort been in Academic
Affairs?

— What

approach should an affirmative action officer take with the
faculty?

—How
—Has

effective has Jean Leppaluoto been?

affirmative action changed any selection processes or any
curricular approaches?

—Which
—Which

academic units have been most successful?
academic units have been least successful?

—What has been your greatest satisfaction

How and why?

re: the implementation of

affirmative action?

—What

How and why?

has been your greatest disappointment?
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Page

2

What factors would you identify as key factors against the successful
inplementation of affirmative action?

— What

factors would you identify as key factors promoting its
successful implementation?

.
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KRAUS AND TILLONA'S QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM.

Laurence R. Marcus

DATE

.

TO ....

Dissertation Interview

SUBJECT

During our discussion, it would be helpful to my research if
could gain your perceptions in the following areas:

I

—What is meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
—Why did the University develop an affirmative action plan?
— How strong a priority is affirmative action to the University?
to the Chancellor?
to Provost Gluckstern?
to the Faculty?

— What was your role in the University's affirmative action effort?
— What, specifically, was expected of you?
— Did you have adequate authority to meet your responsibilities?
—How effective do you think you were?
—What guidelines were given to the schools and departments for the
development of their plans?
and timetables?

How were they to develop their goals

— How

did the faculty respond to affirmative action? Do they
generally understand and support the policy? Have any faculty
been outspoken, either pro or con, about the policy? What has been
the nature of their activity and influence?

—Have
—What

there been any pressure groups within any academic units?
Heads?
has been the role of the Faculty Senate? Deans? Department

—What

implementation
have been the major problems associated with the
resistance?
any
of affirmative action? Has there been
How? Why?
academic units have been the most and least successful?

—Which

—Have you had
actions?

personnel
to intercede in any selection processes or

How?

implemented?
Has affirmative action been successfully
anything?

Has it changed

— What

factors would you Identify as key factors promoting and retarding the successful implementation of the policy?
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BUDGET DIRECTOR'S QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM

Laurence

W

TO

SUBJECT

.

R.

Marcus

DATE

June

9

1975

Gulko

Meeting, June 10, 1975

Your response to the following questions will be helpful to my
research:

—What is meant by the term, "affirmative action"?
—Why did the University develop an affirmative action plan?
—How strong a priority is affirmative action to the University?
to the Chancellor?
to the Faculty?

—How

much Federal financial support (in any form) did the University
receive in FY 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975?

—How

much did the University spend in FY 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975 to
promote its affirmative action program (printing, advertising,
recruiting, etc.)?

— How

were the extra faculty positions for affirmative action hirings
made available several years ago?

— How

many affirmative action hirings have been made on hard money?
How many on soft money?

DEANS’ QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

FROM

Laurence R. Marcus

DATE

TO

Dissertation Interview

SUBJECT

Your responses to the following questions will be helpful to my
doctoral research:

—What is meant by the term, "affirmative action”?
— What has been your role in the University’s affirmative action effort?
— Why did the University develop an affirmative action plan?
—How strong a commitment is affirmative action to the University?
to Bromery?
to Gluckstem?
to you?
to your faculty?

— What

direction did you receive from the Provost’s Office for the
development of your affirmative action plan?

—What

was the nature of your interaction with the affirmative action
personnel in the Provost's Office?

—How

effective do you think their activity has been in the area of
affirmative action? Why?

— Hew

did you seek to develop the affirmative action plans for the units
in your school/college?

— What role have your department heads played?
— Do the faculty understand the meaning of affirmative
—Have there been any faculty who have been outspoken,

action?

either pro or

con, about the policy?

—What has been

the nature of their activity and influence?

—Have there been any pressure groups organized around affirmative
action?

— What
— What

has been the nature of their activity and influence?
implementation
have been the major problems associated with the

of affirmative action?

?
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Page

2

Which departments have been most successful?
Why?
Which departments have been least successful?
Why?
college

— Has

rmat "^ Ve aCti ° n been successful ly implemented
in your school/

the policy changed anything?

What factors would you identify as key factors against
the successful
implementation of affirmative action?

What factors would you identify as key factors promoting
the
successful implementation of affirmative action?
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DEPARTMENT HEADS

'

QUESTIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

MEMORANDUM

Laurence

FROM

R.

Marcus

DATE

TO

SUBJECT

Dissertation Interview

During our discussion, I would like to gain your perceptions
regarding the implementation of affirmative action policies at the
University in general and in your department in particular. It
would be most helpful if the conversation were to focus on the
following concerns:
(1)

the interaction between your department and the Provost's
Office, and the interaction between your department and
your dean;

(2)

the process of implementation of the policy in your department;

(3)

the perceptions of the faculty concerning the policy, and;

(4)

the progress made toward your goals.

The interview should take approximately forty-five minutes to complete.
I appreciate your willingness to provide this assistance to my
doctoral research, and look forward to our discussion.

